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Cross out the past
and let the worms work for you
Some direct drills from around the world may have
been a good idea when they were invented. But times
have changed – so keep up with the future.
With a Novag drill you’re not only investing in the world’s
most innovative no-tillage drill, but you’ll also receive healthy
soils that will make the next generation’s farming a success.

Cut your costs and working hours and let the worms, fungi
and bacteria do the job for you. Enjoy increasing carbon
sequestration, water storage and nutritional quality –
all while increasing yields and revenues! It even helps
you to restore thriving ecosystems. This may sound like
a fairytale, but it works.
Novag
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INTRODUCTION
MIKE DONOVAN, EDITOR
No-till farmers are increasingly seeing
grass as a useful arable break crop. The
mat of grass roots created by No-till
provides a fertile top layer of soil for
the cash crop, which also benefits from
the deep rooting pasture species. Grass
builds soil structure and fertility, and also
provides a useful income. Hence our
cover picture which is used to underline
the benefits and relevance of grass to the
arable farmer.
It also illustrates the increasingly wide
knowledge base needed by farmers.
The post Brexit challenges will be
immense and will require a change
in the management system on many
farms. Using an unchanged system will,
in many cases, not be sufficient to keep
the farm profitable, and it’s knowledge
that’s needed to instigate change.
Organisations including AHDB, Defra,

Innovative Farmers, Innovation for
Agriculture, LEAF, Farm Carbon Cutting
Toolkit all have a stake in agri knowledge
transfer (KT), as do events like Cereals,
Groundswell and the agricultural shows
and others, some which have sadly
been cancelled this year. KT also has
a role in the universities and colleges,
institutes such as NIAB, Rothamsted
and many others. To a greater or lesser
extent all these involve the application
of scientists and the scientific method
to farming problems. Direct Driller
magazine, along with The Farming Forum
online, is providing further reach for
this knowledge, and knowledge transfer
is very much the topic of the day. Our
aim with Direct Driller is to bridge the
gap between research organisations and
farmers, providing readers with a glimpse
into the future, be that making changes

in time for the next harvest, or looking
at methods and technology which will be
used by the next generation of farmers
The truly excellent Nuffield report on
KT by Mark Bowyer published Oct 2015
exposes the major difficulties of KT in UK
farming. He highlights the chasm which still
exists between research and application
and the need for this to be bridged
in both directions. He also comments
on the large number of organisations
involved in R+D,
each with their
own means of
communicating
with
farmers,
and
the
(sometimes)
poor
coordination
between them.

A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY TO HELP
SHAPE AGRICULTURAL POLICY

DEFRA's Director General for Food,
Farming and Biosecurity, David Kennedy,
thanks all who contributed to the “Health
and Harmony” consultation on future
farming policy in the spring of 2018,
when the Department received over
43,000 responses. He now explains how
you can get involved in their next stage.

Now we are once again seeking
views from farmers and land managers
as we design our new Environmental
Land Management Scheme (ELM).
This scheme will see farmers paid for
work that enhances the environment,
such as tree or hedge planting, river
management to mitigate flooding, or
creating or restoring habitats for wildlife.
As readers will know, we are moving
away from simply paying for the total
amount of land farmed, and ELM will
be the cornerstone of our vision for
an agricultural policy that pays “public
money for public goods” that benefit
society.
4 DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

Now that this government has secured
the parliamentary majority needed
to proceed with the Agriculture Bill,
which we launched on 16 January, we
expect our new domestic legislation will
become law by the summer, meaning
that the agricultural transition period
can start in 2021, which is when we also
plan to start the ELM national pilot.

Before then, there are a number of
opportunities for you to have your say in
shaping this agricultural transformation.

Tests and trials
First of all, I would like to thank any
readers who may be taking part in one
of our ELM ‘tests and trials’ or have
expressed interest in involvement.
Through these, we are testing various
approaches to understand if and how
they could be used as part of the new
ELM scheme. These include the content
and scope of land management plans,
the role of advice and guidance, how

to encourage farmers and landowners
to work together in the schemes, and
what payment methodologies could
work best to deliver results and value
for money.
The tests and trials we have
contracted so far are helping us to test
particular elements of the new scheme
before putting these into practice.
The national pilot, which will begin in
late 2021, will be when we start to work
out how these building blocks piece
together. Ahead of that, we want to do
a wider call for information to harness
farmers’ experiences and to learn from
those, to ensure we do not repeat the
mistakes of previous schemes.

A three-tiered scheme
On Tuesday 25 February we published
the ELM discussion document on
Citizen Space, which sets out our
ambition for a scheme in which anyone
from any farm or land type might
ISSUE 9 | APRIL 2020

participate at the right level. This stems
from our early thinking and engagement
with stakeholders on how elements of
the new scheme might work.
An important design element we
are seeking views on is having three
tiers to ELM, which will ensure there is
something for everyone.
Tier one would focus on encouraging
environmentally sustainable farming
and forestry, including actions the
majority of farmers can take across their
farmed and forested land – such as
planting wildflower margins, improving
the health of their soils, or using cover
crops.
Taking into account the diversity of
our landscapes in this country, tier two
would be designed to support farmers,
foresters and other land managers
deliver locally-targeted environmental
outcomes. This would appeal to
those who are interested in taking on
targeted environmental challenges and
collaborating with others in the local
area to achieve benefits on a greater

scale, undertaking work such as tree
planting, creating habitats for wildlife, or
natural flood management.
Tier three would look to deliver
transformational land use change, such
as large-scale forest and woodland
creation, peatland restoration, and the
creation of coastal habitats such as
wetlands and salt-marsh. Eligibility for
this tier is likely to be project-specific, to
ensure the land use change is delivered
with the right natural capital assets and
at the right scale.

Have your say
We have a 10-week window from 25
February to 5 May for contributions to
the ELM discussion document. There
will be regional events happening over
this time which will be advertised on the
Farming Forum and on Defra’s Facebook
page, but if you can’t make it to an event,
anyone can contribute to the discussion
on Citizen Space, where the document
is hosted. Search “Environmental
land management: policy discussion”

to find it.
We value your experience, whether
that is from EU-administered schemes
including Countryside Stewardship
and Environmental Stewardship, or
from other local work done with your
Facilitation Fund group. Wildlife and
nature groups may have valuable
insights we need to capture to ensure
the scheme delivers effectively for local
environments, ensuring value for money
for the taxpayer.
Most of all, we need this to be a
scheme that works for farmers, the
people who are managing the land in
this country to produce food and protect
nature. ELM is a
golden opportunity
to reset farming
policy in England,
and I hope all
farmers can seize
this moment to
help us shape the
future of farming
David Kennedy
for this country.
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The all-year implement for large-scale farming and contracting

Take a closer look at the Prisma®
roller system with a cultural twist on;
• Blackgrass chitting with volunteer
cereal control
• Straw spreading and incorporation
• Trailed units from 6.4m - 12.4m
• A wide range of paddle, tined units
and options to fit seeders for cover
crop seeding and small seeds
• For non-inversion and
plough-based systems.
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FEATURE

FEATURED FARMER
EDWIN TAYLOR

We have been farming in South Northumberland for the
past 5 generations and I am in partnership with my father.
The farm is primarily mixed livestock and arable with a
haulage and commercial grain drying and storage facility.
The farm changed dramatically in the early 90’s with ceasing
milk production of a 200 cow herd and that’s when the main
focus turned to combinable crop production. Livestock has
always been part of our farming business and today we run
150 suckler cows plus followers.
There is 806 ha of arable and 285 ha of grass land plus
woodland. The farm sits at an altitude of 220m ranging from
20m to 300m. The soil type is mostly a sandy silty loam and
high magnesium levels, which can be challenging due to our
location and annual average rainfall of 750mm per year.
Since ceasing our milk production, it didn’t take long for
us to notice a significant difference in soil conditions with
more difficult crop establishment and not realising the value
of grass and fym in the farm’s rotation.
We have been on this regen/conservation ag journey
since the late 90’s, without us probably realising it at the
time moving to a so-called min-till system, as we were more
focused on reducing costs and increasing work rates. By the
early 2000’s we soon realised the damage we were doing
to our fragile soils with our heavy cultivation methods and
that they were not sustainable. At that point we changed
our methods to a more minimal scratch tillage system with
a greater focus on soil health and trying to build carbon to
stabilise our soils. Previously we had removed all our crop
residue so we decided to start chopping more within the
rotation with the aim to leave most of the residue on the
surface for soil protection and not to incorporate at depth
as the residue would easily turn anaerobic. We were still
rotationally ploughing at this stage probably 25-30% of the
farm, mainly because of our rotation and narrow window for
winter crop establishment. This continued for a number of
years, while at the same time trying some different approaches
to enable us to widen our rotation introducing some spring
cropping. Our first overwinter cover crop was grown in 2006

just a simple oat and mustard mix cultivated in that autumn
and spring beans no-tilled in the following spring, which
was not that successful as due to the lack of our cover crop
knowledge, the crop was holding onto the moisture and we
were more concerned about the date of drilling rather than
the conditions.
It was not until the harvest and autumn of 2008, which
was extremely wet again where virtually no winter crop was
drilled. With the prospect of having to plant 100% spring
crop that was probably when the penny dropped, that if
we wanted to continue down a reduced tillage system to
improve our soils health we would need to widen our rotation
and that would be the year to do so. The harvest of 2009
proved that we could grow spring crops successfully. We
continued to experiment with cover crops, spring cropping
and direct drilling till 2012, where we had another extremely
wet autumn with the only winter cereals established were on
those fields that had not been inverted since the late 90’s
and which had applied straw, fym and gypsum over the years.
That November of 2012 another light bulb moment
occurred, not knowing what to expect, I was asked to join a
meeting at Newark to listen to a French man called Frederic
Thomas. I came away from that meeting with a more focused
direction of where conservation agriculture could take us.
From that point we took the decision to move to a nearly
total no-till system. Also, from that meeting we saw the start
of BASE-UK as a organisation. I felt so very privileged to be
asked to be involved in the organisation from the start. I have
had the opportunity to meet some fantastic people over the
years that are so passionate, enthusiastic and knowledgeable
in conservation agriculture and in turn has given me the
confidence to continue down the path that has been quite
controversial and not always easy at times.
The changes have been quite dramatic both in the arable
and livestock part of the business. We have moved to
growing between 20-40% spring crops following our autumn
established cover crops, which has also allowed opportunities
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to import more
organic
matter
onto the farm in the
form of compost
and
applying
more
gypsum
with the compost.
Our rotation has
changed from a
wheat,
barley,
oilseed
rape
autumn drilled to a wheat, oats, linseed, beans and oilseed
rape autumn drilled, and spring drilled oats, beans, barley
and peas. Also playing around with peas and oilseed rape
mixes. We are still doing some cultivating probably about
5% within the rotation to level fields to improve the following
crop establishment. Overall, this seems to have brought
more diversity to the farm enabling our soils to become
more resilient to extreme weather (still not perfect) but yet in
another very wet harvest and autumn we have more winter
crop established which I feel is down to the change in our
methods of farming.

Join the largest
connected weather
network for farmers

All spring crops have a starter fertiliser applied with the
drill as a liquid and we have both a disc and a tine drill which
enables flexibility in both winter and spring establishment.
Our drive has been to try and reduce costs while still
maintaining output - we have been mixing our own liquid
fertiliser for a number of years, we have stopped spraying
insecticides and we are trying to reduce our other pesticide
use. Also home saving the majority of our seed as we have
the facilities to clean and dress (recently we have moved
away from applying any seed dressings with no detriment to
the growing crop) which has also made life more simple as
we have no seeds sitting in bags with dressing on (especially
this year).
Historically the livestock have nearly always been run as a
totally separate enterprise. Recently we have been growing
forage rye for early grazing on arable ground where we
have calved the herd in late April/early May. We are also
growing westawold and clover to again graze in early April
which helps clean our fields up where we have brome that
is causing problems in the arable rotation, in turn is also
resting our pastures so we are not chasing grass early in the
growing season. It is still early days but this has given us
the confidence to try some mob grazing with the herd but
it is not without its problems as water and fencing are the
main hurdles to overcome. On a positive note however, the
temperament of the cattle has changed dramatically, they are
so much easier to work with.
Looking forward and following on from a difficult autumn,
I am more confident and relaxed with the quantity of spring
cropped area we are going to have this year due to the
experience I have gained over the past number of years. We
still have many improvements to make as it often does feel
like we have taken three steps forward and three steps back
because of the altitude and the soil type we have to deal with
but I’m sure this will improve over time as there is an awful
lot more to learn.
DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE
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the UK

Take action
and spray
at the right
moment

The most useful feature is the
possibility to set up a perimeter so
the app will tell you the temperature
range between dates and the
rainfall. It gives me a much better
understanding of our local weather, …”
Andrew Bott
North of London, near Stevenage
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BIOLOGICAL FARMING
BRINGS HEALTHY COWS TO
RANGEMORE!

Written by DJL Agriculture
It was 2010 when Nigel Roobottom and David Lievesley began to see that things needed to go down a more diverse route
at Highlands Park Farm, Rangemore, nr Burton-on-Trent in Staffordshire.
Nigel and Fiona Roobottom secured the
tenancy of the farm, previously farmed
in hand by Lord Burton, Rangemore
Estates in 2003, the 450 Acre farm,
which was home to The Baileys Herd
and is currently home to Nigel & Fiona’s
180 cow herd of Holstein Friesians.
As of many Estate Farms, through the
years of intensity the soil was very much
taken for granted with two dairy herds
and an Arable Unit, the fertilizer bag was
very much at the forefront of the soil
plan.
With an abundance of slurry, which in
those years was a waste disposal task
there was a huge biological imbalance in
the making!
When the Estate was tenanted out and
Nigel Roobottom began farming the
farm in his own rights problems started
to appear in the cows.

weeks before calving is the Holy Grail.
Whilst being important it’s also critical to
manage the calcium element of the farm
and the cows throughout the lactation.

Nigel, a very passionate grazer of cows
wanted a system that would lend itself
to a relative, no nonsense management
strategy.

We began to recognise the lack of
worms, with the slurry being spread with
an umbilical cord splash plate.

With an all year-round calving pattern
back then, metabolic problems appeared
at calving, leading to the cows not being
able to get up.

The decision was taken in April 2007 to
invest in a Dribble Bar Slurry Tanker to
give more flexibility to the system and
to be able to apply slurry at optimum
application rates.

Nigel, working together with Dave
Leivesley began thinking out of the box
with Dave Leivesley’s philosophy of
you can’t fix a cow in three weeks, that
meaning many people think that three

Dave Leivesley who has worked with
Nigel for many years and focuses heavily
on the synergy of soil sample results to
health of the cow, wanted to look also at
aeration as oxygen is a vital component

of soil health.
The slurry lagoon was already treated
with Bacillus based slurry additive,
designed to create a homogenous
Aerobic manure. Which in Dave and
Nigel’s terms was like feeding the land
Bio-yoghurt.
To back this up it was then decided to
invest in a slot aerator in partnership
with a neighbour to help get more air
flowing through the heavy soils.
With Calcium very much in the mindset,
the fertiliser aspect was then looked at
and we turned our attention to C.A.N
(Calcium Ammonium Nitrate) with
Dave’s knowledge indicating that 1kg
of N displaces 3.5kg of Ca, so we need
to keep topping up that calcium for the
health of our stock. It is my belief that
when the Ph of our land drops below
6.4 we leave ourselves open to disease,
and with the modern cow becoming a
“pin cushion” for the vaccination needle
we believe our land should be pro-biotic
supporting the healthy bacteria which
build up in our immune system.
The journey of biological farming began
to gain pace with Nigel and Dave already
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LOW DISTURBANCE ESTABLISHMENT
Designed for perfect seeding in
no-till, min-till, & conventional
establishment systems making
it a truly versatile drill.
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• Up to 4 separately metered hoppers
• Unique tandem seeding line

1
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Versatile

4 hoppers / 2 depths

2 separate air circuits

Tandem coulter system
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• Separate air circuit for grain and fertilser
• Blockage sensors for both air circuits
• Up to 250kg coulter pressure to ensure
correct seed placement in any system
• Fully adjustable coulter and press wheel
pressure to suit soil / weather conditions
• Low hp requirement (from 35hp/m)
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No-till • Min-till
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Profit from our knowledge

seeing cow health in a better place, milk
quality on a rising level with butterfat
and protein increasing, Somatic cell
count lowering and body condition in a
healthy score.

reduced with F.Y.M and slurry being an
asset to the farm.
The F.Y.M is also taken very seriously
with yards being cleaned out, the
manure is stacked and turned in the
same way as compost, with organic
matter being high on the list. You can
actually see the healthy fungi within the
manure, this is only contributing to the
healthy mychorisal present in the soils.

With a mixed farming approach, the
forage make-up of the feeding plan
is made up of grass silage mixed with
arable silage, that being of an Oats and
peas mixture and barley being grown in
the rotation. Also, oats are used heavily
in the plan, with their phosphorus
scavenging property and peas, a legume
fixing organic N into the soil.
The crop protection piece of the
biological jigsaw is the job of Daniel
Leivesley, Dave’s son, who is a Biological
Agronomist. Turning his attention to
Bio-Stimulants and Carbon-Based foliar
feeds and away from the chemical story!
The crops are drilled using a SimtechAitcheson T-Slot Drill, with the plough
being sold a number of years ago! The
Simtech has proved a great asset to the
farm, with the T-Slot allowing air around
the seed aiding germination. A front
tank is currently being constructed on
farm, giving the option to feed the seed
with Bacillus Bacteria when it is placed
in the soil.
That in mind the attention turns to plant
diversity within the grazing leys, with
the focus on root zones, Dave creates
his own ‘Grazing recipe’ with alternative
thinking and herbal mixtures featuring
heavily in the system.
Species such as Chicory, Rantain,
Clover mixes and Traditional Grasses
such as timothy are included alongside
Diploid and Tetraploid Ryegrasses. It is
important that we have root zones at
varying depths to both create aeration
and mineralisation, the important part
of Carbon Sequestation is for the soil
to have a canopy, thus creating better
photosynthesis and reducing Carbon
Loss.

focus being as a soil conditioner , but
only mined organic Gypsum is used as a
strict measure.
The concentrate element of the cow
ration is also a key feature in what we
call the Bio System, with Dave saying,
feeding the soil is like feeding the cow
and the importance of Amino Acids.
This makes up the Bio-Circle says Dave,
with ingredients such as Prairie Meal,
Sugar Beet Pulp and other healthy
components. My thinking is that if we
focus on By-products so readily available
to us the soil is the end user and that’s
not necessarily healthy.
If we focus on quality amino Acids the
soil benefits via the manure.
Back to the slurry tanker, where the dots
are joined again the Dribble Bar System
allows slurry, which by appearance and
smell is a ‘Health Option’ and is placed in
the sward when the timing is right, and
conditions allow.
The fertilizer has been significantly

Today’s heavy focus on reducing
antibiotic usage is a very important goal.
It is clear that our cows and youngstock
are of a high health status, with the
system having been implemented a
number of years ago. It is also clear that
this is the route to sustainable farming
and food production.
Recently humates were brought into the
story, with Leonodite being added to the
dairy and youngstock ration and as an
experiment Humic Acid was added to
the biological silage additive and applied
to the whole crop oats and peas.
With Humates forming part of the antiviral chain and consequently finishing
up in the soil. It is the way forward in
creating total natural immune defence
mechanisms.
Coming from the early years of taking
on the tenancy when the cropping,
as of many farms, was wheat, maize
silage and grass silage. Where grass
remains the wheat and maize have been
replaced with the more sustainable
crops mentioned earlier.
Due to the change in cropping and
farming system, the livestock can enjoy
a calmer, stress free lifestyle. Being

With few words passing by without
the word ‘Calcium’ appearing again,
Gypsum is very much on the shopping
list at Highlands Park. To aid these high
magnesium index soils, Organic Gypsum
is spread in a rotation at 1 Tonne to
the acre using the farms Bunning Rear
Discharge Spreader.
This can be seen on Dave Leivesley’s
website, www.djlagriculture.co.uk, the
10 DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE
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able to change the calving pattern
to capitalize on the milk contract has
brought about times where the system
is less demanding on labour, thus giving
a better lifestyle all round.
The ability to add cover cropping into
the system has allowed the drill to
furthermore add to its benefits, whilst
creating plants that pump minerals at
every opportunity.
With the herds grazing heavily for many
months of the year it is obvious that
the potash indexes have to be taken
seriously.
One problem that came up a number
of years ago was the selective grazing
by the cows. This needed some ‘out of
the box thinking’. The sodium element
was being supressed by the extensive
K index and again needed to be taken
seriously.

The sugars being systemically taken
through the foliage and into the soil
system had marked effects on grazing
palatability making the sodium element
more readily exchanged. This is protocol
that will continue as part of the
management plan.

It was decided that a Carbon-based
molasses foliar feed was applied through
the sprayer, with the soil being a living
medium we needed to ‘feed the bugs’
just like you feed a cow’s rumen.

Currently the farm is achieving a yield
from home grown energy.

DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

With a young herd, 30% being in their
first lactation, and an 8500 litre lactation
calving interval of 388 days and a yield

from home grown forage, around 4000
litres, it is fair to say that the mixture of
regenerative farming and dairy cows go
hand in hand.
In summary and ten years down the
line, the land and cows are in a great
place. Challenges do crop up as they do
in farming, but it is fair to say that with
managing biology, problem solving is
way down being replaced with positive
thinking.
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HAVE WE FORGOTTEN HOW
TO NURTURE NATURE?
Written by John Meadley from the Pasture Fed Livestock Association

Industrial Agriculture’s Terms of Trade- bad to worse
Technology has Increased Total Production

But Farmers have less income

High, expensive & toxic non-renewable energy inputs

“Humankind, despite its artistic and
technical abilities, sophistication and
accomplishments, owes its existence
to six inches of soil - and the fact that
it rains”. That phrase, attributed to
Confucius (551 – 479 BC), reminds
us that soil is the most basic, vital
and precious medium - without which
humanity could not exist. We are
taught at school that the plants that
live in this soil convert sunlight, through
photosynthesis, into sugar. But just
as man does not live by bread alone,
so plants do not live by sugar alone.
Much of this sugar is passed down to
the roots where it is exuded out into
the plant’s rhizosphere – the film of
soil immediately surrounding the roots.
Just as we humans are dependent
upon the vibrant and complex fauna
and flora in our gut (our microbiome)
to digest our food, so plants are
dependent upon the fauna and flora
(their microbiome) in their rhizosphere
to convert their photosynthesised
sugars into the myriad of metabolites
that they need to grow and to protect
themselves. In order to thrive and
engage with their microbiome, plants
need a strong, healthy root system
with a large surface area.
12 DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

As we continue to cultivate the soil we
would be wise to remember that plants
and animals were able to feed, protect
and reproduce themselves long before
man came on the scene and that soil
co-evolved – without any help from
man – together with grasses, shrubs
and trees, with the flora and fauna that
lived around their roots and with the
animals that grazed on them. What can
we learn from that? Most important
is to recognize that when we cultivate
the soil and harvest the subsequent
crop we destroy those symbiotic
relationships, break up the mycorrhzal
pathways, oxidise the organic matter,
dry out the soil and reduce its fertility.
The soil needs then to be healed.
Farmers have realized this since time
immemorial – recognizing the need
for fallow, rotation and grazed pasture.
Way back in 35BC the Roman poet
Vergil wrote (translation by C Day
Lewis):
See, too, that your arable lies fallow in
due rotation,
And leave the idle field alone to recoup
its strength;
Or else, changing the seasons, put down
to yellow spelt

A field where you raised the beans with its
rattling pods
Or the small-seeded vetch
Or the brittle stalk and rustling haulm of
the bitter lupin.
For a field of flax burns up a field and so
does an oat-crop,
And poppies drenched in oblivion burn up
its energy.
Still, by rotation of crops you lighten your
labour, only
Scruple not to enrich the dried-up soil
with dung
And scatter filthy ashes on fields that are
exhausted.
So too are the fields rested by a rotation
of crops,
And unploughed land in the meanwhile
promises to repay you.
Beans, Vetch and Lupins - and later he
refers to Lucerne and Lentils - are all
nitrogen-fixing legumes, the benefits
of which they were aware almost two
centuries before Linnaeus introduced
the concept of botanical families
– including the Leguminosae (now
Fabacae). Having already recognised
the importance of animal dung (….to
enrich the dried up soil) later Vergil
writes about grazing lush young
cereals…..
Another, for fear the cornstalk should
wilt under the ear’s weight,
Grazes down the exuberant crop while
yet its young green
Is barely showing above the furrows.
For centuries the concept of rotation,
and the virtues of legumes, has been
recognised by farmers. During the
eighteenth-century Viscount Townsend
(Turnip Townsend) encouraged roots
and pasture within his four-course
rotation - with ruminant animals as
the centre-piece; sheep folded on
arable crops and both sheep and
cattle grazing on pasture. This fouryear rotation had two major effects
on agriculture. The first was that the
harvest increased in yield. In 1705,
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Also helps grow profits.
Investing in the Claydon Opti-Till® system provides a healthy soil structure and creates
the perfect growing environment for crops. Localised drainage, strong rooting and
retained soil moisture promote optimum yields, saving you money through fewer field
passes. You can bank on it.

For a more in-depth look at the Claydon system go to:
www.claydondrill.com Telephone: +44 (0) 1440 820 327
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England exported 11.5 million quarters
of wheat (approx. 13,000 tons) . By
1765, wheat exports had risen to 95
million quarters (107,000 tons). The
second effect was that livestock, which
no longer needed to be slaughtered
before the winter months, increased in
both quantity and quality.
In
1891,
Armstrong
College
(together with Cockle Park Farm)
was established, later to become the
Agriculture Department of Newcastle
University. In 1896 it started a series
of trials to improve grassland that ran
for more than 60 years. Key to their
success was the introduction of wild
white clover (WWC), which greatly
out-yielded the commercial strains of
white clover then available. Together
with the application of basic slag (a
phosphate-rich bi-product of the steel
industry) and the Cockle Park Mixture
(Ryegrass, Cocksfoot, Timothy, WWC

years the yield was 71 bushels. Not
only does WWC increase the yield, but
it cleans the land to an extraordinary
degree…its seems to have such a
dominating effect that after a course
of two seedings the land is completely
free of twitch”.
Have we forgotten these early lessons
about the benefits of grazed, biodiverse
pastures? Until around 70 years ago
farmers focused on working together
with nature to maintain soil fertility as
well as both soil and crop health. This
changed as WW2 brought pressure
to produce more food and with the
introduction of a range of synthesised
chemical compounds. Much grassland
was ploughed up to produce crops
……and also because it was no longer
needed to feed horses – reflected in
Harry Ferguson’s mantra that: “One
third of the land cultivated by horses
is used for growing their fodder”.

Soil loss from arable versus grassland soil
North Wyke Farm Platform (systems based experiment)

and a range of herbs) this transformed
the productivity of millions of acres of
pasture across the UK.
Speaking at the Farmers Club 100 years
ago in May 1920 , JGG Rea CBE (later
to be the chair of the Northumberland
War Agricultural Executive Committee)
noted:
“I had some land adjoining a moor which
was reclaimed by my grandfather. It
was kept in cultivation almost entirely
for the sake of growing roots for the
sheep. We looked upon the corn crop
as a necessary evil and 30 bushels
an acre was considered a good crop.
After an application of 1.5 lbs/acre wild
white clover the grazing was what I
considered phenomenal, and when the
pasture was ploughed out after two
14 DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

Although UK farmland is still two thirds
pasture, there are increasing numbers
of ploughed acres that not only do not
enjoy the benefits of biodiverse pasture
but are left as bare soil for extended
periods. Nature doesn’t do bare soil - for
several reasons. Firstly, Nature seeks
efficiency and it is the colour green,
not brown, that photosynthesises.
Secondly, as is evident from this photo
, soil under vegetation, particularly
biodiverse, grazed pasture, builds up
the organic matter in the soil which in
turns builds soil structure, improves
both water holding capacity (150,000
– 225,000 litres of water per 1%
organic matter) and drainage and both
retains and releases nutrients. Further,
as is evident from any train window
and from the graph below from North

Wyke, bare soil washes away. Given
that soil is the single most important
and irreplaceable capital on a farm,
allowing it to wash away is little short
of giving people both your credit card
and PIN number – a view influenced
perhaps by spending my formative
working years in southern Africa
in the 1960s when installing and
maintaining soil conservation measures
was mandatory and soil erosion was
considered a criminal offence.
Since WW2, farmers have been
increasingly seduced by technologies
that promise to increase both yield
and income. As is evident from the
continuing downside of the green
revolution in India (whose short-strawed
cereal varieties require fossil-fuelintensive nitrogen and large quantities
of increasingly scarce supplies of
irrigation water) – technology can be
a mixed blessing, particularly when
it results from reductionist research
focused on single issues. This is most
dramatically demonstrated in the
graph below which shows the effect
of Green Revolution technologies on
farm income in Canada from the end of
WW2 to 2002.
During this period various technologies
were introduced – tractors, fertilisers
(application increased by 20 times),
herbicides, glyphosate, GPS and
GMOs – but whilst gross farm income
increased, net farm income decreased
- the balance going to those who made
and supplied the technology and to
those who marketed the increased
volumes of harvested produce. Further,
in order to achieve this negative
outcome, the farmers became more
dependent upon the bank manager
to finance their inputs whilst making
less use of the freely-offered benefits
of Nature. To take just one example –
Nitrogen. Giving bagged nitrogen to a
plant is like giving a bar of chocolate
to a child. It gives a sugar rush that
can make us lazy in seeking a balanced
diet. The nitrogen-high plant generally
has smaller roots that reduce its ability
to seek out micronutrients from the
soil and to withstand drought. This is
bizarre when nature provides us with
so much without charge – as is evident
in this figure.
Mankind in general, and farmers
in particular, are totally dependent
upon soil. It is still the world’s single
ISSUE 9 | APRIL 2020

A couple of years ago I was at an event
with the late Peter Melchett, then the
Policy Director of the Soil Association.
In response to a question about his
farm, he replied: “I may be a vegetarian,
but I could not farm my land in Norfolk
without livestock?” I sense that, as
we move forward in an increasingly
uncertain world and with an increasing
focus on public payments for public
goods, we will begin to make a shift
back towards farming being more
of a conversation
with nature in which
TUR
S
A
biodiverse
pasture
grazed by ruminants
plays a vital role.
O

E

R LIF
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Technology has provided many
products (both mechanical and
chemical) and services (the capacity
to communicate, record, analyse and
plan). Seduced by the products of
technology, we seem to have forgotten

so much of the innate knowledge
that farmers had a century ago when
nurturing nature was the only option.
In this increasingly uncertain world, we
have the opportunity to relearn that
historic knowledge using the best that
technology offers us whilst bringing
back the “muck and magic” and the
“golden hoof” of ruminant livestock
that can enrich the soil – courtesy of
nature.

F

That many farmers have moved away
from keeping ruminant livestock is in
part due to the animals’ need for 365
day attention and the need to specialise
in order to survive in a world of cheap
food; but it may also reflect livestock
becoming increasingly the target for
much public opprobrium – accused
of being a major cause of climate
change. That perception is beginning

to change. This is in part due to the
changing understanding of methane
and because the oft-quoted Livestock’s
Long Shadow has been increasingly
discredited . Recent work on nutrient
density at Rothamsted and elsewhere
has shown that beef and lamb are
significantly more nutrient dense and
bioavailable than most plant foods.
And further that meat produced from
ruminants raised wholly on pasture is
likely to be more nutrient dense than
that raised on grain, and in many cases
carbon positive. Whilst that may not
yet be reflected in consistently higher
prices for wholly pasture-fed meat,
it will not be long before consumers
will have access to hand-held meters
that can instantly assess the nutrient
density of the foods that they are
purchasing in store . This will disrupt
and transform the way in which farm
produce is assessed and priced and
should significantly increase the
recognition of the benefits of wholly
pasture-fed produce.

P

largest terrestrial store of carbon.
Depending upon soil type and how it
has been farmed, <70% of its carbon
has been lost through cultivation since
the industrial revolution, offering the
opportunity for that lost carbon to be
reabsorbed. It behoves us to manage
this precious soil, and the life within
it, as if it were our own children - life
which is reflected in the soil’s organic
matter…….lost when cultivated and
increased when covered by vegetation
for extended periods of time. Cover
crops are a great step forward,
preventing the soil from lying naked
and exposed to both the drying rays
of the sun and the damaging impact
of rain. But when that vegetation is
biodiverse pasture grazed by ruminants
then the pasture becomes a pump that
sucks the carbon into the soil - with all
the benefits that this brings.

CERTIFICATION
MARK

We love to chat,
give us a call…

Spending £46 on every acre?
Spend it on yourselves instead.

Steve Townsend

Lets take back control…

07989 402112

James Warne
07969 233163

Soil First Farming
‘bringing your soil back to life’
www.soilfirstfarming.co.uk
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SCRAP THE PUMPS

It is becoming increasingly apparent that our approach to flood management needs a re-think. Expensive structures and
barriers, pumps and sluices might look impressive but if all they do is push the water into someone else’s kitchen further
down-stream then it’s a rather hollow victory. Likewise, dredging tonnes of lost topsoil from the riverbeds so the water can
“get-away” more quickly does not address the question of how and why the soil got there in the first place.
So, what can we do? Well firstly a
few centimetres of water across the
top of a large catchment is much
easier to manage than a fast-moving
raging torrent concentrated into a
narrow river valley further down. I
have reached the conclusion that the
solution lies in an integrated approach
where a series of step-wise measures
are employed, starting on the ground
at the top of the catchment and
employed systematically downwards
through the system. The Allerton
Project, based on an 800 acre mixed
farm in Leicestershire, began to look
at this idea 15 years ago.
In our catchment I observed farmers
placing straw bales at the bottom
of fields affected by soil erosion to
keep the soil in the field - a sort of
low tech flood barrier. The technique
is about as effective as some of
our more expensive defences! Yet
if we were to make the soil more
absorbent then we can reduce the
volume of surface flow by enabling
higher levels of infiltration, so the
water doesn’t run across the surface
and down the slope. For instance,
our research has shown that moving
away from ploughing to lighter
surface cultivations prevents the socalled plough pan forming- a layer
of compaction just below where the
plough furrow passes through the
soil- which increases infiltration. This
then increases earthworm numbers.
The soft body of an earthworm and
cold steel of a plough are not the best
of bed-fellows . These earthworms

A field corner settlement pond
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Soil run-off from tramline

create a myriad of tunnels in the soil
which allow water to infiltrate more
rapidly and in greater volume.
Without the plough the crop residues
remain on the surface because
they are not buried, protecting the
soil from erosion, and because we
disturb the soil less, we need lower
horse-power, lighter weight tractors
which in-turn cause less compaction.
We can also fit our tractors and other
machines with low ground-pressure
tyres which reduces compaction
further- less compaction equals
better infiltration.
We can grow cover crops on land
which is not destined to be sown with
a commercial crop until springtime,
thereby protecting the soil. This
adds organic matter, which in turn
improves water holding capacity; tap
rooted plants create deep channels

Beetle bank stopping soil erosion on a slope

that water can flow into; plants such
as fodder radish push the soil open
with their strong “tap” roots allowing
water to infiltrate; we can manipulate
our rotations and add organic matter
by including grass leys and spreading
in livestock manures and composts,
which help the soil absorb water. All
these measures are the first line of
defence- to keep the water as close
to where it lands when it first falls
from the clouds.
Then comes the second line of
defence; placing vegetative buffer
strips in the field margins to slow the
lateral movement of soil and water or
grassing down shallow depressions in
fields where water gathers, washing
soil away. Beetle banks can be
placed strategically across slopes- soil
erosion is caused by the VOLUME of
water and the VELOCITY it travels
at- the beetle bank provides a barrier
and puts the brakes on the flow.
Studies by the soils team at the
University of Sheffield have shown
that a hedgerow running across a
field can act like a drain, intercepting
run-off water and allowing it to
infiltrate; we suspect beetle banks do
the same.
Semi-permeable dams can be used
ISSUE 9 | APRIL 2020

DYNAMIC Direct Drill
Available for demonstrations

* High quality, low disturbance no tillage system
* Turbo cutting disc creates a clean micro tilth for seed
to be placed in
* Rubber or steel closing wheels firm the soil around the
seed
* Tilled soil under the seed gives easy root establishment
* Modular design 4.5, 5 and 6m
* 25cm and 19cm row spacing
* Easy maintenance and low running cost
* Each drilling coulter has up to 35cm of travel for
following ground contours
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to hold water back higher up in the
catchment. Recent research has
shown that this can be surprisingly
effective in preventing the surge of
water from a sudden rainfall event
all converging together lower in the
catchment. Retention ponds can
be dug; Allerton’s Head of Research
Prof. Chris Stoate came up with the
clever idea of damming field ditches
on sloping land and feeding the water
into settlement ponds dug in the field
corners, an area of low agricultural
productivity. These ponds are great
for wildlife in summer, but they also
allow sediment to settle out and hold
water up higher in the catchment
reducing the peak flow and
consequently flooding downstream.
Creating riparian strips with marshy
absorbent ground and ponds and
water retention channels can also
help.
The third line of defence is to
sacrifice areas, such as grassy fields
in the flood-plane where water can
accumulate. But what becomes of
our friendly soil engineers then – do
they drown in their burrows as water
floods the land for often weeks at a
time? Work at the University of York
shows not. In fact in experimental
trials it was found just how resilient
these creatures are, capable of
switching into a sort of hibernation
for months on end, to re-emerge
once the risk of drowning, or indeed
drought, has passed.
So only when we have done all this
should we move to the fourth line
of defence where the barriers and
pumps can be brought in.

Beetle bank

Fodder radish cover crop

immune to failure in a power cut!

This is why agroecology is increasingly
being seen as a way forward.
Agroecology takes a holistic approach
and seeks to work more closely with
nature so that we can continue to
keep our farms in business producing
quality home-grown food, whilst
enhancing our wildlife, our pollinators
and protecting our soil, which belongs
in our fields not on our river-beds or
in other peoples’ houses.

The
Environmental
Land
Management Scheme which will
replace the existing stewardship
scheme will pay farmers to deliver
“public goods”, which will include
enhanced payments for collaborative
schemes within catchments where
landowners employ a multiplicity of
techniques to reduce flood pressures
on dwellings down-stream.

Wonderful worms

All well and good I hear you say- but
who is going to pay for all this?
Actually, that’s not the problem it
might appear. Many farmers have
switched away from ploughing
because the alternative is less costly;
field margin strips and beetle banks
are paid for options in Environmental
Stewardship Schemes or can be
counted as part of a farmer’s
mandatory Ecological Focus Area
requirements; field corner ponds are
a new Stewardship option and if you
look after your earthworms, well they
come for free, indeed at a fraction of
the cost of an expensive pump and
18 DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

A permeable dam in action
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THE POTENTIAL OF CTF TO
MITIGATE GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS AND ENHANCE
CARBON SEQUESTRATION IN
ARABLE LAND:
A CRITICAL REVIEW
Abstract from D. L. Antille, W. C. T. Chamen, J. N. Tullberg, R. Lal

The drive toward adoption of
conservation agriculture to reduce costs
and increase production sustainably
causes concern due to the potentially
negative effects of increased soil
compaction. Soil compaction reduces
aeration, water infiltration, and saturated
hydraulic conductivity and increases the
risk of waterlogging. Controlled traffic
farming (CTF) is a system in which:
• all machinery has the same or modular
working and track width so that field
traffic can be confined to the least
possible area of permanent traffic
lanes,
• all machinery is capable of precise
guidance along those permanent
traffic lanes, and
• the layout of the permanent traffic
lanes is designed to optimize surface
drainage and logistics.
Without CTF, varying equipment
operating and track widths translate
into random traffic patterns, which
can cover up to 85% of the cultivated
field area each time a crop is produced.
Nitrous oxide (N2O) is the greatest
contributor to agriculture’s greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions from cropping, and
research suggests that its production
increases significantly under conditions
of high (>60%) water-filled porosity
when nitrate (mainly from fertilizer N)
and carbon (usually from crop residues)
are available. Self-amelioration of soils
affected by compaction occurs slowly
from the surface downward; however,
the rate of amelioration decreases with
increase in depth. Consequently, all
soils in non-CTF systems in mechanized
DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

agriculture are prone to some degree of
compaction, which compromises water
infiltration, increases the frequency and
duration of waterlogged conditions,
reduces gaseous exchange between
soil and the atmosphere, inhibits root
penetration and exploitation of nutrients
and water in the subsoil, and enhances
N2O emissions.
Adoption of CTF increases soil
porosity in the range of 5% to 70%,
water infiltration by a factor of 4, and
saturated hydraulic conductivity by
a factor of 2. The greater cropping
opportunity and enhanced crop growth
for given fertilizer and rainfall inputs
offered by CTF, coupled with no-tillage,
provide potential for enhanced soil
carbon sequestration. Reduced need and
intensity of tillage, where compaction is
avoided, also helps protect soil organic
matter in stable aggregates, which may
otherwise be exposed and oxidized.

offered by CTF can reduce N2O
emissions by 20% to 50% compared
with non-CTF. It is not compaction
per se that increases the risk of N2O
emissions but rather the increased risk of
waterlogging and increase in water-filled
pore space. There may be an elevated
risk of GHG emissions from the relatively
small area of permanent traffic lanes
(typically <20% of total cultivated area)
if these are not managed appropriately.
Quantification of the benefits of
compaction avoidance in terms of GHG
emissions may be possible through the
use of well-developed models.
Read the full paper here: http://actfa.
net/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/
antille2015.pdf or click the QR code
here:

There is both circumstantial and direct
evidence to suggest that improved
soil structural conditions and aeration
www.directdriller.co.uk 19
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FARMER FOCUS

TOM SEWELL
In the midst of difficulty lives opportunity!

Well, as I write this from my room at The Royal Agricultural
University at Cirencester on the 25th February the rain is
currently lashing against my window and its 3 degrees outside!
Hardly the weather for spring drilling, applying fertiliser to
backward crops and even clearing up grubbed orchards waiting
to be burnt! Can you remember a 5 month period of almost
constant wet weather? Fields have hardly had the opportunity
to start drying out before the next deluge or storm arrives.
It really is a very trying time for farmers and we are far from
being in the worst situation. Many farmers up and down the
country have seen huge swathes of land turn to lakes. Quite
how and when these will have healthy crops growing in them
is anyone’s guess!
At times like these its very easy to get disheartened and lose
hope. My thoughts are with those who don’t have the option
of leaving fields fallow or planting a cover crop in late spring to
help the soil heal and restructure. Where rents have to be paid
and a crop needs to be grown at a profit just too cover costs
this is looking like a tough year.
I’m currently on the first week of the Institute of Agricultural
Management Leadership Programme. This takes place over 3
weeks with a week here at Cirencester, a week in Brussels in
late March and a final week in London in late April. We are a
group of 13 from across the agricultural sector and I’m looking
forward to what happens over the coming months. Whilst
on the subject of personal development I would like to bring
your attention to a couple of things that I’ve done over the
past ten years that have really helped shape me and given me
confidence and ability to make changes within by business.
In 2008 I spent three weeks attending the Worshipful
Company of Farmers Advanced Business Management
Course. There were 20 on that course and many of us still
meet regularly for a reunion and to catch up as friends. I can
highly recommend the course which is run every year here at
Cirencester RAU during November.
Then in 2013 I was successful in applying for a Nuffield

Flooded spring barley
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Scholarship which saw me spend time in North and South
America, Australia, New Zealand and UK.
If you fancy a challenge or some personal development these
courses are definitely worth attending, not just for the course
content, but for the experiences, travelling and the friends and
relationships that develop.
Although the past 5 months have been largely a writeoff weather wise there have been opportunities that have
come along which we’ve been able to take advantage of.
The first of these is to take on extra land from this coming
autumn. With a local farmer retiring at the completion of
harvest 2020, we have been able to take on some extra acres
locally. We are also expanding our contract drilling acreage
with a few more farmers locally who are looking to use our
low disturbance system on their farms. I can see this part of
our business growing significantly over the coming years as
smaller landowners and farmers look to those with experience
of conservation agriculture, no-till systems and regenerative
farming to give assistance by way of land management and
contracting services.
Another exciting change is the addition to our team of a new
staff member! With the increasing land area, contract drilling
area and continued contracting services we have felt that we
needed to add to the team which has essentially been Dad
and myself on the farm for the past ten years. My wife and
mother are also partners in the business with Sarah, my wife,
taking care of most of the office work for ours and another
business which we run. The new man starts next week and
integrating him into the team, teaching him about regenerative
agriculture and giving him responsibilities will be both exciting
and challenging but I believe the right thing to do. For us it’s
been the one missing part in our business that will allow us to
progress and expand.
We have also been approached recently to host and
demonstrate a Novag drill on our farm for the spring/summer
period. This will be a 6m model of their T-force machine with
the openers set at 10”/250mm spacing. The thinking behind
this row width is that if/when we lose glyphosate inter row
hoeing or weeding becomes a possibility with RTK steering.
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Our local discussion group have had some excellent speakers this
season with Clive Bailye, James Thompson from Beeswax Dyson
and John Pawsey speaking. There are always opportunities to learn
and grow and that’s what we’ve endeavoured to do even if fieldwork
progress has been zero!
I can see the coming 12-18 months being a testing time for UK
agriculture with the fall-out from Brexit, flooded and water-logged
fields, and poor financial returns from harvest 2020 with which to
invest and finance the coming years. Certainly, our long term no-till
land is holding up better than most and where we did establish crops
they look to have developed nicely over the wet and mild winter.

1

JCMachinery
OVERSEEDING

PASS

It will also give us the
option of applying solid
starter fertiliser and slug
pellets in one pass and
I’m confident our current
300hp tractor will pull the
extra 4 openers over our
current 4.8m 21 opener
Primewest model. Just
for the record we are very
happy with our Primewest
machine and the service
we have received from
them. But times change,
machines improve and
develop and workloads
Rescuing the plough
increase! As I said in my
title, there are always
opportunities to take advantage of and I’m hoping this gives us scope
for more work, contracting and demonstrations. If you are interested
in a demonstration in Kent and East Sussex of the Novag machine
we will be available for demonstrations at a contracting rate. You are
also welcome to come and see it working on our farm and some of
the crops we have drilled using this system.

SAVE UP TO

80%
IN TIME & FUEL

I mentioned in one of my articles that we don’t work on Sundays
and often get a funny look or raised eyebrows when I mention this.
For us 6 days on then one day off allows everyone to start back on
Monday refreshed and ready to go again. We still get the harvest in
and are just as forward with planting as anyone else locally. I also
have a wife and 4 children and am on the leadership team of a large
church locally. Spending time off farm is, for me, vitally important
to put things into perspective and talk to non-farmers, family and
friends.
And with that I’d like to finish by encouraging you to look out for
others around you particularly in the farming sector who might well
be struggling over the coming months. Farmers who feel there is no
hope or that would like to change but don’t have the opportunities,
finance or abilities to do so may be those that you can befriend, help
and get alongside.
As the tragic passing of Caroline Flack, at just 40 years of age, has
reminded us, life can be cruel and heartless. Please think about the
effect of what you write and what you say.
“In a world where you can be anything, be kind”
Thanks for reading this far! We all wish for a rapid resolution to
the Covid virus which has upended so may lives and businesses, and
best wishes to all.
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Save time and money with the Vredo
Agri one pass overseeders compared to
renovation through ploughing, cultivating,
levelling, sowing and rolling.

call: +44(0) 1260 224568

email: info@jcmachinery.co.uk
visit: www.jcmachinery.co.uk
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IN FOCUS...

CHANGING WEATHER PATTERNS AND EXTREME
CONDITIONS HIGHLIGHT THE IMPORTANCE OF SOIL HEALTH
This season’s weather extremes
highlight the importance of good
soil health, says direct strip seeding
pioneer and Suffolk farmer Jeff
Claydon, who designed the Opti-Till®
System.

In the last issue I highlighted the
importance of operating a crop
establishment system which can
cope with all conditions, the need
to minimise weather risk and having
machinery with sufficient capacity to
exploit weather windows, allowing seed
to be drilled at the right time and in the
right conditions so that it produces high
yielding, profitable crops.
This time the focus is on soil health,
a particularly relevant topic because as
I write this on 18 February 2020 the
extreme weather throughout the UK is
headline news and a record number of
flood warnings are in place. I sympathise
with those who are affected and
appreciate that, despite persistently
wet conditions here in East Anglia, the
region has got off lightly.
Crops never look their best in
February, but I’m very pleased with
those on the Claydon farm. After harvest
we were able to carry out an effective
stubble
management
programme
using the 15m Straw Harrow and 6m
TerraStar, get all our winter wheat in the
ground by 31 October and completed
the planned autumn establishment
programme on 19 November when our
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6m Hybrid T6c drilled the last of the
winter beans. They established well and
even the headlands look good.
Checking the crops today reminded
me that we would never have completed
autumn drilling using a plough-based
or min-till system; the plough-based
taking four times as long and the mintill nearly twice the time.
When I walked our fields this morning
the ground was so firm and supportive
that my boots picked up very little mud
– and this despite being a heavy clay
farm. More remarkable was the fact
that barely a mark, or any water, was
visible in the tramlines where I had
applied a pre-emergence herbicide to
wheat in November and been through
again in December with our 17-tonne,
5000-litre self-propelled sprayer.
After yet another night of heavy rain I
did an infiltration test to check whether
the soil could absorb any more water
and whether any areas had drainage
or compaction issues that may need
to be remedied when conditions allow.
The 20-litres of water in the infiltration
tray is equivalent to 5″ of rain falling,
but nevertheless it was absorbed fully
in under five minutes, indicating that
the soil is in excellent condition. I also
checked for compaction, but even in
the tramlines the indicator needle on
the penetrometer never went beyond
the green zone.

Late sown wheat after maize in Oxfordshire
Pictured in February 2020

This season has highlighted the importance of using
an establishment system which gives you the best
possible chance of success, whatever the weather,
emphasises Jeff Claydon. He is pictured in a crop of
oilseed rape which had come through the winter in
excellent condition.

Travelling around the country on
my way to visit customers I have seen
countless examples of soils in poor
condition, probably from being overworked, using inappropriate machinery,
at the wrong time. Some fields were
waterlogged, slumped and capped,
worm activity was minimal, crops were
stressed, and even weeds refused to
grow in some areas. Elsewhere, vital
topsoil which had taken millions of
years to form had washed off fields into
ditches, streams and rivers, causing
pollution and crop loss.
In the 52 years that I have been
involved on the Claydon farm I have
tried every crop establishment system,
under all conditions; it was their
shortcomings that led me to develop
OptiTill®. We’re now able to produce
high yielding crops more efficiently,
at much lower cost and with less
agronomic and financial risk – all while
improving our soil health.
We have reduced our costs by £140/
ha – an excellent saving – but if our
yields were to fall by 1t/ha, this saving
would be wiped out. On the Claydon
farm, we have never experienced any
yield loss, just the opposite in fact.
Independent tests by seed breeder
Saaten-Union from 2006 to 2016
recorded an average 9% yield increase
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crop and livestock productivity, whilst
maintaining or enhancing environmental
benefits, such as clean water, carbon
sequestration and improved air quality.
In healthy soils the interaction
between soil chemistry (pH and
nutrients), physics (soil structure and
water balance) and biology (earthworms,
microbes and plant roots) are optimised.
A well-structured topsoil has small,
rounded, water-stable aggregates and
a range of pore shapes and sizes that
form a continuous network, allowing
good aeration, root proliferation and
better drainage.

Jeff uses a penetrometer to check for compaction.
Even in the tramlines where the farm’s
17-tonne/5000-litre self-propelled sprayer had
made several passes the indicator needle never
went beyond the green zone due to the supportive
nature of the soil.

over a plough-based system, and up to
26% in an extremely dry year.

Soil Health is Critical
This season has been one the most
challenging since 2012. It was too dry
at the start and has been too wet ever
since, although soil temperatures have
averaged 1°C higher than last year. At a
time when extremes of weather appear
to be on the increase, good soil health
has never been more important. Soil
health comprises three elements:
• Physical health:
	Texture, soil structure, porosity/pore
size distribution, water retention/
transmission and aeration
• Chemical health:
	Maintaining optimum pH, providing
plant nutrients in the right amounts,
in the right place, at the right time

Plant roots and some organisms, such
as earthworms, change the structure of
the soil by moving through it, moving
particles around and extracting water.
Supporting the biological processes of
structure formation and increasing soil
matter content have been shown to
help create resilient soil structures that
can both absorb heavy rainfall and hold
water in a drought.
A well-structured subsoil has
vertically orientated, often continuous
pores and fissures which are formed
by physical shrink-swell processes and
maintained by root and earthworm
action. Between these pores the soil
forms column-like structures, which
in clay soils may be single prismatic
aggregates. These give the overall soil
profile strength to bear the weight of
machinery. Such soils are resilient and
better resist damage by compaction,
but cultivations must be carried out
with care to avoid weakening any
natural column strength.
Recent data has shown that reducing
the intensity of tillage operations
benefits soil biology, with marked
increases in larger invertebrate species,
especially deep burrowing (anecic)

• Biological health:
	Soil biodiversity, feed the soil
regularly through plant and organic
matter inputs, diversify plants in
space and time
Dr Elizabeth Stockdale, Head of Farming
Systems Research at NIAB, describes
a healthy soil as one that can support
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Jeff prepares to carry out a water infiltration
test on 18 February, the day a record number of
severe weather and flood warnings were reported
throughout the UK.

earthworms, where inversion tillage is
removed from the rotation.
Examining soil physical structure
should be done when it is in the moist
to wet range, so early spring and late
autumn are good times to get your
spade out and have a systematic look.

How Opti-Till has worked this
season
The OptiTill® System has been
developed, refined and improved over
18 years, during which time numerous
benefits have become apparent. They
include huge time and fuel savings,
much improved timeliness, faster
emergence, larger and stronger rooting
structures, improved soil health, greater
resilience to extremes of weather and
improved yields. Even headlands
which we once accepted as not being
particularly productive now yield just as
well as the centre of the field.
A key reason is that the Claydon
leading tine technology loosens soil
only in the rooting and seeding zone,
so the bands between the seeded
rows (which make up 60-70% of the
field area) are left intact. The leading
tine aerates the soil, creating a friable
tilth which provides the perfect
environment for seedlings to germinate
and develop strong, deep roots that tap
into the moisture in the undisturbed
areas. It also breaks up any shallow
compaction and allows water to move
away from the rooting zone, which
eliminates ‘ponding’.
Because old rooting pathways
remain in place the soil’s structure
is not damaged, its density remains
consistent and natural capillaries remain
unbroken, allowing water infiltration
and unimpeded rooting. This minimises
stress on the crop throughout its life
and means that soils managed using
OptiTill® are much better able to
support field traffic without the risk of
compaction.
Earthworms thrive in unturned soil
and their numbers have increased
exponentially, vastly improving the soil
to air ratio. The casts they leave on the
surface are a tell-tale sign of good soil
health and the channels they create,
some over two metres deep, have
been invaluable in draining water away
www.directdriller.co.uk 23

and cold, so farmers have a very short
period to get crops in the ground and
established. Particularly when drilling
late after maize, the compaction
created from post-harvest traffic with
machinery including foragers, tractors
and trailers is also alleviated by the
Claydon leading tine.
Despite persistent wet weather over the winter the
soil remained friable and crumbly.

from the surface this winter. Despite
exceptional rainfall our soils have
retained an excellent crumb structure
and crumble between the fingers rather
than clumping into a sticky, anaerobic
mess.
The Hybrid drill has no press wheels
touching moved soil so it runs when
most other strip till, min till and nondisturbance drills can’t. A variety of
options and adjustments are offered
on the rear toolbars to suit different
conditions to help get a fantastic finish.
The Claydon drill can travel on firm
stubble as opposed to the ‘porridge’
that is left in min-till systems when the
moved soil gets wet and then can’t be
worked until it dries out.
Opti-Till®

Claydon
saves so much
time it presents farmers with a wider
window to get seed in the ground when
the weather is good rather than having
to cultivate it and then go out with a
drill. This is a huge benefit, for example,
when drilling wheat behind maize late
in the season. This is also a significant
benefit for countries such as Scotland
and the west coast of Denmark where
harvests are late, and winters are early

The Claydon mounted Hybrid drill
has been particularly effective this
year at getting crop in the ground;
comparatively, it doesn’t carry a lot
of weight on the tractor, it has huge
clearance and the leading tine has done
its job at removing compaction, aiding
drainage and creating tilth. Opti-Till®
works in perfect conditions; it also
works in far from perfect conditions,
like this season, without damaging the
soil.

Significant Benefits
Our very heavy Hanslope Series
chalky boulder clay soil is one of the
most difficult to farm. When worked
wet it can become impossibly sticky,
unfriendly and slow to drain, then when
dry it sets as hard as concrete. In both
cases it is impossible to work, making it
essential to carry out all field operations
when conditions are right.
When wetted, unhealthy soils ‘slake’,
or run together, very quickly and they
lack the natural glues that help bind
the soil together. This blocks the
natural pores and worm burrows in
the soil, which can lead to ponding
and waterlogging that can develop into
erosion and loss of topsoil. Conversely,
very dry conditions can lead to cracking,
drying like concrete, inhibiting the crop
from reaching its full potential.
Dick Neale from UK crop protection

The leading tines of the Claydon Hybrid drill leave
40% to 60% of the soil area unmoved, so the
ground was sufficiently supportive to allow Liberator
and Movon® to be applied in November and
December as planned, yet the farm’s 5000-litre
self-propelled sprayer left hardly a mark. One
change made this year was to use 12.5cm-wide
(5″) A-shares on the farm’s 6m Claydon Hybrid T6c
in place of the standard 17.5cm (7″) versions. The
idea was to concentrate the seed in a tighter band
to help crowd out weeds within the crop row and
provide slightly more space between the 300mm
rows, leaving more bare soil so that any weeds not
taken out by herbicides can be removed easily and
effectively in the spring with the Claydon TerraBlade
inter-row hoe.
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Wheat was drilled on 31 October and had just
emerged on 19 November. Despite very heavy
rainfall the 5000-litre sprayer left only minimal
tracks when applying a pre-emergence herbicide,
highlighting the supportive structure of the soils
which characterise the Claydon Opti-Till® System.
This is how the field looked on 18 February,
showing just how well and evenly the crop emerged
despite very heavy rainfall over the winter.

The last of the winter beans were drilled on 19
November into land which had received one pass
with a Claydon TerraStar, and the weeds and
volunteers sprayed off with glyphosate a few
days earlier. This was how the crop looked on 18
February.

specialist Hutchinsons carried out a
slake test at the Claydon farm last year
and found our soils to be very healthy.
He reported: “They have remarkable
water infiltration rates, rooting depth
and drainage due to the high porosity,
low bulk density and abundant
earthworm
populations
resulting
from the tillage techniques employed.
The natural aggregation, worms and
invertebrate activity are all indicative of
good biological health.”
See our slake test video at:
www.claydondrill.com/video-gallery/
video/343
Next time I will discuss how our crops
developed through the spring and how
the Claydon TerraBlade inter-row hoe is
used in conjunction with herbicides to
help us minimise weeds and diseases.
To learn more about the Claydon
Opti-Till® System and how to improve
your
farm’s
performance
contact
your
local
Claydon
dealer, go to
www.claydondrill.
com or call the
Claydon office on
01440 820327.
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REGISTER ONLINE NOW
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GRAZING CROPPED LAND
PART 4
The almost forgotten technique in the UK of grazing cereals is something being widely practiced across Australia in areas
with widely varying rainfall levels. The Australian Grain Research and Development Council have produced a report titled
Grain and Graze which sets out to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of grazing a range of cash crops. We began
serialising this report over forthcoming issues, exploring what is currently an untapped resource.
Originally Published by Grain and Graze in Australia in 2016 and continuing on from Issue 6 of Direct Driller Magazine.

Stocking rate (intensity and
duration of grazing)
The three considerations of when
grazing starts, the amount of crop to
leave behind and when to stop grazing
enables a calculation of the total
number of grazing days available. Once
this is known, the grazing intensity or
stocking rate can be calculated if animal
consumption is included.
Where only a small grazing ‘window’
exists before GS 30 is reached, very
high stocking rates are appropriate.
This ensures even grazing of the crop
and avoids the ‘lawn and rough’ effect
that can occur when stock concentrate
grazing on a small area.
If the period of grazing can be
increased through early sowing or very
favourable growing conditions, then the
approach to grazing can involve a lower
stocking rate for a longer period of time.
In this case crop growth should also be
taken into account.
The effect of different stocking rates
on crop dry matter is illustrated in figure
1 below. Grazing at 20 lambs per hectare
roughly maintained crop cover. At higher
stocking rates dry matter declined and

Table 1: Impact of single and double grazing on grain yield, Edillilie SA, 2006 (summary of 6 wheat and 3
barley varieties)

at lower lamb numbers, crop growth
during grazing was in excess of animal
intake. This suggest crop growth was
approximately 30 kg/ha/day (20 lambs
eating 1.5 kg/hd/day).
For many farmers a significant
challenge is to find enough stock to
graze the crop evenly within the grazing
window. This is especially true if the
cropping paddocks are large, sowing is
early in the season or there are many
crops that could be grazed all at the one
time.
Temporary fencing is one way of
creating smaller paddocks so that the
grazing intensity can be optimised.

Multiple Grazings
Multiple grazing can be undertaken
which gives access to more dry matter,

Figure 1: Comparison of dry matter of MacKellar wheat with five different lamb stocking rates, Cressy, Tas, 2007.
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however, the second and subsequent
grazing are likely to occur after GS 30
has occurred. This usually results in a
loss of grain yield (table 1).

What are grazing days?
Grazing days are a simple way to
calculate the total amount of grazing
available in a paddock. It is calculated
by dividing the amount of feed
available for grazing by the amount
each animal will eat. For example
if there is 600 kg/ha of dry matter
available to graze in a crop and the
animals that will be grazing it eat 1.5
kg each per day, then there are 400
grazing days available. The advantage
of using grazing days is there can be
many combinations of stocking rate
and duration of grazing to achieve
the same result. For example if you
wanted to use the 400 grazing days
over a 10 day period, then you would
need a stocking rate of 40 animals
per hectare (400/10 = 40). If you
wanted the 400 grazing days to last
for 30 days, then the stocking rate
should be 13.3/ha (400/30 = 13.3).
Grazing days can also be used to
determine how long feed will last in
a paddock. If we had the same 400
grazing days and we are stocking at
20 animals/ha, then the feed will last
20 days (400/20 = 20).

Other Considerations When
ISSUE 9 | APRIL 2020

How much will an animal eat?
Animal intake is regulated by the amount of feed on offer and the quality of that
feed. High quality feed takes less time to digest than low quality feed. Winter
crops are high quality feed, which means not only are they high in energy and
protein, but they move through the animal rapidly, creating space in the stomach
to eat more. However just because a feed can be processed quickly by the animal
does not necessarily mean it will eat a lot. Intake may also be limited by the height
of the feed. Sheep and cattle only graze for a maximum of 12 to 13 hours per
day. If the feed on offer is very short they get very little in each bite and have
insufficient time to fill their stomach. The taller the feed, the more they get in
each bite and therefore the more they can consume. Winter crops have both high
quality and are upright growing (compared to pasture). This means the potential
intake can be high. The following intake can be expected on winter crops.

winter crops. The fear is that grazing
removes crop competition, encourages
germination of weed seeds and increases
tillering once the weeds are grazed.
Weed populations are dynamic, which
makes a simple answer to the question
does grazing increase weeds impossible
to answer. However information from 12
trials conducted throughout the Grain
and Graze program is beginning to shed
light on weed populations and to enable
some general statements to be made.
Weed free paddocks are the safest
to graze When weed populations are
already very low, grazing does not
increase these populations, except with
the possibility of opportunistic weeds
such as toadrush (Juncus bufonius)
which has an extremely long seed
dormancy and only germinates when
soil becomes saturated and pugged. An
example is presented for annual ryegrass
populations monitored for 4 years in
South West Victoria (figure 3).

Crop competition is important
in controlling weeds
First value is for merinos, second value for first cross 1 = add ~10% extra for ewes with twins

Grazing Cropped Land
There are other considerations that
farmers need to appreciate when grazing
winter crops. The information presented
here seeks to quantify the magnitude
of these risks under different situations.
With this understanding, each farmer
can make a decision on whether to
accept the risk and graze the crop.

Stubble after grazing
In most cases grazing will reduce the
amount of stubble left compared to
no grazing. The average across all
observations was 37%, although there
is less effect the earlier the crop is
grazed. The average reduction during
early vegetative growth was 18%, 29%
during tillering and 64% in early stem
elongation. The smaller reduction when
grazed early is probably because there
is more time for the plants to recover
before stem elongation commences
(figure 2).
The reduction in remaining stubble
may be useful for farmers who have
difficulty managing high stubble loads.
However for those farmers who can bale
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and sell the straw, grazing will reduce
stubble available.
There is limited information on the
effect on silage or hay production,
although it would be reasonable to
assume similar reductions to the dry
matter available for baling when grazing
occurs.

Weeds
Creating weed problems is a common
concern expressed by farmers grazing

Early crop competition will reduce
weeds. This can be achieved through:
• Variety selection, using early vigorous
types like oats and barley compared
with winter wheat
• Higher sowing rates and narrow row
spacing
• Earlier sowing, although this may
compromise the timing of pre
sowing herbicides
• Adequate fertility and soil conditions.
Grazing

obviously

removes

plant

Estimated crop growth rates
The average crop growth rates for wheat and barley in the vegetative stage from
88 trials are presented.

Low rainfall examples were grown in years of below average rainfall
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A NEW BRAND OF SLY AGRI LTD

Specs:

Options:

• Available widths: From 4 to 8
metres
• Available Coulter spacings:
16.7cm, 18.75cm, 20cm and
25cm
• Seed tanks: 1, 2 or 3 tanks in
the capacities listed below
4000L , 2640L/1760L,
2640L/1320L/440L

• Tyre Options: 710/800/850
Widths
• Pneumatically actuated row
cleaners available for all models
• Liquid fertiliser with 750L-1500L
tank available for drill or front
mounting
• Automatic coulter down
pressure with Precision Plant
Seederforce

(0)
1945
440999
28+44
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info@horizonagriculture.com
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PROUDLY
We are proud to launch our new Horizon DSX seed drill,
manufactured in Lincolnshire, UK.
Our DSX disc coulter features an unique undercut disc design. The
undercut angles give us the ability to reduce machine weight and
required downforce to minimise furrow compaction, smearing and the
required tractor size due to lower draft and machine weights.
We started by designing a very durable cast steel parallel linkage
which is grease free, the parallel linkage incorporates individual
cylinders and a row lock up feature enabling coulters to be lifted out
of work individually for wider rows or undersowing. The linkages are
also Precision Plant Deltaforce or Seederforce ready, which gives
automatic downforce control as an option.
The undercut disc reduces hydraulic downforce requirement by about
50% compared to a regular vertical disc design, this means we can
keep downforce to the minimum needed to achieve consistent seed
depth, which gives a more uniform, uncompacted seed trench and
emergence environment.
Row cleaners are an option, they are pneumatically actuated with an
in cab control. We have worked hard to have maximum clearance
between rows to have trouble free residue flow. We advise to have
18,75cm spacings or wider for optimum use into a second cereal for
example.
The newly designed seed boot has a removable lower wear section
which lowers the operating cost. The seed boot are all liquid fertiliser
ready and a polyurethane seed tab can be fitted
All our coulters have D-cup diffusers, by far the best air diffusers on
the market for total air release meaning zero seed bounce caused by
air pressure. Unlike other designs these do not spill seed at higher
seed rates.
The rear closing wheel which is also new, features and angled rib,
we have specially designed this for use in no-till but to also have an
even finish in min-till, removing the need to have two types of closing
system for hard no-till and soft min-till
Depth is set on each coulter, meaning you can adjust depth behind the
tractor wheels and or plant different seeds from our optional 3 seed
tanks at different depths through different coulters.
We have focused the design on being modular and upgradeable, we
understand farmers may not be able to have all options from the start,
but we ensure that ongoing developments will be retro-fittable and
upgradeable, including more technology from Precision Planting such
as in furrow soil sensors. You can now buy a seed drill and upgrade it
with new technology instead of buying new machines to get the latest
tech, which gives farm lower per hectare or hour operating costs.
We are sourcing as many components as possible from the UK and
are proud to be supporting British manufacturing and engineering in a
rural area of Lincolnshire.

www.horizonagriculture.com
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Figure 2: Remaining stubble comparison of grazing against no grazing for wheat, barley and triticale crops
at different growth stages 2004 – 2011 (107 observations).

Figure 3: Annual ryegrass population in grazed and
ungrazed crops measured in July from 2010 to
2013 (rotation of wheat, barley, canola, wheat).

Some facts about weed
seeds
•M
 ost weed seeds have some
form of dormancy after seed set
• A soft finish to the season (when
weeds are setting seed) will
create stronger seed dormancy
and a harsh finish less dormancy

Table 2: Effect of grazing intensity on density of annual ryegrass plants for Mackellar wheat, Cressy, Tas, 2007

• This dormancy is broken by: –
fluctuating temperature and
moisture over summer. – seed
on the soil surface being buried
or – buried weed seed being
exposure to light
• Weeds in higher rainfall areas
often have a longer period over
which they germinate
•S
 urface seed is less likely to
survive because of predation
and exposure than buried seed
• Approximately 15% of weed
seeds eaten by an animal will
remain viable when excreted.
S ource: Andrew Storrie, Integrated
weed management workshop notes
competition and may change the
subsequent weed populations. In a
Tasmanian trial, the density of annual
ryegrass plants was five to six times lower
in ‘undergrazed’ plots with 10 lambs/ha
compared with 20 lambs/ha or higher
stocking rates of 30, 40 and 50 lambs/
ha (table 2). It was thought the extra
leaf in the crop grazed with 10 lambs/
ha continued to shade the ryegrass,
potentially reducing germination and
vigour. In nil-grazed exclusion areas the
density of ryegrass was comparable with
the lowest stocking rate.
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Table 3: Number of trials recorded where annual ryegrass has increased, stayed the same or decreased after grazing

Grazing may increase or
decrease weeds
The Grain and Graze data from 19 trials
in Western Australia and Victoria (high
rainfall) provides examples where weeds
have increased, stayed the same or
decreased after winter grazing (table 3).

Intensity of grazing is
important
If both weeds and cereals are intensively
grazed to the same level early in the
growth of the crop, the actively growing
cereal re-grows more rapidly than most
weeds, thereby putting the weeds at a
disadvantage. Lax grazing, where only
the top part of the canopy is removed
has a tendency to reduce shading of the
weeds by the cereal, allowing the weed
to intercept more sunlight.
While there are examples of sheep
actively seeking out some weeds in a
cereal crop, it is unlikely that this can
be assumed over a range of crops,
population of weeds, varieties and

growth stages. Also the variability in the
response of different weeds to grazing
adds to the confusion.
So what does this mean for grazing
crops? The basic principles of weed
control in winter grazed crops are the
same as the practices used in ungrazed
winter crops. Maximizing leaf production
through high plant density, adequate soil
fertility and selection for rapid growing
crops all suit weed control strategies and
DM production for grazing.

Soil structure
The impact of grazing on soil structure
remains difficult to quantify. Trials in
NSW and Victoria attempted to measure
changes in soil structure after winter
grazing which imposed extreme winter
grazing conditions over multiple years.
The main conclusions of this work were:
•Grazing resulted in visual changes
to the soil surface (see picture) and
reduced roughness in the soil surface
(figure 4)
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stage of growth are commonly low in
fibre and high in moisture (table 4).

Figure 4: Surface profile of winter grazed and ungrazed soil, 2011.

•There were no measurable changes
to water infiltration or soil water
storage as the result of grazing
•There was no difference in crop
establishment in the year after
grazing had occurred.
These findings are consistent with a
review undertaken by the CSIRO that
concluded grazing had no long term
impact on soil structure and if there
was any short term impact, the soil
had an ability to ‘repair itself’, as long
as the biological activity of the soil was
adequate.

Animal health
Farmers who have been grazing winter
crops in the last few years have observed
some animal health issues. In interviews
conducted with 14 farmers in South
West Victoria who were grazing winter
crops, 40% believed there were slightly
higher ewe mortalities and 30% reported
increased scouring and dags.
Crops grazed in winter tend to be lush
and are characterised by high moisture
content and lower amounts fibre
compared to more mature feed. This can
potentially create animal health issues
that need to be appreciated.
Fibre Fibre is required in a diet to
maintain healthy rumen function. It

slows down the flow of feed through the
animal (but can also restrict intake) and
helps stimulate contractions or mixing
of the feed in the stomach. Neutral
detergent fibre (NDF) is the common
test for digestible fibre in feeds.

Currently there is no
Australian standard for the
amount of fibre to be fed to
ruminants, however practical
recommendations are that
dairy cows require above 35%
NDF to avoid reduction in
milk fat.
Water Most water absorption in a
ruminant occurs in the third stomach
(the omasum) and the large intestine.
The removal of water ‘hardens’ the
excreted material. In diets with high
moisture content, the animal is unable to
absorb sufficient water to prevent loose
faeces and appear to have ‘runny bums’.
There is no benchmark for the
maximum amount of water to prevent
loose faeces although moisture contents
above 85% are often observed to be
threshold.
Winter crops in the early vegetative

Scouring may also be caused by a
rapid change in diet, where the animal
has not become accustomed to the
different quality feed. The simplest way
to minimise the potential scouring effect
is to provide roughage just before entry
to the crop and maintain access to this
material during grazing. Late pregnant or
lactating cows, or ewes, especially need
good quality hay. Additional actions can
include introducing stock to the type of
feed over a three or four day period or
only graze late in the afternoon for the
first few days (to avoid potential nitrate
poisoning). Always avoid turning hungry
stock into a crop on an empty stomach.

Minerals
Work conducted by Hugh Dove, former
Chief Research Scientist with CSIRO
Plant Industry in Canberra identified that
low magnesium was present in wheat
crops. Acute magnesium deficiencies
result in grass tetany, however more
marginal deficiencies present themselves
as lower than expected growth rates. The
cause of the magnesium deficiency is an
imbalance of potassium and sodium in
the cereal the animals are grazing. Excess
potassium combined with low sodium
reduces the absorption of magnesium
in the rumen. This deficiency can be
easily rectified with a simple mineral lick.
Sheep only need 20g/d and cattle 150
g/day.

Metabolic disorders
Canola can pose a greater risk to
animal health than cereals, but this
usually occurs when animals are
suddenly introduced to the crop, often
combined with conditions that make
the crop stressed such as a lack of
moisture, frost or herbicide application.
The potential animal health problems
include pneumonia, gastroenteritis,
hypocalcemia, polio, liver damage,
photosensitisation and nitrate poisoning.
Stock should be fully vaccinated against
enterotoxaemia before grazing. The
recommendation when grazing canola
is to offer hay and observe the animals
closely for at least the first two weeks
of grazing.

Crop diseases
Table 4: Average moisture and digestible fibre content for early season cereals and canola (range for 50% of results
in brackets).
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The anecdotal information on diseases
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Example of grazing reducing disease incidence in crop (ungrazed on left, grazed crop on right)

in cereal crops is quite variable. Some
farmers believe grazing reduces disease
such as rust by removing the diseased
leaves and therefore the source of
ongoing infection, or by reducing the
canopy which improves air circulation
and creates a less favourable condition
for disease build up.
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There is limited information on the
effect of grazing on disease incidence.
Observations of stripe and leaf rust in
two barley and four wheat varieties
in South West Victoria revealed no
significant difference in rust incidence in
the grazed and ungrazed plots, although
the observations were taken during a

drought year where the rust incidence
was extremely low.
In contrast a trial in Western Australia
on barley where powdery mildew was
about threshold control levels early
in the season showed a substantial
reduction in disease incidence until later
in the season.
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CROP NUTRITION IN THE
SPOTLIGHT AT CEREALS 2020
Weeds and disease are an ever-present threat to crops, but nutrition plays a key role in tackling both and optimising it
should be a focus for farmers.

From variety choice to the latest chemical
developments, weed tackling strategies
and nutritional advice, Cereals 2020 (1011 June) will deliver the knowledge to
help farmers overcome many challenges.
Nutrition is one of the key areas
in the spotlight as growers consider
where improvements can be made.
Micronutrients in particular can easily
fall under the radar, and yields can suffer
as a result. This year especially, with the
excessively wet conditions, leaching
could be a serious problem for many.
According to Natalie Wood, agronomist
at Yara, boron deficiency is often an issue.
“In 2019, 86% of our tissue samples
were deficient in boron and this year
we would expect it to be even worse if
growers don’t apply it.” Boron deficiency
affects the number of grains per ear,
meaning crops lacking in it are unable to
achieve their yield potential.

But boron isn’t the only micronutrient
crops are often lacking; zinc and
magnesium are also hidden culprits.
“Macronutrients are often tailored for,
but micronutrients aren’t always given as
much attention and things like copper or
boron are taken for granted as growers
don’t always know the impact they have,”
she explains. “Just because they are
called micro, they are no less important,
they are just needed in smaller quantities
- and when crops are deficient in one, it
can be a limiting factor to yield.”

the necessary nutrients then. Or T1 is
another application option for nutrients
– so there’s time to take tissue samples
and get the right products ordered.”
Growers do need to be cautious
though, because rooting has been so
severely compromised in some crops
that they do not have the capacity to
take up nutrients well, according to Chris
Gamble at Olmix-Micromix.
Biostimulants can improve rooting
which - by optimising other inputs translates into yield and getting roots to
grow on crops should be a priority for
farmers at the moment, he says.

Mr Gamble suggests that
growers should look to use a
multi-trace element mixture,
as well as biostimulants and a
non-scorch liquid nitrogen to
aid ailing plants. “Use it at low
doses to kick-start the crop to
improve rooting, support tiller
growth and boost yield.
“At this point some crops need a rescue
remedy and anything we can do to make
more root will support challenged crops,”
he adds.

Improving root structure can also
help plants compete with weeds, and
blackgrass is still one of the biggest
weed challenges for farmers. An endless
amount of research goes into fighting
this most stubborn and persistent of
weeds, and John Cussans, weed biology
specialist at NIAB will explore the most
effective options for tackling it at the
Cereals Event.
With a changing climate, keeping on top
of pests and diseases can be particularly
hard, so considerable research is also
going into improving varieties to cope
with emerging challenges. During a
tailored session at Cereals, Rothamsted
Research’s Kim Hammond-Kosack will
reveal breeding research that will deliver

There’s still time for growers to act
on this year’s crop though, adds Ms
Wood. “If they can get leaf samples
before the T0 spray, then they can apply
34 DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE
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drone technology, DroneAg’s Jack
Wrangham will be demonstrating how a
smartphone-based app enables farmers
to fly a drone to points in a field and
get accurate green area index (GAI),
emerging plant counts, and spot weeds
and insect damage.
Farmers have faced a challenging year,
but the progress of the industry has been
no less exciting despite this, says event
director, Alli McEntyre. “There is so much
new and innovative technology available
and agriculture is advancing continually;
it’s important to keep abreast of it as it
could revolutionise the way you run your
business.”
resistance to aphids, take all, septoria,
slugs and yellow rust to name but a few.
Further to this, the new world of
biopesticides will be explored by Dr
Roma Gwynn at BioRationale. Capable
of playing a major role in tackling pests
and diseases, these natural combatants
could have serious potential on UK
arable farms.
Using

an

all-round

approach

is

continually hailed as the most effective
way of tackling all arable challenges,
which is why exploring the benefits
of the latest technology at Cereals
could revolutionise crop management.
CHAP’s Fraser Black will explore how
Crop Pro matches local growth stage to
pest and disease risks and can provide
spray window forecasts using bespoke
weather monitoring.
Or for those interested in utilising

• The Cereals Event will be held on 1011 June 2020. For more information
or to book tickets visit www.
cerealsevent.
co.uk.
• Scan the QR code
to register and
book
discount
group and early
bird tickets.
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FEATURE

FARMER FOCUS

TOM OLIVANT
I am currently a final year student at Harper Adams
University studying Agriculture with Farm Business
Management. Although I am passionate about the Farm
Management side of the industry, I am rapidly acquiring
a vested interest into the Conservation and Regenerative
Agriculture side too. I believe this has stemmed mainly
through the placement year Harper Adams offer, where I
was very fortunate to work for N E Salmon Ltd in Norfolk,
a forward thinking business focusing on soil health and
sustainability, implementing a ‘Harvest CTF’ system,
alongside a diverse 9-crop rotation of which further
included cover cropping. I managed to gain a huge range
of new knowledge and experience through this placement
in regard to regenerating and improving soil structure and
health to provide sustainable yields.

The placement opportunity then led me to Western
Australia for 8 months, which allowed me to see further
alternative approaches to maintaining soil health when
faced with different challenges in the dry climate and lack
of structure within the soil. Harvest was spent at Dolany
Farms, which was an 11,000ha unit cropping wheat and
canola on a fully implemented 13.5m CTF system. This
system allowed for high efficiency whilst only disturbing the
soil once with the drill to conserve moisture. I was involved
in the seeding (drilling) at the second farm, Stirling Ranges
Beef, where we had the job to operate 2 new 21m Seed
Master drills 24/7 over 12,000ha planting crops including
lupins, beans, peas, grass, canola, wheat and barley.
To provide a background, we have a relatively small 300
acre farm at home, of which the entire area has been under
a HLS scheme for the past 10 years. A flock of roughly 500
breeding ewes were reared for the first half, followed by a
pedigree Hereford suckler herd for the remainder. Prior to
this, the farm was run on an intensive cropping system, with
a rotation including wheats, barleys, OSR and root crops
with no real focus on soil health, just maximising output. As
the HLS scheme expired in 2019, the decision was made
not to renew, but to wait for the proposed ELMs scheme to
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become available. We believed the 10 year break and long
grazing seasons would have left the soil in good condition
with a relatively low weed burden. Unfortunately, it has
proven this year has not been the one to make a return
to arable cropping after a large proportion of the farm has
spent its time submerged in water following the Barlings
Eau breach in early November. With focus away from
the cropping, we were fortunate to establish a stubble
turnip grazing mix, which saw the return of sheep to the
farm again in February. Weather permitting, we aim to be
successful in drilling some vining peas and spring barley,
with the remainder of the permanent grassland being left
for the year to cut for hay and hopefully some more be
returned to arable cropping in Autumn 2020.
The aim of the new system is to maintain and further
improve the soil health following its years as grassland
through a range of conservational methods including
permanent soil cover through diverse cover crop mixes and
rotations, and reduced tillage establishment techniques. I
believe the best way forward in this situation will be to trial
a range of alternative systems to see which will provide
both the optimum financial and physical benefits together.
I am a strong believer that all tools have a place on the
farm if used correctly, and not one system will suit all due
to variables such as climate, topography and soil type
changing between farms.

In terms of University, within the course
I am studying there is a relatively small
amount of content on Sustainable
Agriculture systems and soil health, which
I guess isn’t surprising being a business
management orientated course.
This has driven me to research more about the topic
elsewhere, reading articles and attending a variety of
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with the uncertainty over future policies and key pesticides
such as glyphosate is causing this stagnation. Interestingly
the research has shown there is still a lot of people not
willing to change as they are sticking with a system that
has always been implemented and are not prepared to
alter. Farmers on short term tenancies appear not to be as
willing to adopt the techniques, which is understandable
due to the low level of security resulting in them not
wanting to adopt new techniques with benefits taking so
long to materialise.

events. This desire to learn more about the topic has
also influenced me to base the topic of my dissertation
on Conservation Agriculture, having recently carried out a
survey investigating the factors that are influencing uptake
within the UK. Farmers have been surprisingly willing and
responsive to this piece of work, which has helped me
gather some very interesting data from a range of different
farming scenarios.
After carrying out preliminary research, I found although
literature supported the global uptake Conservation
Agriculture, there appeared to be a misunderstanding to
why the uptake of the techniques had been relatively slow
in the UK. Currently my research is showing that an overall
lack of trustworthy information and knowledge, together

Although it’s hard to believe from the current press, I
believe the future for UK Agriculture is positive as long as
we are able to work together as an industry and show the
public and policy makers that we are able to implement
sustainable changes in an increasingly volatile environment,
because at the end of the day, the demand for quality food
is not going to disappear. This positivity about the future is
emphasised to me at University with the current students
as ‘the future of farming’, showing a very keen attitude to
face the challenges that the industry is currently facing and
will inevitably face in the future.
My plan now is to graduate this year, and further pursue
my learning on a trainee management scheme on a larger
scale farm. I would hope this will benefit my knowledge, as
well as being able to implement some of the things I have
learnt over the last few years in terms of management skills
and sustainable agriculture practices
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DRILL MANUFACTURERS

IN FOCUS...

SKY DRILL EVOLUTION
With Sky’s recent introduction of
the latest generation EasyDrill, we
chart the evolution of the minimal
disturbance no-till seeder over the
last four decades
The latest incarnation of the
Sky EasyDrill gets individual row
shut-off, blockage sensors, ISObus
controls and four individual metering
units. Placing the French-built notill drill at the tip of the spear for
technological sophistication, these
latest developments follow a 40-year
evolution of the concept.

So how did it all start?
In the mid 1970s Sulky’s Jacques
Burel returned from a visit to the
Royal Show excited by the prospect of
a multi-purpose minimal disturbance
direct-drill he had seen at the event.
Little known in Europe at the time,
the Moore Unidrill had found success
across the UK and Ireland particularly
in use as a grassland reseeding tool
but also as a mainstream cereal drill.
Inspired by what he had seen of the
Northern Irish-built multi-purpose
seeder, Jacques did a deal with
inventor Sam Moore to start importing
the drills to France and other French
speaking countries, complementing
Sulky’s existing range of fertiliser
spreaders and conventional drills.
In return the French firm started to
supply the Northern Irish company
with drill hoppers and metering units.
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Around this time Sulky moved from
its trademark turbine metering units
to peg-wheels better able to cope
with larger seeds such as beans and
peas. These could handle rates as low
as 3kg/ha for OSR right up to 300kg
for late-drilled winter cereals.
As sales grew, a bigger proportion
of Unidrills were going to arable
operations rather than the traditional
grassland reseed market. This
prompted the introduction of a
different row spacing option with rows
widened from 13.3cm to 16.6cm to
better suit cereals.
Over time working widths grew
from 2.8m to 3m and 4m. A few 6m
versions were even built – all boxdrills.

In the 1990s tougher road
regulations across Europe meant
transport became an issue for boxdrills. Consequently both firms set
about developing folding versions with
pneumatic metering and distribution.
Initially Moore used Accord hoppers
but as demand grew the Northern
Irish outfit switched over to the
Sulky set-up with pairs of hoppers
and metering units mounted in
W-formation – these Unidrills were
tagged as ‘W-series’ models.
From then on all R&D was done
jointly – generally the bottom
halves of the drills (frames and soil
engaging metal) were designed in
Northern Ireland while everything
up top (hoppers and metering) was
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developed by Sulky.
In the early 2000s Sulky shifted to
rate controllers from Danish firm Linac.
Employing electronic actuators on the
metering units, these made variable
seed rates possible. Operators could
then alter rates from the cab as soil
types varied.
By now the Unidrill concept had
proved itself as simple and effective
in the way in which it worked but it
wasn’t idiot-proof. Operators really
needed to know what they were
doing and be prepared to get out and
adjust the machine as conditions and
soil types altered.
This prompted both firms to look at
ways in which the drill could be made
more user-friendly - the ‘W1000’
series was born. With rubber gauge
wheels up front and pairs of presswheels mounted at the rear of each
unit in a bogie arrangement, this
massively improved contour-following
and adjustability.
The key feature was a simple
hydraulic adjuster that could alter the
coulter carriage weight bias frontto-back to account for different
ground conditions. Although a joint
development, Sulky held the patent
for this concept.
In 2007 the two firms parted
company and the joint venture came to
an end. Sulky developed the concept
further with a number of tweaks and
re-branded it as the EasyDrill. The
disc bearings were switched from
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imperial to more readily available
metric versions.
Adjustment of coulter boot position
against the disc was made easier critical when working in damp, trashy
conditions. The rear coulter press
wheels were changed from ridgeprofile rings to a simple angled profile
for more reliable slot closure.
In 2013 the no-till Easy Drill and
cultivator Maxi Drill 1000 series were
rebranded under the Sky banner,
a subsidiary of Sulky. A revamp
followed this with bigger bearings
throughout the drills to better cope
with the requirements for travelling
faster in tough conditions.
Split
twin hoppers were introduced with
separate metering units, distribution
heads and coulter outlets to allow
different types of seed and fertiliser
to be drilled at different rates in the
same pass.
Shortly after this a separate ‘Pro
Hopper’ applicator was launched to
enable operators to add a further
seed variety into the mix or apply
micronutrient fertilizers or granular
products such as slug pellets.
At the same time Sky introduced
a range of cover crop destruction
rollers to aid growers wanting to plant
directly into high biomass situations.
By 2019 the EasyDrill has come a
long way from its humble beginnings.
Mid way through the year new easierto-adjust coulter carriages with heftier
SKF disc and press-wheel bearings

are launched.
In November at Agritechnica there
was a big announcement with the
introduction of the 20 series. Amongst
other things this saw a change of
control boxes – having stuck with
RDS rate controllers for 20+ years,
Sky switched to in-house developed
electronics to easier facilitate GPScontrolled variable seed rates and
ultimately ISObus.
On top of this came blockage sensors
and the ability to individually shut-off
seed flow to each coulter, enabling
operators to run with different row
widths for different seeds. Alongside
this came the facility for the drill
controller to automatically shut off
coulters for tramlining, without having
to match drill width to sprayer booms.
The new control boxes have the
facility to support even more metering
units so Sky now offers the option
of a second Pro-Hopper, enabling
operators to apply up to four different
seed types/granular products in one
pass.
Sky Drill’s UK product specialist, Joe
Redman commented “The evolution
from ‘just an old Moore drill’ to today’s
state of the art lean, mean drilling
machine has been no accident. Each
stage of development and design
has been carefully considered and
rigorously tested by the Sky team.
The EasyDrill really is a progressive
drill for forward thinking farmers.”
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ST LOUIS 2020
NO-TILL CONFERENCE
Written by Andrew Jackson, Pink Pig Farm, Lincolnshire

I am a farmer from North Lincolnshire,
amongst other things I have been
described as butterfly and an
evangelist, the former because I am
always looking to land on something
new which will improve my life and
business, the latter because once I
discovered regenerative farming, I felt
compelled to learn more and to spread
the word about its many benefits to
friends and other farmers.
I chose to attend the 2020 National
No-Till Conference in St Louis USA
because it is promoted by Lessiter
media and I have read many of
their publications and listen to their
podcasts while field walking. After a
21-hour journey during which I was

strongly advised by a kind lady on an
internal flight “not to go downtown
in St Louis”, due to the high homicide
rate, I arrived at the Union Station
Hotel only to find that the bar had
just closed. It was 12.10am local time
and 6.10 in the morning UK Time, my
body was tired, and I retreated to bed.

practicing no-till for over thirty years,
some of whom had received financial
incentives from the state, however
although some old timers claimed to
have been using cover crops for many
years, I got the impression that the
wide spread introduction of cover
crops was more recent.

I arrived a day early to avoid jet lag
issues, I need not worried I woke up
at the crack of dawn for a number of
days. On my free day I explored St
Louis and visited the National Blues
Museum and the Gateway Arch, a
600 feet high stainless steel arch,
completed in 1969, it is intended to
promote the city’s position as the
Gateway to the west for the settlers
who passed through it, heading for
the promised lands.

Traditionally English farmers
have worn flat caps and
American farmers have worn
baseball caps, I have made
the observation that when
inside a building it is very
difficult to prise the baseball
cap from some the American
farmer’s heads, it is a fixture.
They also like check shirts but
with a slightly wider check
spacing, a little something
that I observed!

St Louis was built on one of the
major railroads which headed out
West, it also sits at the confluence of
the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, as
such, it was and is, a major trading post
and the hotel where the conference
was hosted, displays the biggest hotel
lobby that I have ever seen, due to the
fact that it utilises the original train
station ticket hall.
The average age of the farmer in
the USA is slightly over sixty and like
us they seem to have problems with
the next generation coming into the
farming business. There seemed to
be plenty of farmers who had been
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Most of the farmers at the
conference were trapped into a twocourse rotation, not particularly out
of choice, but because corn and soya
were about the only crops which
gave a financial return. They, like us
were looking to break out and find a
new financially rewarding crop. I did
encounter one grower from Montana
who was supplying Northern Pulse
ISSUE 9 | APRIL 2020
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Growers with a variety of pulse
crops, which were exported around
the world. I mentioned that I knew a
Canadian farmer who shut up shop
in the winter and went to Florida,
“Yes”, they said “that is known as a
three-crop rotation, Soya, Corn and
Florida!!!”
On the Tuesday I attended a hemp
growing seminar, this was mostly
about growing hemp for CBD oils,
which is currently illegal in the UK,
the proceeds of the hemp harvest are
distilled in a factory off the farm. Steve
Groff highlighted the many hurdles
that he had encountered growing,
harvesting the hemp bushes and
finding a secure outlet. This operation
is not for the faint hearted, there is a
lot of hard work and risk involved but
the conclusion was that profit per acre
generally fell between zero and $7000
per acre, although on a cautionary
note, losses could be up to $20,000.
At supper that evening there was a
discussion about banding cover crop
seeds so that the following year’s
maize seeds could be sewn into a
less competitive band of radishes
which are not winter hardy. Alongside
the central row of radishes, crimson
clover had been sown on both sides
and furthest from the radish (where
the maize seed is to be sown), are
the hairy vetch and cereal rye which
actually lie dead centre between the
maize rows creating a firm base for
all the tractor wheelings, and less
competition for the cash crop.
Wednesday’s highlights included
Jason Mauck, a farmer whom I have
followed on Twitter, who explained his

system of dual cropping winter wheat
and soya beans, the idea being that
the wheat is harvested earlier than
the soya, and this then allows the soya
greater access to sunlight. Another
feature of this system is that the
wheat provides shelter for the soya
seedling, thus permitting the soya to
be sown earlier than normal, providing
an extended growing season. The
consequences of which are, a small
crop of wheat but a much bigger crop
of soya, resulting in a greater net
income. It’s all very scientific and I got
the impression that it had worked in
the trialling stage and he will roll out
the system across his farm.
The other Wow was David
Johnson who had been working on
a Bioreactor, which is essentially
an aerobic composter. The theory
behind David’s work is that our soils
have become dominated by bacteria
and depleted in aerobic fungi. The
composter is essentially a home-made
tube, four feet diameter and about

five feet high, it is filled with natural
finely chopped material, (leaves, wood
chip, hay). Air tunnels allow aerobic
action and worms are introduced, the
system is watered by one and a half
gallons of rain water every day (ideally
with an automated water system) and
after one year, the end product should
be seven hundred pounds of a black
damp smooth compost which if his
predictions are correct would in my
opinion, have the equivalent value to
gold. The beauty of this system is that
it is low cost to set up and very low
in labour requirements or fossil fuel
usage.
The compost needs to be
administered at one pound per acre,
ideally by mixing into a slurry and
placing next to the seed at drilling or
mixing with the seed to form a seed
dressing. David showed slides of how
this product had brought desert land
back to life and created exceptional
maize plots with minimal use of
fertilizer, all at the cost of twentyfive cents per acre. The idea was to
re-introduce the aerobic fungi back
into the soils, after which in a no-till
situation they should multiply, as with
human nature. I am tempted to build
quite a few of these composters, in
order to maybe increase the rate and
apply the product every year.
Another spin off, is that liquids,
associated with this compost could be
used as a fungicide, I guess that will
come after more research, so we can
look forward to another presentation
from David. You can find David
Johnson and his wife Hui Chun Su on
YouTube at the sites shown below:
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David Johnson Ecofarm Keynote
(pretty much the same presentation
that we received, although the sound
quality is average)
Dr David Hui Chun Su Johnson (a
small presentation on a farm, worth
watching).
Johnson Su Composting Bioreactor
(deals with the construction of the
digester).
Smart Soil Ground Cover Ian and
Dianne Haggerty (the Haggerty’s were
mentioned in one of David Johnson’s
presentations, so I found them on
YouTube).
This bioreactor is being trialled on
most continents and David Johnson
and his wife welcome any feedback,
which is most likely going to be in one
and a half years, since the compost
operation will take a whole year.
Each day there were breakout groups
when it was possible to choose a small
discussion forum, for example I chose:
• Cover Crop Strategies in the North
East, Mid Atlantic
• Winning
ideas
vegetables

for

no-tilling

• Solving the riddle of cover crops and
fertilizer management
• Helpful hints for higher no-till wheat
yields
• Using Mycorrhizae, humics, soil
builders to unlock soil health.
The last one was hosted by
James (Jim) Hoorman, Jim an retired
government soil scientist had all the
answers, the forum quickly moved
from a group discussion, to a jaw
dropping description from Jim on
how the bacteria, microbes and fungi
interact, to build fertility and access
nutrition for the crop from the nutrients
within the soil. There was so much
knowledge coming out of his mind
that is was difficult to keep up, I tried

to make notes for future reference and
understanding. Jim has set up his own
consultancy company now and can be
found at hoormansoilhealth.com
Jim also cautioned us, on how new
high yielding varieties may not be so
good at accessing nutrients from the
fungi, he described modern varieties
as being similar to a racehorse, when
for what no-tillers want to achieve,
utilising the soil biology and reducing
manmade fertilisers, a work horse
variety may be more appropriate. One
way around this could be to keep your
own seed back each year in the hope
that that seed becomes familiar with
finding the soil biology on your farm.
On the final half day, once again
I chose to listen to Jim Hoorman,
this time about soil compaction, a
powerful and entertaining speaker,
he soon talked us out of getting into
that tractor and cultivating the soil to
alleviate compaction. He then once
again broke down the functions of
soil health into easy to understand
comparables.
The last speaker who left an
impact on me was Rob Myers, I had
already stumbled across an excellent
presentation by Rob on YouTube.
Rob puts across the many benefits of
cover cropping in an excellent, easy to
understand format. He tried to assess
the pay back period for the investment
in cover crops, the conclusion was that
farmers will generally lose money in
the first year, break even in the second
and arrive at a profitable situation in
the third or fourth year.
The take home message for me was
that No-Till is only forty percent of
the story, the other sixty percent is
the cover cropping which encourages
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the dominance of fungi in the soil.
It is the fungi that work with the
microbes, bacteria and protozoa to
access nutrients for the plant. Only
when these systems start to work
efficiently can the fertiliser which is
locked up in the soil become fully
accessible and available. However,
it is a catch 22, because by applying
fertiliser the soil biology becomes lazy,
so my conclusion, I would pull the plug
on applying P and K straight away,
however I have already purchased this
year’s fertiliser, so I may split the P and
K over two years.
Humus the organic matter which is
responsible for holding and supplying
the soil nutrients can only be built
from dead rotting plants and animals. If
farmed well in a mature no-till system,
which is keeping the soil covered with
cash and cover crops, then possibly
0.1% growth in organic matter, might
be achieved each year, some farmers
had exceeded this.
All in all, I considered The National
No-Till Conference to be well run,
informative and hopefully value for
money. The American farmers were
hospitable and eager to communicate
with me. I will definitely consider going
another year.
The book reading for the trip was
“Cows save the Planet”. I thought that
it would provide me with a wealth
of information to fight off vegans.
Actually, it was more subtle than that,
many things that the book described I
already knew, and the book acted as
a form of confirmation about what I
had learnt from other books. However,
there were some thought provoking
chapters for a wannabe regenerative
farmer, so I would recommend
reading it.
www.directdriller.co.uk 43

FEATURE

WATER FOCUS

THAMES WATER
It’s only 4ha, what difference will it make?
Written by Matthew Izod of Priory Farm
Priory Farm
Priory Farm is a 100ha arable family
run farm in the Evenlode catchment
of the Cotswolds, with 100ha also
being rented. The farm is run by my
Dad, Nathan, who has been farming
here since he was old enough to reach
the pedals! I joined the farm in 2015,
not knowing much about farming! We
have a mixture of soil types from clay
to Cotswold brash, which seems to
give us a lot of different approaches
to farming.

The Trial (as featured in Direct
Driller issue 4)
Thames water are looking in to No
Till drilling and cover crops to see if it
can reduce sediment and phosphorus
run off in to the water courses, whilst
also looking at the wider soil benefits.
The trial is part-funded by Thames
Water to help remove some of the
risk factors involved.
Following an initial taster event in
February 2018, we expressed our
interest, alongside two other farms,
and were asked if we would like to
take part in the trial. We decided on
4ha directly next to the river for No

Till, with the remaining 3ha of the
field being farmed in the same way
we normally would. The cultivator
was parked up from the spring of
2018 for that area of the farm and
the trial began. A cover crop of oats
was planted straight after harvest,
which unfortunately never took off,
not a great start to clear the doubt
we already had in the system. 2018
was flood free so not much use for
monitoring sediment run off, but a

First Year - Soil Sampling &
Harvest Results
We monitored the crop closely,
wanting to see a difference in the
two systems, but there was nothing
in it until we started to sample the
soil. The farm is periodically sampled
for our P&K application, but we have
never really paid much attention to
any other results.

No Till (4ha)

Tilled (3Ha)

Organic Matter

9.3%

12.1%

Worm Count (1/16 m3)

18

3

Infiltration Rate

2592 mm/hr

0 mm/hr

Rooting Depth

30cm

5cm

Compaction Depth

150cm

1cm

Fuel @ Establishment

6 l/ha

26 l/ha

perfect start for us for the spring of
2019. Spring Barley was planted with
a contractor’s Weaving Sabre Tine in
to the 2018 spring barley volunteers.
The other 3ha was cultivated twice
with a pigtail cultivator a few weeks
previous and drilled with the same
drill on the same day. Both halves of
the field emerged evenly and stayed
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very even up until harvest.

A Healthy Soils assessment was done
to get some baseline figures for our
first year. The results completely
changed our way of thinking about
the trial, I always thought the point
of us cultivating was to minimise and
get the crop off to a good start, which
in this case it clearly hasn’t helped
but created problems that we might
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not have had before we pulled a tine
through the ground. It really showed
how we need to do a bit more of an
assessment of our soil before we start
to try and alleviate problems that we
think we have. When both sites were
harvested, the tilled area 6.8t/ha & no
tilled area 6.7 t/ha, the cultivations
hadn’t effected the yield of the crop
but equally the no till had performed
just as well, but without a 20 l/ha cost
of cultivation.

Soil movement has been minimal,
only the last two floods have seen
any noticeable erosion. We have also
had some coppice bundles installed
on the field’s edge by Earth Watch
this summer to also see if this can
help with catching sediment before

with Thames Water has opened many
different opportunities to meet a lot
of different people and have had some
great conversations about new ways
to approach conservation agriculture.
I would recommend to any farmer
to get involved in a trial or project

it enters the river. We are always
looking for new ways to help mitigate
our effect on water courses; it often
seems the simplest ideas are the most
effective!

with other farmers and likeminded
individuals. It has really focused us
to look to the future, across the
whole farm, especially with the new
agricultural bill and the bigger focus
on the wider environment.

Second Year – Change of mind
A crop of Oil Seed Rape, companioned
with buckwheat, crimson clover &
vetch was planted on 5th September
2019 with the tilled side being no tilled
OSR without companions, due to no
time between combining and drilling.
The crop grew well until, like the
whole of the country, the rain came,
and still hasn’t disappeared! We have
experienced flooding at least six times
this winter, so the crop hasn’t fared
well and will be drilled with spring
peas. This winter has really shown the
resilience in some of the soils across
the farm but also the area’s that need
some improvement! Considering we
have always cultivated to aid drainage,
our no till site has coped very well
and at times looked and walked much
cleaner, often coming back with clean
boots.
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Future for Priory Farm
We have now started direct drilling
some other parts of the farm now
and are looking at reducing our
cultivations, there is a lot to learn
but joining the trial has really opened
our eyes to different approaches to
farming. Also taking part of the trial

For more information about the
Thames Water trial, please contact
the Evenlode project team from
Atkins and Natural England. Jay Neale,
Atkins (jay.neale@atkinsglobal.com)
or Andrew Russell, Natural England
(andrew.russell@naturalengland.org.
uk).
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FEATURE

FARMER FOCUS

TIM PARTON
Well, what a winter it has been, with the wettest
February on record I can safely say it is the wettest
season I have ever seen. My heart goes out to all the
people who have been affected by the floods and those
farmers who have had land under water for weeks on
end.
On a positive note, it has been a pleasure here to see
the soil infiltrate all this water and
even after the
heaviest of storms, the soil can still cope with more
infiltration. In my mind, this goes to prove the more
carbon sequestration we can achieve, the healthier the
planet.
Carbon becomes a sponge within the soil holding
more water for times of need, but also holding water
back from our rivers. I firmly believe that our rivers are
only in need of dredging due to the soil erosion from
our fields. Low carbon and insubstantial soil structure,
along with high bacterial soil levels mean there is little
or no fungi to produce the glomalin glue which holds
nutrients together. Thus, there is little in the soil to
retain excess water in conventionally cultivated soils,
resulting in soil erosion and nutrient loss from the soil
into our rivers. This in turn culminates in dead zones
from eutrophication across our oceans and seas. With
conservation agriculture I am proving this doesn’t have
to be the case.

prevent and cure all ills, without intervention from the
medical world of pharmaceuticals. I believe that in the
future, the consumer will be able to monitor nutrient
dense food and will pay a premium for it. Dan Kitteridge
is such a person already working on spectrometers to
measure food nutrient densities. For nutrient dense
food to be produced, soil needs to be healthy with welladjusted bacteria to fungi ratio and high carbon content.

As is also the case with plant production, I can
stop most disease and pest problems by working
with nature, with the use of nutrition and biology.
From the coming year I am hoping to carry some
wheat through to harvest with no herbicides
apart from post drilling glyphosate. This will be
a first for me. My soils keep improving, with less
and less unwanted plant growth (“weeds”), since
they are not needed because the soil is always
covered with a cover crop. Farming with nature
and not against it, as life is always easier when
you work with nature.
With the help of my biological agronomist, Nick
Woodyatt (Edaphos) we have come up with the

Additionally, as a planet we need to clean up our
act of polluting water because it is a finite resource,
we cannot obtain any more and pollutant levels seem
to be continually rising. There is even evidence to
suggest that excreted pharmaceutical drugs (e.g., Prozac)
entering the water course are having an adverse effect
on plants’ growth, inhibiting their root production and
inhibiting shoot development (“Plant Intelligence” by
Stephen Harrod Buhner). This book has proved to be an
interesting read revealing that plants produce serotonin
(100 times more than any animal brain) which is essential
for maintenance, physiological and morphogenic (form
and structure) processes. These include light responses,
root hair development, lateral root and shoot system
development. When the plant is under stress, serotonin
production in the plant tissues increase, resulting in
alterations in root architecture - Aren’t plants amazing?
Now, I haven’t got all the answers of how to clean up
our planet, but what I do believe is that healthy soils
produce healthy nutritious food, which contributes to
healthy people. Investment in soil health may be a wiser
long-term investment for a healthier population and
improved planetary environment. “Food Matters TV”
(“FMTV”) is an informative site where food is used to
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of talk in the press to get nitrogen on early. I cannot
see the point if the plant has not got the tool kit within
itself to utilise the nitrogen which then results in more
pollution and carbon burning. Putting nitrogen on will
result in a green looking crop, but in my experience, it
will have poor rooting which will be devastating when
we hit a dry period which is inevitable after all this rain
(in my opinion). Also, with all that top growth a PGR
will be a must, as the cell walls will be weak and open to
fungal attack.

programme this year which will eliminate the use of
fungicides. As we proved last year it can be done.
This gives me the confidence to rely on it more for
the coming season. This will be alongside the correct
nutrition as done correctly we have eliminated PGRS and
strengthened the cell wall of the plant to protect against
fungal attack. We found last year on the T3 spray on the
untreated fusarium was 36% on the treated with Bacillus
it was 2%. This is a double whammy: higher levels of
control than we would have had with fungicides, but
more importantly we are not carrying spores over into
the following crop.

Birdlife on the farm continues to expand with the
conservation
agriculture
policies
implemented.
Monitoring skills from the local bird ringing group (Belvide
Bird Ringers) help to identify the variety in birdlife. Over
50 different bird species have been spotted or heard on
the farm; 27 different bird species ringed; 4 of these
species are on the British Trust of Ornithology amber
endangered list and over 12 of these species are on
the endangered red list. There were 85 breeding pairs
of skylarks on the farm. Nest boxes around the farm
had 90% occupancy of great tits and blue tits rearing
clutches of between 8 – 10 chicks, which goes to prove
the abundance of food found on the farm in order to
sustain such large numbers. The bird group was aired on
Radio 4’s Farming Today on Monday 9th March, if you
get a chance to listed back to it.
I wish us all a favourable and productive Spring.

Without the use of fungicides straw is cycled far
quicker in soil as fungi can do its job and break the lignin
down within the straw. It becomes a far better product
for soil health. Fungicides are very similar to insecticides;
I am finding that once you use one you are then on the
hamster wheel that you have to continue because you
have stripped the leaf of its natural resistance, which
then makes it more vulnerable to fertiliser scorch.
Whereas using biology (bacillus) we are again working
with nature and its own natural defences. Nature has
all the answers; it’s just we thought we could do better.
We are now learning that we cannot, and I firmly believe
that this will be the century in farming known as the
biological farming century. There is so much to learn and
we are just on the tip in my opinion.
Oilseed rape companions of berseem clover and white
are looking healthy, with the clover nodulating well. All
winter crops will start off with a trace element blend in
order to get the plant ready for its nitrogen application
so that it can utilise it correctly. There has been a lot
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DRILL MANUFACTURERS

IN FOCUS...

MZURI, MAIZE AND
MANAGING SOILS
Mzuri’s trial farm manager and
knowledge exchange officer, Ben
Knight highlights the benefits of the
Mzuri system for establishing profitable
Maize crops this Spring.
Through regular contact with Mzuri
users around the country and
conducting our own trials, I have seen
first-hand how the Mzuri system can
reap benefits for Maize establishment.

Drilling Maize directly into a grass ley.

Maize and grass down alternating legs
of the Pro-Til or by drilling directly
into already established grass leys or
stubbles.
Ben Knight

Under sowing and drilling into
cover
By far the most relevant and up and
coming aspect of successful Maize
production that the Mzuri system is
well placed to deliver surrounds under
sowing or planting into cover.
Many of our growers are achieving
excellent results either through seeding

I wholeheartedly believe that growing
Maize with some sort of continuous
groundcover will become a mandatory
regulation in the near future in a bid to
protect our soils from the huge amounts
of run off and erosion we so commonly
associate with Maize. Not only that but
a growing crop underfoot can mean the
difference between a harvested crop in
the clamp or not being able to get in the
field with the harvester in the first place
(let alone getting it out again) – a sight

that was all too common last year.
A grass based Maize system can
provide businesses with additional
grazing or another cut of silage from
the grass crop, pre or post Maize.
In a time where bottom lines are
increasingly under pressure, this could
provide a helpful alternative income for
land that would previously be nothing
more than a post-harvest mud bath,
requiring extensive remedial action. The
green cover will also mop up residual
Nitrogen, making the most out of the
applied products and returning it to the
soil in a stable state.
I have no problem in advocating
the use of dual cropping in a Maize
situation and have seen first-hand how
the network of roots stabilise the soil
long after the Maize crop has senesced.
When we’re being faced with huge
amounts of rainfall, a growing cover can
give us the protection we need to keep
our soils in the field where they belong.

Band placed fertiliser for
better phosphate uptake

Simultaneously established Maize and Grass with the Pro-Til at Wappingthorn Farm. Photo kindly supplied by
Frans de Boer.
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With the popular dual tank Pro-Til
models, growers can apply DAP or
another product of their choice below
the seed via the front leg at the time
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of drilling. It’s commonly known that
Phosphate is very immobile in the soil,
so by placing the fertiliser under the
seed for the seminal root to access, the
young crop benefits from guaranteed
nutrient availability which is important
for good plant development.
I have seen this replicated numerous
times across trials where Maize has
been established with and without band
placed fertiliser. It was clear throughout
the life of the crop what positive effects
early nutrition (or the lack of) had on
factors such as cob maturity.
By placing this fertiliser in a targeted
band, it limits the availability of
nutrients for weeds which helps to
reduce competition and gives Maize the
best possible start. It also has the added
advantage of reducing the need for an
additional pass which saves both time
and money.

Accurate spacing, even around
corners

There’s no doubt I’m a
proponent for the Mzuri strip
tillage system, but it’s when
planting Maize that the Pro-Til’s
independent pivoting coulters
really come in to their own. By
following the direction of travel
of the drill, even around tight
headland corners, seed is placed
accurately into the centre of
the tilled nursery zone. The
level of uniformity across the
field ensures row spacings and
seed depth are consistent and
coupled with the Xzact seed
singulation units, plants are
evenly spaced apart, maximising
the light interception to be
converted into yield.
As the founding fathers of strip tillage,
North America have conducted many
trials which highlighted the importance
of seeding in the centre of the tilled
zone. It’s been well noted that seeds
placed outside or on the peripherals
of the tilled strip don’t perform as well
as those that are accurately drilled and
go on to have a negative effect on the
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Stubble underfoot protects the soils surface from heavy rainfall and aids harvester travel.

overall performance of the field.

Lock up carbon and protect
our soil structure
I’m delighted that soil health and
carbon sequestration are finally getting
the mainstream ‘airtime’ that they
deserve. It’s been long overdue but
with discussion around the future of
red diesel prices and the need for more
sustainable farming there has never
been a better time to look at the best
way to utilise soil as our most precious
asset.
The Mzuri system revolves around
dense surface residue which I encourage
Mzuri users to drill direct into, to
preserve moisture, protect against wind
and water erosion, and build organic
matter supporting soil microbiology.
Moving away from heavy cultivations,
many direct drills simply can’t cope with
the levels of surface residue that we
need to improve our soils and sequester
sufficient carbon. In a Maize situation,
arguably drilling direct into a grass ley
provides little volume to drill into but
as part of a wider rotation, the Mzuri

Evenly established Maize on the Mzuri trial farm in
Worcestershire.

Pro-Til is equally at home drilling into
standing cover crops and thick chopped
straw. Good soil structure is certainly
something you can’t achieve overnight,
but by fostering a long term, rotational
view many users find that where they
once sank to plough depth, their soils
are better able to carry harvesting
equipment and their ditches run clear.

Preserving moisture for quick
establishment
Drilling direct into stubbles, grass leys
or even organic fertilisers will preserve
moisture at the time of drilling which
promotes quick and even establishment.
I’ve seen countless occasions where
Mzuri strip till Maize suffered less
bird damage than its conventional
neighbours due to its timely and all
together approach to emergence!
Preserving this moisture also has
lifelong effects for the Maize crop,
where it isn’t uncommon to see drought
reduce Maize yield by up to 22kg of
dry matter per hectare for every 1mm
of soil moisture deficit. This along with
better presentation of fertiliser, quick
even establishment and the potential
to utilise a second under sown crop
all makes Maize, which is naturally an
expensive crop to grow, a more cost
effective, and low risk option this spring.
If you have any questions on the
Mzuri system, for Maize or any other
crop, I would be delighted to discuss
these with you. Get in touch with the
office on 01905 841123 or benknight@
mzuri.eu
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JOIN US FOR THE FIFTH
ANNUAL GROUNDSWELL!

2020 marks a stepping stone in UK agriculture as the industry seeks to move towards a new era of farming. This year it is vital
that British farmers can be proud of the nutritious food they produce and the ecosystem services they provide. Join farmers
and growers with an interest in regenerative farming practices for two information-filled days at Lannock Manor Farm in North
Hertfordshire on 24th and 25th June.
It is clear the movement towards
regenerative
agriculture
in
the industry is upon us, hence
Groundswell’s tagline has evolved
from “No-till” to “Regenerative”.
We have learnt that no-till alone is
not sufficient to achieve healthy soil
and that is why we are promoting
the 5 Principles of Regenerative
Agriculture as we see it: 1. Minimise
soil disturbance, 2. Maintain
permanent cover, 3. Maintain living
roots, 4. Build diversity, 5. Integrate
livestock.
We are excited to announce
some of the headline speakers for
Groundswell 2020, as both new
and familiar faces will be gracing the
stage. David Montgomery and Anne
Biklé (USA) are returning to update
us on their remarkable journeys
through writing such titles as “Dirt,
The Erosion of Civilisations” and
“Growing a Revolution, Bringing
Our Soil Back to Life”. Their visit to
England is timely, as their new book
is soon to be launched, which will be
looking at the connection between
soil health and human health. Jill
Clapperton (USA) is also returning,
having opened the first No-Till Show
back in 2016. She will be guiding us
on how to create healthy productive
soils that grow tasty nutrient
dense food with environmental
integrity. Walter Jehne (Australia)
is an internationally recognised soil
microbiologist with an agenda to
urgently restore agro-ecosystems
and ecologies so as to help meet our
water, food, habitat, carbon drawdown and rehydration imperative.
Another fascinating speaker we are
lucky to have is Jeff Moyer (USA)
from the Rodale Institute, author of
“Organic No-Till Farming - Advancing
No-Till Agriculture Crops, Soil,
Equipment”. Jan-Hendrik
Cropp
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(Germany) will also be speaking from
his wealth of experience in advancing
organic no-till farming. Also from the
States we have Courtney White who
will be talking “Grass, Soil, Hope” as
well as updating us on the fibreshed
movement that is emerging on
both sides of the Atlantic. Rhonda
Sherman (USA) will be elaborating on
the subject of her recent book, “The
Worm Farmer’s Handbook”.
With new agricultural policy in the
process of formation, Groundswell
will be hosting policy makers and
advisors including Minette Batters
and the Secretary of State for
Environment, Food and Farming.
This year it is especially important to
engage the powers that be in how
farmers are working with nature rather
than against it. This critical message
needs to be coherently passed to
the public and Groundswell aims to
facilitate this engagement. Affinity
Water are the Headline Sponsor
for the event, helping reinforce the

significance of functioning soil in our
wider landscape and water cycle.
The importance of integrating
real food and farming is also on the
agenda at Groundswell with various
sessions looking at joining the
paradigms of healthy soil, healthy
plants and healthy humans. The
Pasture for Life Association will be
proudly represented on stage and on
your plate with beef terroir tasting
from The Ethical Butcher and others,
promoting the vital message that
pasture farmers need to be singing
from the rooftops.
Our aim is for all attendees to be
inspired and hence the range of
sessions to delving into other topics
such as: Direct Marketing, Heritage
Grains, Ruminants, Biostiumants,
Carbon Finance and Agritech. On
top of this, we’ve had an abundance
of session applicants this year, and
we’re working to piece these together
to represent the many fascinating
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axiobib 2
A VERSATILE TYRE

TO SUPPORT YOUR
TRACTION AND SOIL
PROTECTION CHALLENGES

Very High
Flexion
(VF) Tyre
run at pressures
as low as 0.6 bar*

Exceptional
tractive
capability

High Load
Capacity

Suitable for
Central Tyre
inflation
Systems

Available through your local Michelin Exelagri Dealer.

agricultural.michelin.co.uk
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*The inflation pressure must always be appropriate for the load per tyre, the speed of travel and the work to be done.
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100 other organisations exhibiting in
some shape or form who are involved
in supporting regenerative practices,
a full list and directory can be seen
on the website.

topics that surround Regenerative
Agriculture. Once you delve into
them, you realise just how connected
everything is- indeed whatever the
question may be, the answer nearly
always lies in the soil!
Due to popular demand, we are
increasing the capacity of the show
to around 3,000 total attendees.
We’ve thought carefully about how
to map the event which is expanding
to a more fluid showground with a
circular walkway around two new
Pasture and Demo Fields. As you
can see from the Event Map the
Drill Demonstrations are heading
North and South with trials and
seminar areas dotted around the
showground, so they will be better
engaged with the demos and trials.
The new main stage is a big top tent
with capacity to seat 700 people.
There’s another six seminar tents
packed with sessions to choose from
including the new Fungi Tent and
Speaker’s Corner which will be in
the Demo Field. The Discussion Tent
is once again hosted by Agricology,
who we are proud to collaborate
with, to provide open discussions
and breakouts throughout. NIAB are
hosting the Seminar Tent this year
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and also running various different
trials from their stand.
After a very dry Spring in 2019 the
cover crop in the Demo field struggled
to provide much of a challenge for
the drill manufacturers. The Direct
Drill Demonstrations this year will
prove to be more of a trial, with 30m

wide plots drilled with Kings Winter
Rye and Vetch last autumn; they
are romping away already. Some of
the manufacturers have wider plots
this year to demo more than one
machine so there’s going to be plenty
to compare and contrast against.
The line up this year includes some
familiar faces that are returning to
Lannock Manor Farm including the
Moore Uni-Drill with Agri-Linc and
Mzuri with their strip-tillage drill. Sly
has rebranded as Horizon and we
can expect to see both no-till and
strip-till demonstrations from their
team. Aside from the Direct Drill
Demonstrators there are also around

Composting is becoming more and
more popular as farmers start to feel
empowered by the microbial life they
can establish “in-house” - this year at
Groundswell there will be a particular
focus on the practicalities, science
and wisdom behind nurturing your
farmyard manure. There will be
sessions and demonstrations both
days with different compost turners
mixing up the windrow - which should
bring some heated discussions on
how to get the perfect carbonnitrogen ratio.
With support from the Woodland
Trust, we are undertaking a
silvopasture trial at Lannock Manor
Farm this Spring which will be
available to visit. Agroforestry and

Silvopasture sessions will be taking
place on both days and of course
there are plenty of people on hand
to offer guidance to those interested
in maximising the benefits of “3D
farming”.
The Earthworm Arms is scaling
up this year with a purple big top
tent to house the bar and stage.
This stage is not for speaking as you
might expect. From experience of
previous Groundswells, after a day of
knowledge exchange it is comforting
to let your hair down with an ale
or local cider and for the first time
there will be a band playing some
ISSUE 9 | APRIL 2020
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Protect, perform and profit – discover the features
of our most comprehensive line-up ever: minimised
soil compaction1, a new, bigger cab2 with massage
seat2, guaranteed fuel efficiency3, and remote machine
monitoring with Expert Alerts for all models.
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tunes to keep you in the mood. Tim
May is inviting any musically minded
Groundsweller’s out there to bring
their talents together for so please
pack your ukulele if you want to be
included.
After the popularity of the Camping
and Glamping last year we are
partnering with Woodville Projects
again, who provide the luxuriously
kitted out Bell Tents that come with
memory foam mattress, Egyptian
cotton linen and a fluffy towel. They
have also devised a way for you to
book a single bed in a shared tent
from £60 for the three nights.
Tickets to Groundswell sold out
last year in advance of the event and
sadly we had to turn some people
away. With the new site we hope to
be able to accommodate everyone
comfortably but needless to say
we recommend booking your ticket
in advance and also planning your
days by looking at the programme

before you arrive. You also have the
option when purchasing your ticket
of adding your social media handle
to your name badge, which might be
useful if you want people to know
who your secret Farming Forum alias
is…or maybe not!
We are honoured to be working

with so many like-minded and
enthusiastic people and organisations
on this year’s Groundswell. We thank
you for your continued support and
feedback and look forward to hosting
you in June.
Alex Cherry, Event Director

THE REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE SHOW AND CONFERENCE

Wednesday 24th and Thursday 25th June
Sessions start at 10am Wednesday and finish at 5.30pm on Thursday.
Headline Speakers: Jill Clapperton (USA) • Walter Jehne (Aus)
David Montgmomery (USA) • Anne Biklé (USA) • Jeff Moyer (USA) • Jan-Henrik Cropp
(Germany) • Courtney White (USA) • Rhonda Sherman (USA) and many more…
Direct Drill Demonstrations from:
Simtech Aitchison • Sam Agri Ltd (Virkar) • NOVAG SAS • Dale Drills • Weaving
Horsch • Mzuri • Horizon Agriculture • Sky Agriculture • Ryetec • John Deere
Kuhn • Agri-Linc (Moore Uni Drill)
The Earthworm Arms: Bar open nights of 23rd, 24th and 25th.
Live music on Wednesday 24th evening alongside The Ethical Butcher’s Tasting
Menu by Adam Gray, Executive Chef at Devonshire Club, showcasing how breed,
terroir and husbandry by PFLA farms produce distinctively different meats.
Where: Lannock Manor Farm, Nr Hitchin, North Herts, SG4 7EE.
Tickets on Sale: Sunday 1st March via the Website
Both Days - £95+VAT Single Day - £60+VAT
For students (15% discount), groups (over 10) and volunteer enquiries please email:
katherine@groundswellag.com
Accommodation: Camping, Glamping and Local Hotels check out the accommodation page

www.groundswellag.com
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What if you could
simply create the
perfect seed bed?

At Dale Drills we’re as passionate about your
soil as you are. As farmers we know just how
vital good soil structure is to the health of
your crop – locking in vital nutrients to create
optimum conditions for sowing and growing.
Capable of drilling in direct, min-till and
conventional seedbeds our versatile range

of lightweight seed drills have been made
with exactly that in mind – promoting low
impact cultivation that encourages minimal
disturbance. Renowned for excellent contour
following, accurate seed placement and a low
power requirement, why not see how our drills
can help your business fulfil its full potential?

daledrills.com info@daledrills.com 01652 653 326
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PRODUCTS

IN FOCUS...
MICHELIN NEVER TYRE OF HELPING
FARMERS MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICES
As the only point of contact between
the tractor and the soil, ensuring
you have the correct tyres on your
machinery – in good condition and
set to the right pressures – is vitally
important.
Farmers with the optimum tyre
and wheel configuration, set up
correctly, can benefit from significant
fuel savings, improved ride quality,
reduced wheel slippage and increased
productivity. Crucially, the correct
tyres will also minimise soil damage,
which subsequently improves your
yields.
Here, Customer Engineering Support
Manager, Gordon Brookes, shares his
advice and expertise gained during his
32-year career with Michelin.

Gordon Brookes

What are the key things to
consider when choosing your
agricultural tyres?
The first step in the process is making
sure you pick the right tyres for the
application.
Things you should carefully consider
include; where is the tyre going to be
working – is it going to be mainly used in
the field, or will it be doing a lot of road
work? How big a tyre do you actually
need for the power of your tractor,
what loads will you be carrying, what
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implements do you intend to use and
how are they operated in your system?
Once you’ve considered these points,
you’ll be in a better place to make your
selection.
If possible, it’s always worth specifying
your preferred choice of tyre as original
equipment. Although it may cost a little
extra, getting the right tyre on your
new machinery is worth the additional
expense.

Often, when people buy a
new machine, it won’t arrive
with the correct fitment for
the job they want to use it for.
Not every tyre offered by the
manufacturer is necessarily suitable. For
instance, it may be able to handle the
tractor in its naked capacity, but as soon
as you stick a big heavy plough on the
back, you may find that the tyres are
not big enough to support that piece of
equipment.
Getting it right at the start is definitely
cheaper in the long run. If the tyres can’t
cope with the power, for example, then
you can end up shredding the rubber in
next to no time. Those tyres may have
been a few hundred pounds cheaper
than the ones you needed, but they’ve
suddenly become a very expensive
mistake!
What sort of damage can the wrong
type of tyre have on the ground you are
working on?
Today the farming community is
arguably better educated about tyre
choice than at any time previously,
and most farmers understand the huge
impact their tyres can have on the soil
and the productivity of their fields.
The latest generations of tyres can
really help farmers to reduce soil

compaction and minimise rut formation
– the economic impact of which are
significant.
Soil damage can hit your yields hard;
it increases the risk of disease and can
require major regeneration work to put
right. For instance, ploughing or decompaction consumes considerable
fuel and time, ultimately hitting you in
the pocket.
The consequences of rutting can
be equally bad, if not worse – nothing
grows in a rut! They also encourage
water stagnation, which can asphyxiate
plants and encourage the development
of disease.

Is it always a good idea to have
an expert help set up the tyres?
Absolutely. If you are in any doubt, I
would always recommend asking your
local accredited agricultural tyre dealer,
or tyre manufacturer, for advice. The
weighing and setting up service we
offer is free, and available on request
when you purchase Michelin tyres.
We cover the whole of the UK and
Ireland. Get in touch via our website, or
on Twitter, and we can normally arrange
a visit. It is all part of the service we
offer.
We are also more than happy to offer
free advice on the phone before you
spec tyres on a new machine. You can
save a lot of work and cost potentially
six-to-twelve months down the line if
we can be sure your new tractor rolls off
the production line on the best possible
tyres for your operation.

Are tyre pressures vital to soil
protection?
Yes – they are absolutely crucial.
Selecting the right tyres for the job is
the first step, but ensuring they are
set up correctly and working at the
ISSUE 9 | APRIL 2020

optimum pressures is equally important.
Agricultural tyres are a significant
investment, so why wouldn’t you want
them to be working to their absolute
maximum efficiency?
When we carry out farm visits,
we’ll weigh machines in ideally every
configuration they operate, so we
can provide the farmer with bespoke
pressures to suit every mission.

Are low pressures always
better for the soil?

Is it a good idea to fit a central
tyre inflation system (CTIS) and
how beneficial can it be?

Our patented Ultraflex
technology tyres have
taken agricultural fitments
to the next level; in fact,
they were designed by the
same Michelin engineer who
developed our tyres for the
Space Shuttle!

If the vehicle is going to do a lot of
different tasks, then a CTIS is a great
option. If you want to optimise a
tractor’s performance, productivity and
reduce costs – then a CTIS is the easiest
way to do it.

arm,
rF

oils,
rS

You

Of course, most farming machinery
won’t work exclusively on one surface.
While you want the tyres at low
pressures for the field, they will perform
better at a higher pressure on the road.
So, it’s getting the balance right that’s
one of the major challenges for any
manufacturer.

You

We would always recommend radial
tyre technology over a bias tyre. Radial
technology helps to reduce compaction
and increases machine traction. The
tyres have a larger more stable footprint
that enables better distribution of the
load, with more tread blocks to grip and
improve traction and soil protection.

You

Generally speaking, yes. To avoid
soil damage, you need a tyre that has
the ability to carry heavy loads at low
pressures in the field.

As farm machinery gets larger and
heavier, our tyres can carry incredibly
heavy loads yet still work at really
low pressures with flexible casings,
spreading the footprint of the tyre over
a larger area and reducing the impact on
the fields in the process.

The SSM analysis can identify your soil type,
traits, strengths and weaknesses.
WHAT IS INCLUDED:
• Understanding of soils’ biological, chemical and physical aspects and how
to balance them for increased productive potential
• Soil nutrient properties calculated in Kg/Ha
• Integration with precision farming systems
• Comprehensible results and practical advice for direct action and solutions
We transform statements about your soil into strategies for your business.
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However, if you are doing different
jobs, going from the road to field, for
instance, and you haven’t got the time
to change the pressures manually,
then you would benefit from a CTIS to
ensure you are getting the best possible
tyre performance all day long.
Quite often, all farmers look at is
what’s called ‘basic’ or ‘suitable for field
work’ specification. That’s fine when the
tyres are in the field where the tractor

olution.
rS

Are your soils
working for you?

16631HUT~Initial_SSM_advert(180x130)v2.indd 1

If you have got a tractor doing one job
all day and the weights never change,
then you don’t need a CTIS. You just
need the right tyres for the job, and the
pressures simply need to be maintained.

Sustainable
Soil Management
Solutions for Economically Sustainable Farming

Be more
informed
about your soil
soiladvice.com
+44 (0)7970 286420
ian@soiladvice.com
Twitter: @ssmsoilhealth
Sustainable Soil Management
Weasenham Lane
Wisbech, PE13 2RN

Visit us at Groundswell 2020
24th & 25th June
Stand PF A8

www.groundswellag.com
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is working at up to 15 kph, but it’s a
different matter when it’s doing 50 or
65 kph on the road at close to maximum
weight.
Talk us through some of the latest
Michelin products helping farmers
preserve their soil.
Our Ultraflex technology tyres
can make a huge difference to soil
protection. Scientific research, led by
Harper Adams University in Shropshire,
found that farmers fitting Ultraflex tyres
can benefit from a 4% increase in yield.
That’s a pretty significant figure.
To put it into perspective, the study
suggested that if all agricultural vehicles
in the main wheat-growing areas of the
world fitted Ultraflex tyres, 23 million
additional tonnes of wheat would be
produced each year!

These tyres have a larger
footprint than conventional
fitments, spreading the
weight of the machine
over a larger ground area.

Increasing contact with the
ground improves traction and
decreases wheel slippage,
which in turn allows farmers
to spend less time in the
field; improving productivity
and saving fuel. We also
manufacture some Ultraflex
tyres with reinforced
sidewalls and special rubber
compounds to keep them
stable even at very low
pressures.
The range is designed to cover the
entire crop growing cycle, including
AxioBib, AxioBib 2, EvoBib, XeoBib and
YieldBib tyres for tractors, CereXBib
tyres for combines and forage
harvesters, plus SprayBib fitments for
high-clearance sprayers. We even have
CargoXBib High Flotation tyres for
trailers.
Working alongside TractAir, famers

now also have access to our Zen@Terra
CTIS. New onto the UK market in 2020,
it allows farmers to adjust tyre pressures
at the touch of a button.
It connects via the ISOBUS of the
tractor and can work with any Michelin
agricultural tyre in our range. However,
it works best with our award-winning ‘2in-1’ EvoBib tyre, which features a smart
tread pattern that evolves to match the
application. When set at high pressures
for road work, the tyres’ adapted tread
pattern allows greater stability, improved
fuel savings and reduced wear and tear.
Working at low pressures in the field, the
tyres’ footprint spreads across a wider
and longer surface, helping to boost
traction and prevent soil compaction.
It’s seriously clever stuff!
Huge amounts of time and money has
gone into the research and development
of these products, with the overriding
focus to help farmers and contractors to
get the absolute maximum performance
from their machinery. And that’s what
we all want to see at the end of the day.

The UK’s most established supplier of precision farming
products, offering best option advice, installation and
ongoing support.

Your Partner In Precision Agriculture
sales@vantage-ag.uk
www.vantage-ag.uk
Vantage England & Wales - 01480 861824
Direct Driller 2019v2.indd 1
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SULPHUR NUTRITION AND
ZERO CARBON FARMING
Written by James Warne of Soil First Farming

In the years from 1979 to 2016 there
was a 97% drop in sulphur dioxide
emissions to air in the UK. That’s a
reduction of 6.32 million tonnes over
37 years. While the UK has made
an impressive shift to clean up our
atmosphere this has resulted in a net
drop of sulphur deposition to land.
The downside is that what once
arrived free of charge has now become
a commodity that you have to pay for.
But it seems not everyone is convinced
by the need to apply sulphur. The most
recent British Society of Fertiliser
Usage census (2018) reveals that 25%
of winter OSR and 30% of winter wheat
does not receive additional sulphur.
Sulphur is one of the 5 or so bulk
elements found in all living organisms. It
is taken up as the sulphate anion SO42. Translocation is mainly by the xylem
with very little phloem movement,
making it relatively immobile within the
plant. Consequently sulphur deficiency
symptoms are usually expressed on
new growth. Sulphur is a constituent
of some amino acids, principally
cysteine and methionine. Both of these
amino acids are the essential building
blocks of proteins and as such many
proteins contain sulphur, as do protein
enzymes which regulate activities
such as photosynthesis and nitrogen
fixation. Sulphur is also an essential
ingredient of aromatic oils such as
those found in brassicas. Legumes also
require larger amounts of sulphur due
to higher protein levels.

How plants absorb Sulphur
The plant has access to three main
sources of organic sulphur; organic
matter, soil minerals and gaseous
sulphur. Sulphur within organic matter
tends to be strongly bonded to carbon.
Biological activity breaks these bonds
slowly over time into soluble forms
such as sulphate. Mineral forms of
sulphur are more plentiful but again
rely on biological activity to make
them into plant available forms. As
DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

described above gaseous forms in the
atmosphere have decreased rapidly
in recent years and so the amount of
available sulphur is decreasing, plant
can however absorb small amounts of
sulphur foliarly.

Sulphur can be easily lost
from soils. Leaching is the
main sulphur loss pathway.
Being negatively charged in
the sulphate form, sulphate
is usually accompanied by
an associated cation such
as calcium or magnesium.
This process increases in-line
with increasing amounts of
excess winter rainfall. Under
anaerobic soil conditions
sulphur maybe lost through
volatilization in sulphide
compounds.
Lighter textured soils tend to have
lower reserves of organic sulphur and
therefore tend to show deficiency
symptoms first.
Whilst heavier
textured soils and those with higher
organinc matter content will usually
have greater sulphur reserves.

What does this mean for
you…?
As sulphur is an essential constituent
of proteins, sulphur deficiency results
in an inhibition of protein synthesis.
The sulphur containing amino acids
cysteine and methionine which are
essential building blocks of protein are
deficient and thus proteins cannot be
synthesized. Sulphur deficiency tends
to reduce shoot growth rather than
root growth. Most apply early nitrogen
to encourage tillering, or at least to
encourage tiller survival, especially in
later drilled crops. Without sufficient
sulphur (and other elements) nitrogen
alone may not be particularly effective.

Low Sulphur causes poor grain
quality
Sulphur deficiency also slows plant
growth and maturity. Affected plants
show reduced leaf area and lower
chlorophyll levels, directly reducing
photosynthetic output, which must
affect yield. In addition to reduced
yield, sulphur deficient plants have
grains of low sulphur status. Grain
storage protein levels reduce, resulting
in low grain protein and high grain
nitrogen:sulphur ratios. The protein
quality may also be affected which
will affect breadmaking quality. OSR
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will suffer from low oil levels. Maize
and legumes will also suffer from
a decrease in low-sulphur proteins
within the seed.
Nitrogen use efficiency will also
be challenged as nitrogen is also a
constituent of amino acids and proteins.
If the plant is sulphur deficient it
will be unable to synthesis protein
effectively and therefore unable to
utilise the applied nitrogen efficiently.
The inhibition of protein synthesis is
correlated with an accumulation of
soluble organic nitrogen and nitrate
within the plant tissues. Excess nitrate
can be a precursor to reduced straw
strength and lead to increased disease

Cold wet conditions accelerate
Sulphur Deficiency
After the wet winter of 2019/2020
soil sulphur reserves will be very
low.
Saturated soils and low soil
temperatures will slow biological
activity, consequently organic sulphur
release will be very compromised this

spring. The most widely used sulphur
application routine seem to be to use
ammonium sulphate (Double Top)
as the first nitrogen application on
most crops which supplies the RB209
recommended amount of sulphur.
This is usually applied in February
when plant growth is still slow, there
is little crop biomass and a high risk
of leaching. It is however reasonably
sensible to apply some sulphur when
mineralization maybe low. Considering
the importance of sulphur it seems
sensible to apply sulphur with all
nitrogen to ensure the crop has access
to sufficient sulphur and is able to fully
exploit the applied nitrogen. There
is gathering evidence to suggest
that the RB209 recommendation for
nitrogen:sulphur applications ratio of
5-6:1 is too wide and we need to be
making better use of sulphur.
For legumes which receive no
additional nitrogen, sulphur applications
are still required to ensure adequate
nitrogenase activity. Nitrogenase is
the enzyme responsible for nitrogen

fixation in the root nodules of legumes.

How do we recognise sulphur
deficiency…?
The classic symptom in cereals and OSR
is similar to that of nitrogen deficiency
except that it affects the youngest
growth. OSR can show pale yellow
flowers as a symptom. Leaf yellowing/
chlorosis and stunted growth maybe
indicators of sulphur shortage but need
to be correlated against other factors
such as environmental conditions and
recent fertiliser applications etc.

In conclusion
If we are to reduce our reliance upon
artificial nitrogen inputs (one of the
biggest carbon sources attributable to
agriculture) whilst increasing nitrogen
use efficiency perhaps we need to pay
more attention to a more balanced
nutritional offering. This in tandem
with increasing the organic matter
content of our soils is surely some of
the low hanging fruit we can use as a
marketing success story.

Close the
Clearfield
yield gap with
Phoenix CL
®

Agronomists like the science of Clearfield®
hybrid OSR varieties:
• Inbred tolerance to Clearfield herbicides
for outstanding control of the widest range
of problem weeds including charlock, runch,
hedge mustard and shepherd’s purse.
®

• Outstanding early establishment and
vigour that extends planting windows.
Growers love the results:
• Simplified rotation with no major change
in agronomic practices.
• Potential for input savings.
• Evidence of increased yields and profitability.

DSV Clearfield varieties offer you a choice of different agronomic packages.
Find full details at www.dsv-uk.co.uk
®

www.dsv-uk.co.uk

Clearfield is a registered trademark of BASF. Use plant protection products safely.
Always read the label and product information before use. For further information
including warning phrases and symbols, refer to agricentre.basf.co.uk.
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DRILL MANUFACTURERS

IN FOCUS...
What could the agriculture of the
future be like? In what way does
agriculture contribute to climate
protection? What will society demand
from the farmers? Michael Horsch
also asks himself all these questions
and provides some answers.

Strategies for a positive
contribution to the climate
protection
I have become a little bit tired of the
topic future. For we already are right
in the middle of it! Currently there
are the most different activities with
regard to CO2. Let’s take a look for
example at the organic associations
that have turned humus management
into a central topic. The question
I wonder about is: How can we
manage to store permanent humus
– as the word implies – permanently
in the soil and not only try to build
up nutritive humus? For this kind of
humus decomposes rather quickly.
Moreover, we need a certification
that is acknowledged by the carboncertificate buyers.

farmers who demonstrably increase
CO2 in the soil.
Just imagine the effect this will have
on the consumer. The latter more and
more worries about our climate and he
prefers to buy regional food that has
been produced in a humus encouraging
way than food that is promoted with
carbon certificates for the planting of
trees in Indonesia or the Himalayas.

At the moment, CO2 neutrality is the topic of lively
discussions in society.

Can the agricultural
engineering sector support
At the moment, there is a lot of the farmers with regard to
potential for the certificate buyers >CO2?
among the automobile manufacturers
or in the food retailing sector. The
food retailers do not only pursue
CO2 neutrality, but even think about
offering CO2 positive food. They might
succeed by promoting products from

Michael Horsch: „In the future farmers will have to
think more about their CO2 balance.“
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I am in two minds about this question.
For on the one hand, we achieved a
lot with regard to the CO2 footprint of
diesel engines. But on the other hand,
it feels like a drop in the ocean.
In farming for example, we today
need approximately 100 litres of
diesel/ha. This corresponds to
about 300 kg CO2/ha. With better
engines and better gear units we
saved perhaps 20 l/ha or 60 kg/ha
of CO2. However, if this is compared
with another cultivation system that
we as agricultural engineers can also
influence to a great extent, it would
definitely be possible to save 5,000 to

10,000 kg/ha of CO2 in the soil each
year. In comparison, a saving of 60 kg/
ha is only marginal.

Will CO2 be one of the
central topics for farmers in
the future?
The climate change could be another
opportunity for us farmers to get
together with society. In the past
100 years two times we came to a
point when agricultural research was
keen to build up humus: in 1920 after
the First World War because of the
famine and then again in 1950 after
the Second World War. At that time,
it was up to the agricultural sector to
supply the population with enough
food. The production of humus was a
top priority.
At the beginning of the 1960s,
tractors, fertiliser, chemistry and plant
breeding entered the picture and the
yields started to grow constantly.
Humus was of secondary importance.
Some critics accused the farmers
that they even depleted humus. This,
however, was not the case. Due to the
considerably increasing yields in the
70s, 80s and 90s the nutrient humus
values even increased, too.

Do the objectives of
modern agriculture have to
change to meet the current
requirements?
We, of course, wonder if yields will
continue to increase by 1 % per year.
Until ten years ago this was the case
for rape, wheat, barley rotations in
Western Europe. Now we notice that
yields stagnate in some regions, i.e. in
Southern Germany, Central France or
East England.
It might perhaps be an alternative for
many farmers to generate additional
www.directdriller.co.uk 63

income by producing humus. But this
will not necessarily be compatible
with the principle of an absolute yield
maximisation. And it will not work in
every region.
If today certificates are traded with
up to 50 €/t or in the future perhaps
with up to 250 to 500 €/ha, it is worth
thinking about.
I am sure it would be well received
by society if farmers would get 500 €/
ha for the production of humus instead
of 300 €/ha as a subsidy.

Opinions on glyphosate and
Humus
From a political point of view,
glyphosate is all but banned in Western
Europe, at least at the moment. Small
quantities of glyphosate as a partial
replacement of tillage would absolutely
be an environmentally friendly
contribution to erosion protection and
humus production. I have heard some
anti-glyphosate activists say that they
agree.

explain what happens and how we
can use it. But we have to be aware
of the fact that there still is only little
basic research and a lot is based on
the empirical experiences of practical
experts.
However, in our opinion this is
an ingenious field of activity that
allows for understanding and using
correlations in the soil and the positive
effect on the plant in a better way –
for example to reduce fungicides and
insecticides until they one day can be
replaced completely. At the moment
we are observing this procedure at the
large soya farms in Brazil.
The integration of micro-organisms
could be another approach for the
production of permanent humus.
Microbial carbonisation could soon
become one of the major topics.
„In the future farmers will have to
think more about their CO2 balance.“

HORSCH’s contribution
By continuing to focus on the topics

new way of producing food might
develop.

Cattle herds for slaughter in the US.

Humus
management,
animal
husbandry and meat consumption in
the future
It will be exciting. For PF (Precision
Fermentation) and flexitarism (less
animal food, but vegetable food
instead) are on the rise. Think tanks
predict that ten years from now PF
will replace 50 % of the beef in the
US alone. I would not worry too much
about it. However, if only 10 % of
these predictions will come true, the
soya and maize producers in the US
and in Brazil will have to face difficult
times.
But I still think that conventional
and organic farmers who produce
regionally and sustainably must not be
afraid of the future. They understand
best what the consumer demands
from them.

The cultivation of catch crops encourages the production of humus in the soil.

However, as long as roundup soya
and roundup maize are grown in
North and South America and as long
as they use the largest quantities of
glyphosate, no anti-glyphosate activist
will warm to this idea.
Which consequences might the
increased use of microorganisms (EM)
have on the soil and the plants?
It is not new to breed special
bacteria, fungi and enzymes that can
be found in nature and apply them
on the plant. What is new is that with
today’s biotechnology we can better
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we have been dealing with for quite
some time. I always talk about topics
like CO2, EM, MC, nutrient density in
food or residue-free food. We have to
fill these topics with life. That’s what
especially our customers want us to
do. Moreover, we also concentrate on
organic farming.
And we are curious how hybrid
farming will develop. Insights from the
organic sector and established practices
from conventional farming are merged
and perhaps, in combination with
modern biotechnology, a completely

EM
–
Effective
Microorganisms are a concentrated
mix
of
renewable
microorganisms
that
have
a positive effect on vital
processes. They are for example
able to prevent rot and mould
formation.
PF - Precision Fermentation
describes the process for the
synthetic production of meat
substitute products.
MC- Microbial Carbonisation:
During this process organic
biomass, i.e. farm fertiliser
from animal husbandry or
vegetable matters, is recycled
in an anaerobic way. This also
happens by adding selected
microorganisms.
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Ma/Ag No Till Drill
for Minimal Disturbance

Works as Direct, Min till or conventional disc drill,
Trailed 3 - 6 metres, Pneumatic or box drill, Up to 250kg per coulter

Proving itself across the UK with;
Choice of press wheels

Perfect seed to soil contact

Individually floating coulters

Uniform seed depth control

Straight opening discs

Low power requirement

Perfect weight distribution
Simple & robust

Front & rear staggered coulters

Even coulter pressure
Reliable results

No blocking with trash

To find out more contact Ryetec;
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FUTURE OF AGRONOMY
IN THE UK

Written by Mark Dewes, Agrii
I’ve been an agronomist since 1996, mainly in the independent sector but since 2015 I’ve been working for Agrii. I’ve always
been curious as to why we work in the way we do with our farmer customers and what changes we could make to improve the
service we provide.

Guiding pesticide use is a big part of what
we do. It’s also a political hot potato
and an important part of the debate
around future food production. A lot of
this debate is one-sided and unhelpful. I
want to help progress the discussion by
exploring the way the pesticide market
works, how it interacts with agronomists
(as both it’s technical support and sales
force), and how we should evolve
to curate the products we use and
serve our farmer customers in a more
sustainable way. I have been fortunate
to study agronomy systems in different
parts of the world through a Nuffield
Farming Scholarship funded by the
Richard Lawes Foundation. Through this
study I have come to some conclusions
and made recommendations for how
66 DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

the UK agronomy sector should develop
and react to the changing environment
of crop production.

The genesis of the modern
agronomist
A local farmer told me of his first
memory of working with his agronomist
from the 1950’s: “He rang at lunch time
and told me to nip into Boots to pick up
a can of 2-4D for the Long Meadow. He
said that he’d leave it behind the Lipstick
counter”. From these beginnings, the
modern agronomist was born. While
agronomists who make their money
from selling products will recognise
their origins in our Boots rep from the
1950’s, those who charge solely for

their advice may not see the direct
lineage. The two main branches of the
UK agronomist family tree are those of
the supply and independent sectors. We
have become competitors in the market
to decipher the complexity of pesticide
use for our farmer clients, and it is the
perpetuation of this complexity which
has, in part, evolved our role. Although
independent agronomists do not profit
from the sale of products, their position
is equally reliant on the pesticide market
as those who sell products directly. Our
current raison d’etre as agronomists
is to manage pesticide use for arable
farmers – a point reinforced by the
scarcity of agronomist input on organic
arable farms.
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Tractor assurance schemes for farmers
to engage qualified advisors.

The position of on-farm
agronomists in the UK
A survey by HLH Ltd in December
2018 showed that 88% of farmers took
regular advice from an agronomist. This
out-sourcing of pesticide management
to agronomists has contributed to a
disengagement of farmers from their
own agronomic decision making which
seems greater than that which I observed
in other countries. Some reasons for this
include the amount of diversification on
UK arable farms, a complex pesticide
market and the compulsion by Red

Systems in which agronomists operate
as sub-contracted pesticide managers
lack established lines of accountability.
This applies both to agronomists who
sell products and those who work
independently. The decision-making
nudges for both types of agronomist are
almost all towards the use of pesticides.
Research (including Rodrigues et al
2013) into the way doctors have
over-prescribed antibiotics may offer
a way of understanding the cultural
and professional influences which
can predispose agronomists to overprescription.
I believe the systems in which we
work risk encouraging the use of crop
protection products at levels above the
economic optimum for growers and
takes too little account of their longterm stewardship. The data collected
on pesticide use are insufficient to
determine how appropriately these
products are being used at a landscape
level, but studies conducted in France
(Lechenet et al 2017) conclude that

significant reductions in use could be
made on most farms without reducing
productivity.
Oilseed Rape is a prime example
and since the loss of insecticidal seed
dressings the use of foliar insecticides
has ballooned, with questionable
beneficial effect on OSR survival. There
is very little about growing OSR currently
in the UK which could be described
as sustainable. Although the root of
this problem is the decision to outlaw
one set of active ingredients without
due consideration of the unintended
effects, it is the reaction of farmers and
agronomists which drive the results we
see on farm today. After several decades
of conditioning that agronomists can
prescribe an appropriate solution to
any given crop problem, we appear to
be reaching the end of that line. The lag
in behavioural change of both farmers
and agronomists demonstrates the
inertia of a chain of advice and supply
which needs to redefine itself for a new
environment.

Agronomy abroad
So how do other countries approach

soil health
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the same issues? From travelling to
Northern European countries and those
on both the North and South American
continents I learned a great deal about
the way different systems have evolved
with different positive and negative
effects.
Turning to South America first, their
leaning towards “payment by results” is
very clear in the agronomy and pesticide
market. I was fortunate to spend time
at Sape Agro, a 7000 Ha farm growing
Soya, Cereals, Sugar Cane and livestock
in Western Brazil. Denillo is their inhouse agronomist and is paid according
to a set of parameters which drive
productivity and profitability through
sustainable practices. The picture below
shows him checking seed spacing on
the soya crop which will be monitored
through the season by drones to assess
plant establishment. Denillo can use all
of the agronomic tools at his disposal to
maximise the performance of the farm
and his own pay. The results suggest that
this is a strategy which pays dividends.

Accountability and sharing the
risks in the UK
I’ve been working on a version of this
concept for the UK. At Agrii we are
piloting Agrii Farm Partnerships: An
agreement which makes crop Gross
Margins the success criteria. What
is different about this scheme is the
commitment to a set of financial
targets, the moderation of those targets
according to the weather we are facing
(to put the farmers’ agronomy partner to
the task of out-performing the season)
and the mechanism to share in the
rewards when those targets are beaten
and to share in the financial penalty
when they are missed: In equal measure.
This partnership has been designed
to incentivise the decision making
of agronomists with the backdrop of
declining benefits from pesticide use. By
aligning the objectives of agronomists
and farmers completely we can harness
the skills of each to drive towards
a common goal which is measured,
moderated and rewarded (or penalised)

depending on performance relative to
the season. For example, where national
yields are 10% above the rolling fiveyear average then the target yields
(based on the potential of that specific
farm) in the agreement are increased by
the same percentage: And Vice Versa.
This risk-sharing concept is creeping
into the arable input supply chain,
notably with regard to Oilseed Rape
establishment and also with Bayer
Crop Science’s recent pilot launch of
their outcome-based pricing models.
Agrii Farm Partnerships aims to take
that concept further and apply lines of
accountability to the whole agronomic
decision-making process in the way that
works successfully in South America.
In future articles I will explore the
legislation we might face with regard
to pesticide use and what we might do
to help shape it in a positive way. I’ll
also look at ways in which farmers are
finding solutions to their crop problems
from their peer groups as well as just
from their agronomists.

THE EXPERTS
IN YOUR FIELD
EFFECTIVE CROP PROTECTION
SOLUTIONS THAT GROW YOUR BUSINESS
Extensive testing, research and development ensures our
high-quality herbicides and fungicides give you consistent,
cost-effective performance every time. Backed by on-the-ground,
after-sales support from our technical teams, you can rely on
Rotam as a trusted partner in your business.

www.rotamuk.com
 Rotam_UK
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WE NEED A NEW CULTURE
IN AGRICULTURE
By Philip Gibson, Managing Director, Reverberate PR
I sometimes think that we are our own worst enemy.

We operate in an industry facing
increasing negativity. We are being
challenged on climate change
impact, pesticide use, soil health and
biodiversity. It feels like we are under
attack. Yet much of the public face
of farming continues to be defensive
and even confrontational – justifying
why we still need access to certain
pesticides or why we must be allowed
to continue doing things the way we
currently do them.
If, in this post-Brexit world, we want
to build a strong brand for British
agriculture, then we have to change
our ways. Like any other successful
business, we should follow the ‘two
ears, one mouth’ adage and listen to
customers rather than justifying why
we are right, and they are wrong.
We are not entitled to farm and we
are not entitled to receive taxpayer
funding. We are not entitled to public
support and recognition for putting
food on the table. The ‘thank a farmer
if you ate today’ rhetoric and attitude
needs to change, as does the constant
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desire to maintain the status quo.
The reason any of us can farm and
produce food is because someone
wants to buy what we’ve produced
in the way we’ve produced it. We are
not entitled to their custom, nor their
support – we have to earn it. So, to
survive, let alone flourish, we have
to think and behave differently, and
engage others positively. We need to
build a positive brand for UK agriculture
starting with a new culture and a new
mindset. We need to be addressing the
public’s concerns constructively. We
know agriculture and the food chain
operate on wafer-thin margins. We
know farming is hard work, in difficult
conditions, for minimal return. Yet we
all choose to earn our living from this
great industry. If we want to prosper
in the future, we have to be agile,
adaptable and market-focused. We
must be able to do what our customers
require of us at a price they will pay. We
need to ensure we are world-leading in
all we do, every single day, on every

single farm. This might be new thinking
for agriculture, but it’s the challenge
every business faces every day.
Let’s choose to be optimistic rather
than pessimistic. Let’s recognise there
are fantastic opportunities ahead for
British agriculture, but let’s listen to
our customers, anticipate changing
preferences, and proactively identify
and address potential reputational
threats before they surface. Let’s react
to macro challenges like climate change
because it is the right thing to do, not
simply because we are criticised or
legislated against if we don’t. And
let’s promote what we do in the most
engaging and positive way we can –
just like any other successful brand –
to build brand value and brand loyalty.
Times are changing. We can either
choose to try keeping things as they
are, and get left behind, or we can
spend time listening to our customers,
truly innovating and driving British
agriculture forward. I know where I’ll
be focusing my efforts.
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DRILL MANUFACTURERS

IN FOCUS...

PROUDLY
A NEW BRAND OF SLY AGRI LTD

We are proud to launch our new Horizon DSX seed drill,
manufactured in Lincolnshire, UK.
Our DSX disc coulter features an unique undercut disc design. The

angles give us the ability to reduce machine weight and
Sly Agri was founded 14 years ago in for Horizon Agriculture whoundercut
brings
a to minimise
themfurrow
tocompaction,
make smearing
the row
required
downforce
and the units narrower
required tractor size due to lower draft and machine weights.
the UK by George Sly. The company wealth of experience from designing, to give greater material flow through
We started by designing a very durable cast steel parallel linkage
was built on a strong family history engineering and supporting seeders
and
the linkage
seeder.
This
has allowed the use
which is grease
free, the parallel
incorporates
individual
cylinders and a row lock up feature enabling coulters to be lifted out
of
agricultural
equipment
and strip tillage machines across Europe.
Hefor wider
of rows
row
cleaners
on the
of work individually
or undersowing.
The linkages
are front and back
also Precision Plant Deltaforce or Seederforce ready, which gives
engineering. The Sly Boss and Stripcat has been key in the development
ofdownforce
the control
rows
the seeder, which are controlled
automatic
as an of
option.
machines were developed jointly with new products coming soon from
Horizon
with
planting
A
The undercut
disc reduces
hydraulicPrecision
downforce requirement
by aboutcleansweep.
50% compared to a regular vertical disc design, this means we can
keep downforce to the minimum
needed to achieve
consistentallows
seed
a French farmer, Cyrille Geneste with Agriculture.
redesigned
coulter
the wearing
depth, which gives a more uniform, uncompacted seed trench and
emergence environment.edge of the coulter to be replaced by
all the manufacturing being carried out
Tom Carnell, Technical Sales Manager
Row cleaners are an option,
they are pneumatically
an
in France. At the end of 2019 Cyrille
removing
two actuated
bolts,withinstead
of having
cab control. We have worked hard to have maximum clearance
who brings a wealth of inbetween
knowledge
rows
to
have
trouble
free
residue
flow.
We
advise
to
have
decided he wanted to sell his share of
to
replace
the
whole
assembly.
The
spacings or wider for optimum use into a second cereal for
relating to precision farming 18,75cm
techniques
example.
the business which would have been
redesigned coulter also allows the use of
and technologies across the world.
Tom boot has a removable lower wear section
The newly designed seed a
difficult for George to manage having
firmer that ensures the seed has no air
which lowers and
the operating cost. The seed boot are all liquid fertiliser
is responsible for sales to Farmers
ready and a polyurethane seed tab can be fitted
now taken over the family farm in
gaps between it and the bottom of the
dealers worldwide.
All our coulters have D-cup diffusers, by far the best air diffusers on
Lincolnshire. George decided that the
trench which greatly improves even of
the market for total air release meaning zero seed bounce caused by
air pressure. Unlike other designs these do not spill seed at higher
With
some
UK
and
International
sales emergence.
time was right to invest in the business
seed rates.
Horizon
and Sly Agri was rebranded as Horizon already under their belt, the
The rear closing wheel which is also new, features and angled rib,
we have specially designed this for use in no-till but to also have an
Specs:
Options:
Agriculture
team
are
bringing
some
Agriculture with a focus on regenerative
even finish in min-till, removing the need to have two types of closing
system for hard no-till and soft min-till
revolutionary
ideas
and
products
to
the
and• conservation
agriculture.
Available widths: From 4 to 8
• Tyre Options: 710/800/850
Depth is set on each coulter, meaning you can adjust depth behind the
market.
A
newly
engineered
no
tillage
tractor wheels and or plant different seeds from our optional 3 seed
metres
Widths
Why
Horizon? The Soil Horizons describe
at different depths through different coulters.
• Pneumatically
actuatedtillage
row
• Available Coulter spacings:
and minimum
seeder tanks
called
the
the different
layers 20cm
of our
We have focused the design on being modular and upgradeable, we
16.7cm, 18.75cm,
andsoil. Without
cleaners available for all models
DSX
has
been
developed
in
house
with
understand farmers may not be able to have all options from the start,
25cm
soil we
would have no food and so it• isLiquid fertiliser with 750L-1500L
but we ensure that ongoing developments will be retro-fittable and
deliveries
expected
for spring
2020.
upgradeable,
including more technology from Precision Planting such
• Seed tanks: 1, 2 or 3 tanks in
tank first
available
for drill or
front
vital we
preserve,
maintain
and
replenish
as in furrow soil sensors. You can now buy a seed drill and upgrade it
the capacities listed below
mounting
The seeder features some never
seen instead of buying new machines to get the latest
with new technology
tech, which gives farm lower per hectare or hour operating costs.
4000L
, 2640L/1760L,
• Automatic coulter down
soil. Our
entire
business focus and all our
before technology such as the all new
2640L/1320L/440L
We are sourcing as many components as possible from the UK and
products
are designed with this in mind,pressure with Precision Plant
proudactive
to be supporting British manufacturing and engineering in a
Seederforce
SeederForce system which isarean
rural area of Lincolnshire.
hence our name, Horizon Agriculture.
sensing of the rear following wheel in
Horizon Agriculture
We have with the help of Innovate relation to a consistent seeding depth
Cliftons Bridge,
The DSX seeder also features
Fishergate, Spalding
UK and
Local
Government
invested
regardless
of
ground
conditions.
If
the
www.horizonagriculture.com
+44 (0) 1945 440999
info@horizonagriculture.com
PE12 0EZ
redesigned aesthetics with a new single
heavily in the manufacturing process’s seeding disc encounters harder ground
United Kingdom
piece tank to replace the multiple tanks
that support our business. Since January the force on the following wheel is
found on the Boss seeder. The new tank
2020 we have commissioned a purpose- reduced. With SeederForce the down
is partitionable to allow different seeds
built semi-automatic blasting and coating pressure is increased to improve seed
and products to be metered at the same
facility on site and a 4-bay assembly hall. depth, placement and closing of the slot,
time. It is possible to split the flow of
We are proud to be one of the biggest this is automatic and continually senses
seed so that the front and back rows
employers of local people in Sutton St and adjusts the down pressure.
of the seeder are delivering different
James and we are proud to use local
The experience gained by the products at different depths if required.
businesses as suppliers of parts and subHorizon Agriculture team has allowed
assemblies.
The seeder uses the RDS ISOCAN
Artemis system as standard with options
Key members of staff in Horizon
available of either Precision Planting
Agriculture are:
or DICKEY-john control systems if full
George Sly who is the Managing Director
ISOBUS is required or if the control of
and has grown the seeder, strip tillage
more than 3 products are required.
and precision planting business in the
Future plans for Horizon Agriculture
UK since 2010 and is looking forward
are the development of a new strip
to continued growth of our sales market
till row unit which will combine weed
and product development worldwide.
control, undersowing and strip till. This
Johannes Weber, Technical Director
will include Precison Planting options.
DSX Advert.indd 1
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It will have additional changes focused
on making the product easier to use,
maintain and giving an increased service
life. Flexibility to change row spacings
and elements of the strip till will be kept
as well as a narrow version for specialty
salads.
Horizon Agriculture are currently in the
process of planning and building a visitor/
education centre on Georges farm.
Georges farm, with 30-50% clay and low
lying, it’s far from easy!, it’s a great base
to develop our products and test them
in tough conditions. The purpose of this
visitor centre is that we can share with
other farmers the successes and failures
that we have in trying to regenerate
the soil and therefore the agriculture
on George’s farm. Our plans include a
strip-till academy, agro-forestry, and field
sized “trial plots” as well as a conference
room and café. Our trial plots will focus
on the use of cover and companion
cropping and different management
strategies in order to regenerate the
soil on the farm. The farm is a separate
business and our focus is on margin
not yield and a general shift away from
chemistry to biology. We will conduct 5
and 10 year trials alongside Reading and
Cranfield University to create a valuable
educational resource for farmers, schools
and colleges, something George feels
very passionate about. (Use Farm here)
Horizon Agriculture are Precision
Planting and 360 Yield dealers. The
Precision Planting technology is focussed
on either adapting existing precision

SMART ROTATIONS
A range of mycorrhizal
fungi and plant growth
promoting rhizobacteria
products formulated and
tested in the UK to
improve...

soil health &
plant effciency:
• Increased crop yield
• Improved root system
• Improved N uptake
• Improved P uptake
• Reduced N leaching
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seed seeders to include technology such
as the SmartFirmer, a sensor giving you a
constant view of residue (organic matter),
moisture and temperature conditions
around the seed. Alternatively, the
technology can be installed on the
Precision Planting row units available
from Horizon Agriculture. This Precision
Planting technology offers a solution for
improving crop performance and yield
with precision seedered crops be that
maize, sugar beet, oil seed rape, soya
or vegetables. Frames for the Precision
Planting row units will be manufactured
in Lincolnshire. The precision seeding
row units can be combined with an all
new strip tillage concept currently being
developed by Johannes and George with
their team at Spalding.
360 Yield offer a range of products
that focus on the efficient application
of nutrients to the growing crop. The
products include the “Y drop” system
which is an add on accessory suitable to
be retrofitted onto most crop sprayers
on the market The “Y drop” allows the
delivery of liquid fertiliser to the base of
the growing plant allowing the reduction
in the amount of Liquid N used due to
the accurate placement. To partner this
product the 360 soilscan allows in field,
instant soil sampling which gives soil pH
and available N.
The final part of the rebranding
exercise is Traxxis.
Traxxis is our
replacement track business. We are able
to supply most agricultural and industrial
tracks. We have constructed a new track

SR1

Mycorrhizal
Fungi

production facility in Malaysia which is
due to come online in July 2020. With
a new and re-engineered product line
up, we aim to offer the lowest operating
cost of any manufacturer in the market
today, without any sacrifice on quality.
Malaysia produces over 40% of the
worlds natural rubber latex, and it is
considered the very finest quality. This
was one reason we chose it as our base.
Sustainability and soil is not forgotten in
our track products, we are working hard
to ensure our latex is sourced sustainably.
Our
dedicated
Research
and
development lab in the UK means we can

design and develop our compounds and
tread patterns in the UK in collaboration
with our engineering team in Malaysia.
This closed loop team also have access
to our testing ground in the UK.
We distribute our products worldwide
and our strategy is to be in the top 3 for
replacement agricultural rubber tracks by
2025.
For further information on our seeders,
planters and striptill please contact tom.
carnell@horizonagriculture.com.
For
information on Traxxis please contact
paul.chapman@traxxis.co

£50/ha
(Cereals)

£75/ha

✓Vegetables
✓Cereals

(Veg)

Biofertilisers for Spring Crops 2020
SR3

Beneficial
Bacteria

£20/ha

For more information contact your agronomist
smart.plantworksuk.co.uk

+44 (0) 1795 411527

✓ Beets & Spinach
✓Carrot & Potato
✓ Onion & Leek
✓OSR
✓ Spring Wheat
✓Oats
✓Lettuce
✓Barley
sales@plantworksuk.co.uk
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CONTINENTAL’S AGRICULTURAL
ROBOT - CONTANDINO
We first saw this at Agritechnica 2019 when we met the team from Continental to understand their approach to providing
agricultural robots to farmers
Continental believes the future may
well rest with small driverless robots
and the company has developed an
advanced and flexible system. This
approach as led to Contandino, a
robot platform that could be used
by anyone for anything in farming.

size) and high trafficability and low
energy consumption

• Wide angle camera – 360 degree
view.

• Transported to the field in a trailer

Here is a video which show a lot
about what it can do: www.youtube.
com/watch?v=XglpQYASXq0

• Can be sued in a swarm
•E
 quipped with lidar scanner,
sonar radar, RTK GPS, camera

As it stands, it can already record
and photograph every plant in
your field.
But there are also
drone solutions for this, so it isn’t
revolutionary from that perspective.
This is where Continental want to
hand it over to other companies to
develop agricultural solutions.

What can Contandio do out of the
box? It is:

and ultrasound for accurate row
following

•F
 ully electric, fully autonomous

• Sustainable – no “local” emissions

•M
 odular
design
allows
exchangeable implements and
different track widths

• 48v Battery

•S
 ensors data provide basis for
safe autonomous driving and
agricultural process
•F
 ocus on agronomics: a light
machine with big tyres (for it’s
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• Wireless or Conductive charging –
fast charging capability
• Cloud Communication
• Onboard computing
•3
 D Point Cloud, local obstacle
detection.

As Contadino is modular it can
be used for different light duty
tasks such as seeding, weeding,
spraying, fertilizing, slug pelleting
and monitoring. For these different
purposes the robot can be equipped
with different implements. The
modular design allows for a maximum
of flexibility regarding tool size and
track width and enables a quick and
easy maintenance. Continental have
said that together with partners
in the agricultural sector first
applications will be developed and
tested in 2020.
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Digital Revolution
According to Hans-Jürgen Duensing,
Continental
Executive
board
member, the agricultural industry is
undergoing a major transformation
and digital and connected solutions
are the fertilizer for efficient, safe and
sustainable agriculture. Contadino
offers solutions which meet exactly
those requirements.
The robots can work in fleet
operation which means twenty robots
can collaborate in one field. The fleet
size can be flexibly configured. The
transport to the field takes place
with a trailer which also functions
as charging and refill station for
seeds, fertilizers, pellets and so on.
This swarm concept guarantees
an efficient and smooth workflow
without any downtimes. Efficient
electric motors and automatic
recharging ensure a round-the-clockoperation. Contadino enables smart
farming with precise application
of pesticides and fertilizers or a
selective sowing process.
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by leakages. Its low weight and small
size result in low energy consumption
and negligible soil compaction.

Continental’s extensive experience
in the field of autonomous driving
and the sensor technology of
Continental allow the realization of
highest safety standards. The robot
is equipped with lidar scanner, radar,
RTK GPS, camera and ultrasound.
These sensors ensure accurate object
detection and classification, tracking
and a GNSS accuracy of three
centimetres. The tools are connected
to the robot via open interfaces. This
connection provides the implement
with electric power and acts as a
data line enabling access to sensor
data and cloud communication.
One of the main principles that
Contadino embodies is sustainability.
The all-electric concept ensures no
local emissions or soil contamination

It will be very interesting to see
what the agricultural industry will
develop off the back of this platform.
Electric weed zapping, would seem
an easy solution, although would
maybe require a secondary battery.
Spot spraying, maybe combined
with Blue River technology that
already exists and was written about
in the last issue. The options are
endless, when someone has already
developed the robot that deals with
the autonomous element.
And the price? We asked and
were told it would be over £5,000
a unit. While not cheap, that same
solution
would
cost
hundreds
of thousands to
development
independently, so
offers the perfect
solution to build
upon.
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SPRING INTO ACTION WITH SORRENTO:
A HELPING HAND FOR
POST-EMERGENCE HERBICIDES
Written by Sarah Ferrie from Interagro
From drought to downpour and every scenario in between, it seems that every season comes with a new set of challenges for
growers in the UK. Following a wet and waterlogged autumn/winter season, this spring is shaping up to be especially tough in
terms of weed control.

Following months of heavy rain, many
winter crops sown last autumn missed
their usual pre-emergence herbicide
treatment, while others have established
poorly and lack the competitiveness
needed to thrive. This means large,
vigorous, overwintered weeds could
be harder to control this spring, with
herbicide coverage and uptake more
challenging than ever.
Post-emergence herbicides need
spray coverage and contact across the
leaf - something difficult to achieve
when dealing with large weeds. Driftreducing nozzles can help, but they do
limit coverage and often fail to provide
adequate deposition on any fine, vertical
grass-weeds. This is particularly relevant
as, unfortunately, it’s not just the lack
of early treatment that’s a problem for
autumn-sown crops. Lying dormant
in wet soils over the winter, blackgrass seeds now also pose a higher
germination threat than usual.

performance of the most effective
herbicide products will be crucial to
safeguard yields and limit weed seed
return as much as possible when growers
are able to get going again.

Performance boost
New to farms this spring, Sorrento is
a unique activator adjuvant perfectly
suited to help optimise the performance
of post-emergence herbicides, helping
growers
overcome
challenging
application conditions.
Helping ensure good coverage on
more established weeds, Sorrento
delivers fast penetration into leaf tissue.
Sorrento drives optimum contact, activity

and speed in herbicide performance,
essential in protecting yields and
maximising profits as we move into key
growth stages for crops.

Effective treatment
While spraying weeds with herbicide
may seem like a fairly straightforward
task, good post-emergence weed
control depends on well-timed sprays,
small weeds and good conditions. First
and foremost, a good dose of postemergence herbicide must come into
contact with the surface area of the
weed. Next, the herbicide must be
retained on the leaf with sufficient time
to penetrate and be absorbed. Finally,

Having had the chance to grow and
harden over the winter months, large
weeds will have greater potential to
detoxify herbicides applied, their tough,
waxy cuticles making penetration with
post-emergence herbicides ever more
difficult. Without action, we are likely to
see weeds gain the upper hand in many
crops in the coming months.
As herbicide resistance issues become
more commonplace in post-emergence
chemistry, making weed control
even more problematic, optimising
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herbicides. However, it’s not a perfect
solution. Making up as much as 95% of
the tank mix, water has a high surface
tension, causing beading, bounce and
barely-there coverage on waxy or hairy
leaves. The herbicide that does manage
to cling on then has to penetrate the leaf
cuticle - no easy task. For this reason,
many of the most commonly-used postemergence herbicides need a helping
hand from a suitable adjuvant to give
them a kick. Sorrento has been designed
with these very challenges in mind.

Why Sorrento?

the herbicide must reach a living cellular
site within the leaf where the product
can disrupt a vital process or structure.
If any one of these steps is hindered,
herbicide performance is compromised.

The challenge?
Cheap and readily available, water is
the most commonly used carrier for

Based on branched alkoxylated alcohol,
Sorrento is suitable for use with a wide
range of herbicides, against a broad
spectrum of common and troublesome
weeds, from those with tough, waxy
leaves like Fat-Hen, to those with
‘hairy’ leaves like nettle and brome – in
short, anywhere droplets find it hard to
spread out and penetrate leaf tissue.
Sorrento delivers exceptional wetting
and spreading of spray droplets, aids
retention and binding (perfect for
grasses), and penetrates cuticles. This

TerraMap

powers superior herbicide delivery to
the site of action inside the leaf, resulting
in faster kill and higher overall weed
control.
In extensive replicated field trials,
Sorrento has enhanced herbicide
performance in 51 out of 52
comparisons. In 33% of comparisons,
the weed control benefit with Sorrento
was statistically significant. In nearly all
situations, Sorrento increased the speed
of kill.
With the heightened weed control
challenges this Spring, now is the ideal
time to make use of all available tools
to help take back control of weeds.
Sorrento is the perfect adjuvant to help
get the most from herbicide applications
at less than the cost of a pint of beer per
hectare.
Sorrento is approved for use in a very
wide range of crops and is available for
purchase through Agrii.
To learn more and to request a copy
of our technical guide, please visit www.
interagro.co.uk/sorrento

21 MAP LAYERS AVAILABLE

High Definition Soil Mapping

TerraMap allows me
to unlock the secrets
of my soil!

Don’t sign up to a soil mapping service before
you have seen TerraMap for yourself. The
game-changer in mapping technology.

TerraMap provides greater definition
and more accurate soil maps than
any other system, enabling
agronomists and growers to make
the most of precision technology.
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For more information visit
omniaprecision.co.uk/terramap
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NO TILL ON THE PLAINS
CONFERENCE REPORT –
JANUARY 27-29TH 2020
Written by Ian Gould of Oakbank with contributions from David White of RTK Farming

After a successful and very worthwhile
visit to the US National No-Till event
in 2019 I was keen to pay heed to the
many recommendations for the No Till
On The Plains Conference (NTOP). This
event is held in Wichita, Kansas at the
end of January each year and it attracts
visitors and speakers from across the
world. The closest event to it in the
UK would certainly be Groundswell
and I know that John Cherry has been
to NTOP at least once. I was delighted
to be accompanied on the trip by David
White who many of you will know from
BASE UK, @RTKFarmer (Twitter) or from
visiting Hawk Mill Farm just outside
Cambridge.
Travelling is always a bit of a chore, but
after a comfortable journey via Chicago
we arrived in Wichita and settled into
the excellent Hyatt Regency Hotel. We
were met there by Russell McKenzie and
Harry Henderson who were representing
AHDB at the conference. The first day
was an optional extra with 2 simultaneous
s e s s i o n s
“ Fu n d a m e nt a l s
of Soil Health
Workshop”
and
“Advanced
Concepts
in
Soil
Health
Symposium”. The
UK
delegation
had all opted

Brendan Rockey
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for the Advanced session and we
were entertained and educated by
two excellent speakers for the whole
day. First up was Michael Phillips who
is an Organic Orchard specialist, but
his knowledge of soil microbes and
Mycorrhizal Fungi (AMF) was incredibly
interesting. His presentation showed
lots of peer-reviewed examples of
how we could be using soil biology to
provide significant benefits for our crops
including;
• Increased Nitrogen and Phosphate
uptake
• Increased Root Health to suppress root
pathogens
• Improved plant establishment, survival
and growth
• Improved plant drought tolerance
• Increased Crop Yields
One of the key messages for me was how
biology in the soil was essential for the
stable sequestration of carbon in the soil.
Macroaggregates formation is initiated by
fungal hyphae enmeshing fine particles
together. These macroaggregates can
also form around growing roots in soils,
with roots and their exudates enmeshing
soil particles and stimulating microbial
activity. Michael suggested that 90%
of soil organic matter (SOM) is tucked
away in aggregates, but the biology
can still access it there. In a soil with
poor aggregate structure, there is little

opportunity for SOM to be retained.
A particularly poignant topic that
Michael spoke about was “Fallow
Syndrome”, where crops are planted into
fields that were previously bare fallow
for an extended period. He showed
clear evidence of reduced early season
growth and lower yields, compared
to where cover crops had been used.
The cover crops had helped to extract
excess moisture from the soil, making it
less anaerobic, plus they had regulated
the surface temperature of the soil
through shading. Both of these features
are beneficial to the soil biology, not to
mention the role that root exudates will
play in feeding these organisms. This is
clearly something to bear in mind if UK
growers have fields that are prevented
from Spring cropping after the recent
floods, get a summer cover crop in to
prepare the land for autumn planting.
With enormous respect to all the other
excellent speakers, I have to say that
the highlight of the whole NTOP event
was the remarkable session with John
Kempf who spoke about the “Principles
and science of developing Regenerative
Agricultural Systems”. The premise of his
talk is that essentially most soil and plant
ecosystems are substantially degraded,
to a point where we don’t immediately
recognize how severely they are
malfunctioning. We don’t have a frame
of reference to know what “normal”
ISSUE 9 | APRIL 2020

UK Delegation

actually looks like. It is common for most crops to produce only a
fraction of the yield they are genetically capable of. It is common for
many plants to photosynthesize at only 15-25% of their capacity in
a 24 hour photo-period.
Some take home messages from John’s talk for me were: “Biology
Trumps Chemistry! Vigorous biology can overcome imbalanced
chemistry, but perfect chemistry cannot deliver optimal results
in the absence of biology.” Also; “Plant health is the engine that
produces and increases soil health; Soil health is not an engine.”
John also explained clearly how so much of the energy that is
produced by photosynthesis is wasted by plants trying to make their
own environment more favourable for them to grow. They expend
this energy pumping out large volumes of root exudates that are
specific to particular microbes which alter their rhizospere, but in
better soils these resources could be used to produce more leaves,
photosynthetic capacity and ultimately yield.

A significant belief of John’s is that well grown
plants can be immune to pests and diseases and
it is often the way in which crops are grown that
encourage these problems. He gave some pretty
persuasive information and examples of how his
company has used this knowledge to work with
growers of many types of crop and revolutionise
their results.
It would be impossible to cover the huge amount of information
that was delivered in his talk, at breakneck speed to get it all in, but
I encourage you all to investigate John Kempf, the Regenerative
Agriculture Podcast and his RegenAg Academy, where there is a
plethora of information that is completely free to use. His talk alone
was worth the trip to NTOP, but my brain took a battering!
It was an excellent first day, rounded off by the Conference Dinner at
which Jimmy Emmons spoke about his role within the USDA. Jimmy
is a long-time advocate of no-till farming which he practices on his
2000 acres in Oklahoma. No-till is definitely being paid attention
to by senior figures in the US government, with multi-million dollar
corporations such as General Mills and Kellogg’s putting significant
investments into research. Is our own government listening?
The next two days were a very well organised and run series of
sessions covering a wide range of topics from some excellent
speakers. The event gives delegates several chances to catch most
speakers, as the talks are repeated in a rotation and most sessions
run 3-4 times each. This allows the audience to engage more easily
with the speakers, whilst not missing any through timing conflicts.
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that he would be looking at ways of
using Companion Crops in different
ways on his farm, as well as introducing
more pollinator strips to bring beneficial
insects to the heart of his fields.
This could be part of a Countryside
Stewardship Scheme, to take away
some of the financial burden on these
endeavours.

We all found this worked very well. I
was particularly looking forward to
hearing Loran Steinlage (@flolofarms)
and Jason Mauck (@jasonmauck1) who
are both doing ground-breaking work
with inter/relay cropping and really
push the envelope of how we can grow
crops together. I really picked up on
Loran’s comment about “Adaptation not
Adoption”, we can learn from others but
simply copying them is unlikely to work
in your specific situation. Jason is really
worth looking up on Twitter and YouTube
to see the types of project he is working
on, including growing wheat and soya
beans in wide rows, then combining the
separately. It is not just a mechanical
challenge; he is constantly trying to
improve the crop architecture to make
this work better.

One of the most memorable speakers
was Brendon Rockey who grows
potatoes in Colorado. Brendon describes
his methods a Biotic farming, stating
that your tools can be either Anti-biotic
or Pro-biotic. Rockey Farms is not
Organic, but they use no insecticides,
fungicides and almost zero herbicides
or fertilisers. Instead they use natural
methods, such as in-crop strips and
companion crops of pollinator species to
encourage predatory insects to control
Aphids. Rockey Farms produces seed
potatoes that have a zero tolerance for
viruses and their methods are working
extremely effectively, improving product
quality and profitability. Considering
where Brendon farms, their climate and
their market, what they are achieving is
outstanding!

Dr Daphne Miller spoke eloquently
about the link between soil, plant and
human health. Her research had shown
that there were significant differences
in certain nutritional quality measures,
depending on the production system.
Her study was done on Onions in
Organic and Conventional systems over
a 6-year field study. She also spoke about
how allergies may be a symptom of the
lack of microbial diversity that people
are exposed to in some environments,
possibly related to their diet too.

There were many other good
talks, but I wanted to cover
what our UK delegation got
from the conference and what
actions we were planning to
take once we got home.

I really enjoyed Adam Daugherty’s
talk which was both entertaining
and informative. Adam is a District
Conservationist for the NRCS in Coffee
County, Tennessee and he works closely
with farmers that are transitioning to notill. His slightly irreverent talk suggested
that the biggest agricultural export in
the US was Soil! Adam stated that we
are all farming fields that have some
degree of degradation, some are worse
than others, but all share the potential
for rejuvenation. However, we cannot
progress positively if we are in denial of
why the problems occurred.
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David White recalled that he will use
the term Regenerative Agriculture more
as it describes what he is doing better
than “Conservation”, moving away from
a monoculture and removing as many
“-cides” from his farm as possible. David
will also focus on getting a better balance
of fungus vs bacteria in his soils, whilst
learning to be patient and sit on his
hands a bit more, giving nature a chance
to help him first. He also really enjoyed
the camaraderie of all the delegates,
all happy to share their thoughts and
experiences for mutual benefit of the
farmers, soil and wider community.
Russell McKenzie spoke about the key
being incorporating Diversity as much
as possible, getting away from onedimensional thinking and being prepared
to try something different. He explained

Harry Henderson is the Knowledge
Exchange Technical Manager for AHDB
and he had some interesting thoughts
about how technology such as Small
Robots would work well in a regenerative
system. The lack of a requirement for
horsepower hungry cultivation, etc
would really lend itself to smaller, lighter
machinery. Harry was also keen to take
back a lot of learning points to the AHDB
and incorporate them in innovative trials
to adapt the US work to UK conditions,
in conjunction with like-minded growers
and manufacturers.
From my point of view the need for
diversity in all things really struck home,
many of the benefits are well-recognised
and perhaps only partially understood.
The importance of the key principles
of Regenerative Agriculture (soil cover,
living roots, lack of soil disturbance
(physical and chemical), incorporate
livestock) continued to both make sense
and be backed up by science. In terms of
what I plan to do, the answer to many of
the challenges came back to improving
your soil biology and organic matter. This
can be done very successfully using living
roots from companion and cover crops,
but we need more experience about
what works reliably in our conditions. I
am lucky to have a growing network of
farmers that are keen to try these ideas
for themselves and we will be sharing
our findings.
To sum up our trip to NTOP was great
value, full of new ideas and new friends
to learn from over the years ahead. We
would all urge you to consider a visit to
the 2021 event if you have an interest
in pushing your own farm forward
down the regenerative path. Be under
no illusion, the profit motive was very
important for all the growers, but it
was seen as a consequence of a more
sustainable, lower risk and definitely
more diverse way of farming.
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DRILL MANUFACTURERS

IN FOCUS...
The last 12 months at Primewest
have been interesting to say the least.
We’ve seen Brexit come and go, new
equipment, contracts and business
partners and significant changes within
the partnership with Cross Slot. We
have a team of 3 permanent staff which
is bolstered by additional support in
engineering design and experienced
farm labour as and when needed.

We have made the bold decision to
buy a new Fendt 724 to replace a John
Deere 6170 ensuring that we have the
horsepower to continue to support our
direct drill, the PW 4-19 using Cross Slot
® technology for the openers.
Our Primewest direct drill continues to
be a popular choice for contracting work
having drilled around 1,500 acres as well
as our own contract farming business,
some of which has led to drill sales as
well as the movement of second-hand
machines.
In the past 12 months, we have drilled
a demonstration site for the Royal
Agricultural College at Cirencester,
hosted a visit from the Innovative
Farmers Field Labs looking at cover
crop destruction and living mulch
and supporting Thames Water for soil
sampling looking at how water flow
and infiltration can be improved using
a direct drilling system in the Glyme
catchment area.

world with second hand drills between
3m to 6m, all have been appraised and
serviced by our experienced engineers,
some have also been updated to use the
latest Topcon technology after being in
the country for 16 years and not needing
any other work being done. We have
worked closely with Cross Slot to bring
down the prices in nearly every aspect
of the drill and will continue to do so to
provide a competitively priced product.
To go with the Cross Slot drill
manufacturing and contract farming,
we are also suppliers of CombeCut and
Kvivk Finn.
CombCuts unique technology you are
able to fight weeds by combing in the
lower part of the crop, selectively cutting
the weed and letting the crop grow
further
Kvivk Finn the best cultivator in
mechanical weed control, in an organic or

minimal tillage situation. The cultivator is
a combination of a cultivator and a pickup rotor. The special goose foot cuts off
the roots, cultivates the soil and lifts he
roots closer to the surface. The rotors
specially designed spring pins grip the
roots, shaking off the soil while the roots
are thrown high into the air far behind
the machine. The roots land on the field
surface, far from the soil. On the field
surface the weeds roots are exposed to
the suns ultraviolet rays and wind, they
dry up and lose their vitality. Come and
see a demo machine working this spring.
The latest offering from our own
design and engineering team are the
PrimeFlo and the PrimeFill.
PrimeFlo is a 1000 ltr liquid fertiliser
system that can be either rear (sandwich
tank) or front mounted and used on
nearly every type of drill. Hydraulic pump
and Topcon control system, variable

As well as new drill sales we have also
helped several farms enter the no tillage
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speed and variable rate in the future.
This can also be fitted with a granular
tank and used on a drill or a cultivator
to apply seed bed fertiliser or cover crop
mix.
PrimeFill. A 2000 ltr hopper that can be
filled with a grain bucket and weigh the
contents, using heavy duty 3000 kg load
cells. With its 6 bag hooks underneath
and easy slide door (hydraulic option)
filling bags has never been so easy, or

just carry it too the drill on the forklift
and put it straight into your drill, knowing
exactly how much you’ve put in and how
much is left. Also optional static filling
stand for filling bags in the yard and a
close fitted cover to keep it all clean and
dry.
As we are always looking at what’s
new and different all over the world,
and with this in mind, we are working
to bring the Tractor Bumper from the
Netherlands to the UK market. New
tractors are getting bigger and can go
faster. Speeds of 60-60 kph are not now
unusual. Tractors are equipped with two
headlights in the middle and there are 2
side lights linked to the width of the cab.
The cab is smaller than the width of the
tractor, so these lights don’t show the
total width of the tractor or help with
oncoming traffic. With TractorBumper it
helps other road users to more easily see
the maximum width of the tractor. In a
frontal collision between a tractor and
another road user, there is the risk that
the vehicle goes underneath the tractor
wheels because they are not shielded.
The TractorBumper helps to protect this

area, in front of the wheels and between
them. When setting up the bumper
40cm from the ground it is the same
bumper height as most cars.
We contract farm both conventionally
and organically and have recently
introduced sheep to the organic acreage
in order to make better use of our clover
leys and cover crops which is already
allowing us to move away from the
plough as the sheep can graze the fields
to almost nothing. One of the challenges
for this year is to try to reduce the
amount of cultivations we undertake on
the organic farm with our eye always on
crop health and weed burden.
We invite anyone interested to contact
us to see our farming systems and the
positive results that 16 years of no tillage
can provide.
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AHDB’S NEW SOIL MANAGEMENT
GUIDE NOW IN PRINT.
18 months ago, it came to our attention that a new revised soil management and cultivation guide was needed for the UK. The last
comprehensive guide on soil structure was produced in 2001 by National Soil Resources Institute.
The remit was challenging.

the potatoes section.

• It had to work for all farmer and land
managers, engaged in farming or not.

With these names in the bag it was a
case of drawing the many information
streams into one document of just 36
pages. Again, quite a challenge. But
Philip set to work right away and soon
and a working copy in circulation.

• It would independently cover all
forms of soil management without
bias towards one practice or another.
• It would include combinable and
potato crop establishment
• It would feature a decision tree to
highlight gaps in a management plan
• Would feature the best information
available and be as up to date as
possible
No mean feat. And in true AHDB style
it could not favour any one approach
and is designed to inform and enable
the reader to make their own decisions;
in short, we are not your mother!
However, the guide does follow the
theme of cost control, compaction
avoidance and being open minded
which inevitably lead towards more
monitoring, reducing soil movement
and a more systems-based approach.
But also highlights the draw backs and
potential pitfalls of your current system
or the one you are thinking of moving
towards. The decision guide rightly
asks of your management capacity to
change; if your family and/or staff are
not behind you, buying a new drill isn’t
going to help. And while we are taking
drills, we have seen a new drill turn up
that is so expensive that costs have not
come down and yields have not gone
up.
In the past the AHDB and HGCA have
relied on agricultural science to produce
Knowledge Exchange. The reason for
this was that is was completely backed
up by independent research and raw
data was available for everyone to
see. It countered any argument before
it began. But this guide needed to be
practical, readily digestible and based on
farm scale experience. So, Philip Wright
stepped up, along with Andy Newbold,
Bill Basford and with Mark Stalham of
NIAB-CUF casting his expert eye over
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First things first, assess what you
have, then what you can control.
Unless you move you are stuck with
your soil type, topography and rainfall,
these three aspects will set the course.
From there onwards is down to you.
Your willingness to impose change on
yourself, family and staff is an important
next step. Change is interesting,
exciting and necessary and the more
open minded you can be the better.

Drainage systems in the UK are
getting old, and maintenance
often poor: a review of what’s
needed is a good idea. The
wet winter means it will be
summer before work can begin,
but autumn cover crops will
provide a useful opportunity
to repair or replace field drains.
Search AHDB Drainage Guide
to get more information.
The guide deals with crop residues
and sets out the benefits of straw
removal such as ease of entry for the
next crop and generating some useful
cash flow but also points out the risks
of compaction caused by removal
and in a catchy season the risk of late
removal. If chopping, then attentions
must turn to the combines capacity
to spread residue to the full width of
the cutter bar. Straw raking might be
necessary, and the guide has some
insights. Search AHDB Straw value for
more information.
Cover crops are in there. A short but
honest assessment of what cover crops
can do for you. Search AHDB Cover
Crops for in-depth information.

In terms of your prime mover, notes
include tyre or track choice, ballasting
the tractor to pull an implement not
pick it up, so consider trailed equipment
over mounted. Taking advantage
of modern tyre technology will pay
dividends in improved fuel use and
work rates while lowering soil pressure
and could controlled traffic farming be
incorporated? Combine/sprayer widths
of 6/18, 8/24, 9/36 or 12/36 meters
could be a no brainer soon if combine
manufactures and cope with the loading
auger/header width combinations.
While I know if you are reading this
magazine you are already on-board with
reduced soil movement or seriously
thinking about it, throughout the guide,
it suggests you probably don’t need
to do as much to your soil as you are.
In short, not as deep, not as intensive
are paths to more costs saved and a
reduction in horsepower requirements,
weight and costs to the business. Is
yield king? It does help, but not at any
cost and from our understanding of
benchmarking, there is a 20% chance of
a profit from doing the same thing year
in year out and relying on a good yield,
or an 80% chance of a profit of being
realistic about yield and managing costs
effectively.
Back to the guide and one of the
pages that took the most thought is the
Establishment Approach assessment
tool and I suggest giving it a try. The
idea is you consider each of the 10
assessments with potential for 10 marks
each and give yourselves marks out of
100. The top two you have little control
over, but the rest are well within your
control. The results should highlight
where your strengths already lay and
any gaps in your thinking. The follow
on being to refer to the corresponding
page number and review your options.
Of course, there is a section on direct
drilling and no till drilling, and we have
gone to pains to describe both so
there’s less confusion out there. If you
are mindful of moving towards reduced
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on no-till cultivation, then this guide is the first
step. Not buying or being sold a new drill. We
discuss all the benefits and pit falls of adopting
no till, not to put you off but to get you through
that period in 2 -3 years in when the excitement
has gone, and the management is needed at this
time more than ever. I’m also aware that those
reading this magazine may perhaps consider this
cultivations guide to be already out of date. But
remember, the vast majority of UK farmers are
using techniques found in all the pages within.
What the future holds will remain to be seen.

Establishment approach assessment tool
A change in cultivation approach does not necessarily
mean going from one extreme to the other. Tillage
operations cover varying degrees of soil movement,
from relatively little disturbance to complete inversion.

4

4

4

Score
Soil type

4

5

6

7

9

10

Annual rainfall >1250 mm
1

1
Prescriptive/
little time

Score
Residues/
organic matter

2

Before considering reduced cultivations:

Total score – establishment options: potato,
root and field vegetable crops
<55
Conventional approach often required, but
varied in response to season/conditions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine if the soil type is suitable
Do your research: visit other farms using reduced tillage
Start with fields where soil structure and drainage are
in a good state

Aim to significantly reduce tillage (option to
direct drill, when appropriate)

55–65 Aim to reduce tillage (intensity) and depths
for subsoiling, ploughing, bed tillage and
separation depth

Assess how often reduced cultivations may have been
appropriate over recent seasons

>65

Carefully assess whether soil and weather conditions
are suitable each season
Be flexible: change back, if conditions dictate

Aim to reduce tillage (operations and
intensity) and depths for subsoiling,
ploughing, bed tillage, separation depth
and declodding

Manage trafficking and ground pressures: minimise
the impact of heavy equipment
Ideally, carry out all cultivations on friable,
workable soil
Soil-loosen, if necessary. Grow roots through the soil,
whenever possible, to stabilise structure
Assess current system and equipment needs
compared to those needed for reduced cultivations
Change to a new system in a planned manner.
Soil type will often choose your system for you
Consider machinery-sharing, contracting or trading
in some existing machinery to fund reinvestment

3

Score
choice

2

4

5

4

Not used

Experimenting

Score

1

4

Trafficking
policy

No controlled
traffic farming
High-pressure
tyres used

Score

1

2

4

1

Pests
Score

8

10
Flexible/
good time

7

10

5

5

6

7

Freely drained, permeable
8

Some residues removed, no
organic matter returned
6

9

10

All residues remain and are
well-managed; FYM or other
organic amendments also
returned

7

9
Some used

10
Widespread use

8

10

No controlled
traffic farming
Low-pressure
tyres used

Some controlled
traffic farming
Low-pressure
tyres used

Fully controlled
traffic farming
Low-pressure
tyres used

6

8

10

Regular
irrigation

No irrigation

2

10

High pressure (annual
meadow grass, rye-grass
and brome)

Score

7

10
Light/medium soil;
self-structuring

Well drained, low permeability

Residues removed and
FYM or other organic
amendments returned

1

9

Flexible/little
time

Some drainage issues
3

8
Heavy soil;
self-structuring

4

2

Annual rainfall <650 mm

7

30

Residues removed
and no organic
matter returned

Score

6

Prescriptive/
some time

1

Irrigation

Annual rainfall 950–650 mm
5

Soil varied; some
non-structuring

Drainage issues common
1

4

Score

10

60–70 Aim to reduce tillage (option to strip-till
possible)
>70

Cover/
catch crop

Weeds

Total score – establishment options:
combinable crops/leys
<60
Varied approach required, with occasional
inversion tillage

The most appropriate establishment option depends on
many other factors (for example, machinery availability).

Annual rainfall 1250–950 mm

Slumping-prone
sands and silts

Score

Score

Note: Although some scores are defined (blue cells),
any score (range 1–10) can be selected.

Factor score choices

Management
(time available)

Drainage

For each of the factors, select a score (range 1–10)
and enter it into the appropriate 'score choice' cell.

A managed approach means that you can adapt your
cultivations (as required) on a rotational basis, basing your
decision on soil/weather conditions, previous cropping,
weed burden and soil assessments. A managed approach
has been shown to result in more consistent yields and
greater gross margins over the longer term.

Factor
Rainfall

Either use the paper-based tool (on page 31) or the
online tool at ahdb.org.uk/arablesoils.

Use this tool to consider the soil management factors
and their importance to your unique farming situation.
The scores produced are for guidance only. Use them to
identify where improvements could be made across your
farming system. Where possible, adapt management to
achieve higher scores.

To download a
copy go to ahdb.
org.uk/greatsoils
or Google AHDB
Cultivations
Guide or to
receive a hard
copy
posted
to you, either
phone
our
publications line
on; 0247 799
0069 or email;
publications@
ahdb.org.uk

Page

How to use the tool

2

High black-grass
pressure
3

Borderline
manageable

Manageable with
rotations

4

7

9

10

General pest
risk

Slug risk high

Slugs
manageable

Slugs controlled

1

4

7

10

Total score
31
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FEATURE

FARMER FOCUS

STEVE LEAR
The Jet stream has kicked our arse, but we are still
smiling….

With little winter crop in the ground and spring still
feeling like a long way off our attention has turned to
the cattle. I’m glad we baled every last bit of straw in
the summer as we are going to need it going into next
year. What seemed like a huge quantity of bedding is
fast depleting. We may have to resort to baling bean
straw this year to keep us going through next winter.
I had planned to graze the cover crops off with
sheep. Unfortunately, we had to change our plan as
I didn’t think the tender arable soils would take to
much trampling this winter. It has left us with some
great covers that are just coming into flower now. The
very few sunny days that we have had have brought
the pollinators out from their winter homes and have
given them some early feed, as well as providing some
grazing for the three species of deer that now call
our farm home. The cover crops have also shown up
beautifully the soil that we are doing a good job on and
the soils that need improving.
The ex-oat land was meant to get drilled with
winter wheat but again the weather has stopped our
plans dead. We have a good covering in these fields
of volunteer oats after some heavy wind just before
harvest shook a fair amount out to the floor. I’m
debating whether to keep these growing and forage
them for the cattle just before the black grass sheds.
Let see what April brings.
I have started doing some research into alternative
forage mixes. We have already moved over to using
whole crop cereals from maize for the fattening cattle.
The plan is to develop a multi species forage crop that
will give the pre calving cows everything they need
without having to add any protein afterwards. I think
using multi species mixes should also help improve soil
health and reduce chemical inputs. At present our pre
calving cows are fed a mixture of grass silage, straw
and field beans to up the protein levels in the ration.
I’m hoping to find a forage that can mean we don’t
need to mix anything up. I think we will try some oats
companioned with either peas or beans to increase the
protein in the forage to start us off. I have just got to
work out the percentages of each species to get us the
ideal mix of nutrition for the cows. Growing this forage
mix will also give us a good early opportunity to stitch a
multi species cover crop in before winter drilling.
After such a wet autumn and winter with little in the
ground its easy to get a bit down about things. When
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I look around the county, I see many fields that have
had a crop mauled into them and are sat very wet with
serious soil structural issues, nutrient leaching and run
off. I’m glad we stopped drilling when we did. Even
though we have little cash crop in the ground most of
our fields have a good green cover on them, which is
keeping the nutrients where they belong, stopping the
soil from slumping, keeping the microbial communities
alive and increasing organic matter. So there is still
something to smile about. We also haven’t spent any
money cultivating land, which has been a waste of
money for many farms across the country this winter.
I’m hoping going into April we will be able to get on
and drill our spring crops. I’ve seen a number of farmers
saying in the press that they are going to fallow land if
its not drilled by mid-march. It’s rare to see much spring
cropping done on our clay soils before mid-march in a
normal year let alone a wet one, and in any case, I need
the straw.
I have purchased a second drill for this spring to
help us out a bit. I’ve gone for a Simtech to give us a
bit more flexibility. The Cross-slot is a fantastic drill
but when the soils are wet the last thing you want
is a 12ton drill travelling over them. I’m hoping the
Simtech will give us a wider drilling window at the
end of autumn and the beginning of spring. It will
also be used to establish beans a little earlier than we
could do previously as the Cross-slot is always busy
on cereals. We were helped out with the purchase
of the SimTeth through the ‘Small Farm Productivity
Grant’. Its well worth getting if you are looking at new
equipment and is very easy to apply for, hopefully it
will be funded going forward.
A trip up to York for the BASE UK agm gave me
the opportunity to listen to some fantastic speakers
once again, from the history of wheat breeding to a
great talk on mob grazing there was plenty to inspire
a hungry mind. I came away from the conference this
year thinking about how farmers should be aiming to
sell food to consumers rather than commodities to big
cooperation’s. Maybe in the future we could see more
flour mills, butchery shops and veg stalls owned by
small groups of farmers selling their unique produce
to the great British public, wouldn’t that be something.

Keep smiling and remember even a bad
day on a farm is better than a good day
in an office.
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DRILL MANUFACTURERS

IN FOCUS...
Laurent Vaucher farms in the
Lorraine region of eastern France,
near the city of Metz. He also works
as a contractor using a Novag 4m.
He has bought since 2019 a
wider Novag 6m to replace his first
acquisition.

“I started my conservation farming
approach because I was noticing a
drop in the organic matter content
of my soils. Intensive soil tillage had
removed life out of my soils. I was
getting big erosion problems in my
hilly fields and too many stones.
The level of expenses for my 140
hectares, with fields at multiple
location, was simply too high. So, I
went against the common belief, in
our area where most farmer heavily
criticize no tillage for not being
suited to our heavy, cold land. The
traditional crops we have been
growing so far were winter wheat,
winter barley, oil seed rape and
spring barley. However, for 2 years
I have started to diversify and I am
adding spring peas, sunflower, grain
corn and soybeans.
At our place, the farmer’s
population is getting older and we do
not find enough younger, motivated
people to carry on their work. As
a result of this trend, I think that
custom farming will develop very fast
in the next few years. But, contrary to
86 DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

the existing offer on the contracting
marker, I wanted to emphasize the
soil health benefits they would gain
by not working their soils. However,
to be successful in this job and keep
the trust of my customers, I needed
to be able to achieve the best quality
for seed placement in a wide range
of conditions.
I was looking at the Novag drill for a
couple of years already. I visited other
farmers who had a Novag for a few
years and was quite impressed by the

precision of their management. The
new 4m I bought in 2018 was the
biggest purchase of my carrier. But
I don’t think any other technology
could have worked in our conditions,
since we farm on some hilly area,
have a mixture of quite heavy soils
but sometimes light sandy soils as
well. We also have grain maize in
our rotation, and that leave quite a
lot of residue on the field. I thought
that even if the Novag was more
expensive, the quality of the job was
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more important than saving a few on
the drill. In my opinion, many if not
all leading brands offer implements
that are too expensive for what they
deliver!
I pulled the Novag 4m with my
beloved Magnum pro 7210 (I must
confess: I am an IH admirer). It’s such
a great tractor, but you had to slow
down going uphill. My normal drilling
speed was around 7km/h on flat area
and went down to 4km/h on hills.
The first spring crops we planted,
especially spring barley and peas,
looked particularly promising and
the difference with the cultivated
fields of my neighbour was amplified
by very dry spring conditions. These
first “visual” results really triggered
a demand for contracting service
beyond my expectations. All of a
sudden, my neighbours became
interested in directly drilled spring
crops.

I sold the 4m to a farmer in the
Champagne region in the spring
of 2019, and had the opportunity
to trade it with a used 6m Novag.
Choosing the tractor was more
difficult. I really would have wanted
a Kirovets 400HP but it was too hard
to find in France. In the end I found
a good second hand Quadtrac 500.
That would definitively solve any
pulling problem on the hills!
Laurent’s QuadTrac & Novag 6m
marked with the Lorraine’s cross, the
logo for his contracting business.
Last year, 2019, the spring was no
different than 2018: very dry, and
summer was even dryer.

the heavy rainfalls and actually look
worse.
This wet climate is nevertheless
showing that my soils have already
started improving. My fields are not
flooded, and my soils are only going
to get better, and more resilient to
compaction.

Winter Barley sown in 2018
emerging not less than 6 weeks after
seeding. A real miracle: everything
was there, waiting for the rain.

The soil was really tough and
since I wanted to start planting Novag in England.
cereals before the autumn
New service agent in Wiltshire
rains, the full weight of the drill
Laurence
Vaucher
says
was needed to put the seeds
“Congratulations to the Webb
family for becoming the first UK
quite deep. When you’re not
agents”. Their farming and
expecting rain for a while, good service
contracting business is in Lyneham,
slot closure is essential.
Wilts Service Agents from which

In 2018, I covered 700 ha drilled
as a contracting service + 150ha
for my own farm, and I realized that
I already had to gear up and invest
in a more powerful tractor, to pull
a wider drill. It was the only way to
meet the increasing requests I was
receiving for 2019.

In autumn, we had rain like unseen
before. This led to difficult conditions,
and delayed seeding. In too wet
fields, I faced a few compaction
issues in headlands. However, I was
able to make a generally satisfying
work despite the conditions. Tilled
field around greatly suffered from

they can serve the whole of the
country.

The extensive configuration on
their new T-ForcePlus 440 allows for
a wide range of jobs, including the
seeding of no tilled Maize which will
be tested this spring in their region.
In these areas, they will offer
Novag demonstrations to any farmer
seeking to try out this seeding system
for himself, and they can count on
full support from the factory.
Novag drills and parts are fully
available in the UK and sold on a
direct sale basis.

Groundswell preparation
Following last, successful, edition,
Novag is again taking part in
Groundswell and will disclose its
newest drill model, the T-Force
450ct at the occasion of the no-till
show. Make sure to book your tickets
in advance!
The new machine will stay for a
while in the UK and will travel after
Groundswell to the fields of our
partner TWB farms.
Laurent’s fierce Magnum Pro 7210, pulling the Novag 4m in 2018.
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KEY FACTOR IN IMPROVING
SOIL WATER INFILTRATION
RATES
Written By Laura Barrera and first published on Agfuse.com

Many farmers across the U.S.
experienced wet weather last growing
season. According to NOAA, the
12-month period between July 2018
and June 2019 set the precipitation
record in the U.S. with an average 37.86
inches per month — 7.9 inches above
average.
The result of all that rain had a
negative impact on growers. The USDA
says that more than 19.6 million acres
were reported as prevented plant, with
the RMA paying out roughly $4.26
billion in claims related to flooding and
excess moisture.
One way to help manage these high
rainfall events is to improve soil water
infiltration — the faster it can enter the
soil, the less likely it will pond or run
off the farm, taking valuable soil and
nutrients with it.

Top Practices: Perennials &
Cover Crops
Basche and DeLonge’s research
discovered the practice that improved
water infiltration rates the most was
having perennial crops, such as grasses
or trees, incorporated into the cropland.
They found experiments where perennial
treatments were compared to annual
crops improved infiltration rates by an
average 59%. The experiments included
three types of perennial systems:
agroforestry, perennial grasses and
managed forestry.
“Despite differences among and
between the practices,” Basche and

DeLonge say in the paper, “the perennial
practices showed a consistent pattern
in that growing perennial rather than
annual plants led to improved infiltration
rates.”
The second most influential practice
was cover crops, which the meta-analysis
found improved soil water infiltration by
an average 35%. The longer the cover
crops were used the better — studies
where cover crop experiments were
in place for more than 4 years had
higher infiltration rates compared to
experiments in place for 1-3 years (see
chart below).
Basche and DeLonge also noted there
was evidence that cover crops had a

But what are the best practices for
increasing water infiltration rates?
University
of
Nebraska-Lincoln
(UNL) assistant professor of agronomy
and horticulture Andrea Basche
set out to find just that. Along with
Marcia DeLonge, Union of Concerned
Scientists’ research director and senior
scientist of food and environment,
Basche conducted a meta-analysis
that analyzed the effects of no-till,
cover crops, crop rotations, perennial
plantings and cropland grazing on
infiltration rates.
A meta-analysis, Basche explains, is a
research approach to carefully combine
results from many experiments to
look for broader patterns. Their metaanalysis included 89 studies from six
continents.

Water absorption
by Farm Fields has
significant effect on
urban flooding.
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greater impact on water infiltration rates
in coarsely textured soils with higher
sand content and less clay. And when
combined with no-till, compared to
no-till alone, cover crops significantly
increased rates by an average 45%.

No-Till Not as Influential
However, no-till on its own did not have
as great an impact on water infiltration
rates as might be expected. Data from
52 studies found no overall effect from
no-till alone.
There were only two situations where
no-till improved water infiltration: in
wetter environments and in studies
where the data explicitly reported that
residue was retained. Basche clarifies
that this doesn’t mean the other studies
were removing residues, just that only
certain studies reported the data that
way.
Basche admits that no-till not
improving water infiltration was the
most surprising finding from the metaanalysis, considering other studies have
shown a positive effect from no-till, as
well as anecdotal evidence.

measurements were taken may be
another reason why no-till wasn’t as
influential.
Basche adds that it’s important to note
that with an analysis like this, it can be
hard to find general patterns about how
much the environment, such as soil
types, impacts the results.
“You are limited by what studies are
included in your database, which do
not represent a full distribution of soils
and environments,” she explains. “I
think those types of results should be
interpreted carefully.”
Regardless of the meta-analysis
results, Basche doesn’t want farmers to
get hung up on the idea that no-till never
increases infiltration.
“But when we looked at these different
practices related to soil health, the most
consistent and largest improvements
came from those practices that had
continuous roots in the soil,” she says.
“It wasn’t just minimizing disturbance
— it was the roots that had the biggest
impact.”

Retain Residue
Since one of the instances where notill improved infiltration rates is where
residue retention was reported, Basche
says it’s fair to say that leaving residue
may be what makes the difference in
increasing water infiltration under no-till.
Response of infiltration rates to
subsets of no-till experiments. Figure
from Basche and DeLonge's paper.
Results from other studies back up
the importance of residue retention
for water infiltration. A 6-year UNL
study found that removing 60% of corn
residue decreased water infiltration
rates from 2.13 inches per hour to 1.43,
and Sustainable Agriculture Research
and Education (SARE) cites infiltration
increasing up to 180% in field trials from
soil surface coverage by residue alone.

Get More Roots Down More
Often
Given the findings of the meta-analysis,
Basche says that if growers want to
improve water infiltration, their best bet
is to consider ways they can increase the

In fact, a meta-analysis study
conducted by researchers from ICARIndian Agricultural Research Institute and
the International Rice Research Institute
found that no-till increased steady-state
infiltration rates by 66%, and improved
field capacity water content at surface
and sub-surface layers by 6-16%.

So why did Basche and
DeLonge’s meta-analysis find
different results?
Basche believes part of it may be due
to the way researchers reported their
data, which she says is often a limitation
in such studies. For example, some
studies did not report different tillage
treatments, while others may have
reported infiltration rates for stacked
practices (such as no-till plus cover
crops), while their meta-analysis was
looking to isolate practices.
Another limitation may be in how
researchers set up their studies, Basche
says, noting that unlike farmers who
will often make adjustments when they
see something isn’t working, university
researchers aim to keep everything the
same so they can focus on a single factor.
The timing of the water infiltration
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Response of infiltration rates to subsets of cover crop experiments. Figure from Basche and DeLonge's paper.
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will likely be a suitable practice
for achieving that goal. But
deciding on the best species
will depend on each farmer’s
location and cropping system,
Basche says, especially their
annual precipitation. What
works for a dryland farmer out
west will probably not be the
best fit for a farmer with a lot of
rainfall in the Midwest.

frequency and distribution of roots in
the soil.
While perennials proved to be the best
option from the meta-analysis, Basche
recognizes it may not be a suitable
option for everyone. Which is why she
says it’s more important to focus on the
principle of increasing the frequency and
distribution of living roots in the soil vs.
the practice.
“The two practices that offered
continuous roots in the soil were the
ones that led to the largest and most
consistent improvements in infiltration,”
she says. “Roots activate soil biology,
improve soil structure, and potentially
increase carbon. So it makes sense that
they could be the start of the chemical,
biological and physical changes in the
soil that can increase water entering and
being retained in the soil.

The good news is that several cover
crop species have shown to increase
water infiltration rates. SARE says that
a range of studies found non-legume
species increased infiltration anywhere
from 8-462%, while legumes increased
infiltration between 39% and 528%.
The SARE book, “Managing Cover
Crops Profitably,” also recommends
specific cover crop species that can help
water infiltration rates, including:
• Annual ryegrass. The book says
its dense but shallow root system
enhances soil tilth and improves

“If increasing water infiltration is a goal,
then consider management strategies
that can offer more roots in the soil more
times of the year. How can you make it
work on your farm?”

For many farmers, cover crops

TM

available for organic use

5-0-4-2S w/v

The world leading, highest density complex carbon liquid.
Works by mimicking root exudates, increasing microbes
and fungi for greater delivery of nutrients and disease
resistance. Increasing N efficiency, yields, health and
quality, e.g. protein, starch, ME.Proof Positive
Joe Melby- Middle River, MN

Soil Nutrition Solutions
with Lallemand
Rise P (IT45) Trial

alone
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£141/ha ROI

£144/ha ROI

IN-FURROW APPLICATION
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Yield Map, Minnesota

CONTROL

Control

L-CBFBOOST™
STARTER
L-CBF

+8.2%

Product: L-CBF 7-21-3 MKP STARTER™
Crop: Spring Wheat
Application Timing: Planting
Application Rate: 5 gal/acre
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16.0t/ha

71

Control

Ave
Bacteria
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Control
15.8t/ha
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+1.3%

Ave

+9.8%

17.3t/ha

Broxton - Norfolk

17.0t/ha
56

18.4t/ha

Lackham - Wilts

CONTROL

TRUE COLOR MAP

$55.80/acre

If improving water infiltration rates is a
goal for your farm, be sure to measure
your current rate before implementing
new practices and changes, so you
can determine what’s working and
what’s not. Check out no. 4 in the
article “7 Ways to Measure Soil Health
Improvements” (Issue 7 of Direct Driller
Magazine) for a simple way to measure
your infiltration rate.

Since 2010, L-CBF BOOST™ has been
developed & perfected on millions
of acres across US, UK & EU.

For INCREASED EARLY
VIGOUR & EMERGENCE on
ALL CEREALS AND OILSEEDS
apply 10L/ha for approx. £6
(with UAN or post/pre emergence)

• Improves damaged/stressed crop recovery
• Improved rooting and biomass
• Speeds up crop residue and cover crop
conversion to OM
• Higher efficacy of Ag. Chems. (incl. glyphosate)
and foliar feeds
• Reduced scorch and leaf wax removal
• Proven to increase soil N levels

FOR SPRING OFFERS ORDER NOW:
Tel: 01952 727754
Email: web@qlf.co.uk
ORDER DIRECT OR VIA MERCHANT ASK YOU ADVISOR
TO GET ON BOARD WITH ALL DATA AND TRIAL WORK

L-CBF 7-21-3 MKP

Return on investment

Track Changes for Improvement

ADDED VALUE

Increased yield
of 1.1mt/ha

“The crop was so consistent coming in the
combine where the L-CBF was applied.” Joe Melby

2019 MGA L-CBF BOOST™
high OM soils

2019 MGA L-CBF BOOST™
& RISE P on low OM soils

water infiltration and is an “excellent
choice for building soil structure to
enhance water infiltration, waterholding capacity or irrigation
efficiency.”
• Barley, as it improves soil structure.
• Brassicas like forage radish,
rapeseed and turnip. These species
produce large taproots that can
penetrate up to 6 feet, the book
says, and as they decompose will
leave channels open to increase
water infiltration.

www.qlfagronomy.co.uk  

*ROI figured on $5.20/bushel wheat
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PESTICIDES: HOW THE PRESSURE ON
CONVENTIONAL CHEMISTRY PRESENTS AN
OPPORTUNITY FOR SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVES
Written by Felicity Lenyk from Eden Research plc

The situation
The Food and Agriculture Organisation
(“FAO”) estimates that 40% of global food
crops are lost to plant pests annually,
equating to a yearly financial loss of over
$220billion. This stark statistic highlights
the importance of further research into
new ways to tackle these pests if we are
to feed the world’s growing population
in the future.
Agriculture has never lacked significant
challenges, but continuous regulatory
scrutiny is having a major impact on the
conventional pesticides market around
the world. Crop protection products and
programmes are under constant review
and increasing pressure from regulators
and consumers is driving a global
movement towards more sustainable
alternatives.
The loss of numerous crop protection
products and chemistries has recently
been publicised in the media. Sentiment
around the removal of these products
has been positive from a consumer
standpoint and slightly more critical
from a grower perspective as they
have voiced concerns about the fact
that the industry is left without viable
alternatives. The current situation is
that farmers are facing challenges from
pests and disease, but with no approved
chemical solutions.

This rapid loss of chemistry is
driving increased innovation
throughout the crop protection
market. The biopesticide
industry is developing rapidly,
currently growing at a CAGR of
15% and estimated to be worth
$10 billion by 2025.
Biopesticides are derived from natural
materials such as animals, plants,
bacteria, and certain minerals and
are generally considered reduced risk
pesticides. However, despite the fact that
they generally have a more favourable
environmental profile, they are still
subjected to a rigorous registration
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process as they must meet all regulatory
standards and not compromise efficacy.
Conventional
pesticide
product
discovery and development takes 1012 years and costs in the region of
$300million. The process is faster for
biopesticides, but the costs can reach
$25million.

So, where does Eden Research
fit in?
Eden Research plc is the UK’s only quoted
company focused on biopesticides for
sustainable agriculture. Eden develops
and supplies innovative biopesticide
products and natural microencapsulation
technologies to the global crop protection
market. The products are based upon
natural plant chemistries but deliver
performance on par with conventional
chemistry and complement integrated
pest management (IPM) programmes.

Terpene active ingredients
Plant terpenes are secondary metabolites
and are one of evolution’s answers to
natural plant defence mechanisms. Eden
has registered three terpene active
ingredients in the EU - geraniol, eugenol
and thymol. This is no mean feat in a
decade where it was more commonplace
to see approvals being withdrawn.
As volatile compounds found in
essential oils, terpenes have been
utilised as a means of crop protection for
centuries. Until recently however, due
to their volatility and hydrophobicity,
there was no practical means of applying
them successfully at scale in agriculture/
horticulture. Stable formulations rely on
a means of encapsulation, and due to
the use of Eden’s patented SustaineTM
technology, high capacity loading
of terpenes with a phased release
mechanism is now achievable.
Terpenes are ubiquitous in the
environment and are even found in many
common foods. The terpene active
ingredients in Eden’s formulations are
Maximum Residue Limit (MRL) exempt
and have no detectable residues, with
pre-harvest intervals as low as 0-days
for certain products. They have multi-

site modes of action against pests
and therefore have no known risk
of resistance, which is an increasing
concern with many actives available on
the market.
Another key advantage
of Eden’s formulated products is their
lack of persistence in the environment
which, combined with safety to
beneficial insects, helps to protect the
environment. A lack of accumulation of
soil residues can help reduce the need
for drilling, and products such as these
works well with the development of field
margins.

The innovative technology
Sustaine
is
a
naturally-sourced,
microplastic-free encapsulation system
that is suitable for a wide range of active
ingredients, including conventional
chemical
and
biological
actives.
SustaineTM is the enabling core of Eden’s
products and provides a biodegradable
solution to microencapsulation that
has been commercially proven. Stable
capsule suspension formulations are
possible with high loadings of active
ingredients in aqueous, solvent-free
formulations with excellent bio-activity
and the potential to increase efficacy,
protect against phytotoxicity and mix
readily with a range of chemistries.
A key feature of these microcapsules
is that the capsule wall is not eroded
during the release process; the terpenes
exit via pores, which open upon
hydration and close again when the
capsule experiences osmotic stress/
dehydration. In this way, the terpene
active ingredients have a phased release
pattern and prolong their activity across
multiple
rehydration/dehydration
events. This controlled release can
facilitate lower overall application rates
of active ingredients as there is reduced
www.directdriller.co.uk 91

risk of losses to the environment.

Solving the microplastics
problem
The European Chemicals Agency
(ECHA) has proposed an EU-wide
restriction on the use of “intentionallyadded” microplastic particles. The
proposed restriction includes the
use of microplastics for agricultural
and horticultural purposes, including
polymers utilized for controlled-release
fertilizers, encapsulated plant protection
products (PPPs), seed coatings, and
biocides.
By 2025 in the EU, pesticides
containing
synthetic
polymer
microplastics are likely to be banned
and removed from the market to
prevent their direct release into soil and
water. The only acceptable alternative
is the substitution with biodegradable
formulations. Reformulated products
will need to be evaluated and registered
within the five-year transition period,
and SustaineTM is a viable, proven and
immediately registerable solution to the
microplastics problem in formulations
that benefit from encapsulation.
The ECHA Annex XV proposal for
restrictions on intentionally added
microplastics in agriculture/horticulture
could mean up to:
• 200 reformulations of Plant
Protection Products
• 50 reformulations of seed coatings
• 500 adaptations of seed coatings
The proposed microplastics restrictions
for capsule suspension plant protection
products (CSPs) and coated seeds could
result in a total reduction of 15,000
tonnes microplastic pollution across the
EU over the next 20 years.
Eden is actively working with a
growing number of partners to develop

new, plastic-free formulations for their
active ingredients including conventional
chemistry as well as biologicals.

Eden’s current portfolio of
biopesticides
To date, two commercial products using
the terpene active ingredients and
SustaineTM technology are approved
– MevaloneTM is a bio-fungicide used
primarily to tackle botrytis on grapes
and CedrozTM is a bio-nematicide used
across a wide range of vegetable crops.
The main markets for these products are
in southern Europe (approval is currently
being sought in the UK).
Both products benefit from being
MRL exempt and having favourable
environmental
profiles
compared
to many conventional products. For
example, drawbacks with a number
of conventional nematicides include
harm to the environment, difficulty of
application, and long re-entry periods,
which has led to various examples
being withdrawn from the market
over the years. CedrozTM is a water
based alternative, applied with existing
irrigation equipment and a proven
solution to complement existing
programmes.
Adding to the existing portfolio,
Eden intends to launch new products
in important new segments of the crop
protection market, including insecticides
and seed treatments. Mevalone has
already received emergency use approval
in France for post-harvest storage
diseases in apples, which is another
major new use and another step towards
high quality, residue free food produce.

Reaching organic status
The organic market is growing
considerably and between 2012 and
2017 the area under organic production
in the EU increased by 25% to reach

12.6million hectares. Eden’s terpene
active ingredients (thymol, eugenol and
geraniol) have organic approval in the
EU, providing growers with an alternative
solution to use as part of IPM.

The current regulatory
landscape
Government resources and regulatory
bodies are under-resourced, which
urgently needs addressing. The good
news however, is that regulators are
addressing the fact that biopesticides
are distinct from conventional chemistry
and must be assessed differently.
Crop protection requirements are
increasingly focussed on a need for
sustainable chemistry,
and going
forward this trend is unlikely to change.
Sustainable alternatives have the ability
to impact the environment, as well as
growers and manufacturers/distributors
in the following ways:
• The environment: Products which
are efficacious and provide reliable
control of pests or pathogens to
enable improved yields and crop
quality must also have minimal impact
on the environment. The challenge
going forward is to maximise yields
for a growing population, whilst
reducing any negative impacts on
wildlife or human health.
• Growers: Products are required
that are easily incorporated into
existing programmes, with current
equipment. Easy to use and apply,
with improved safety profiles for
users, they also need to be based on
active ingredients that have low risk
of developing resistance.
• M a n u f a c t u r e r s /d i s t r i b u t o r s :
Formulations suitable for commercial
production and with broader storage
conditions than many biologicals
are required to enable efficient
production and distribution at scale.

Outlook

SustaineTM
microencapsulation
technology is derived
from insoluble yeast
extract. Multiple active
ingredients can be
loaded into the core.

When diluted in
water, pores in the
walls of the capsule
open.
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Active ingredient is
released while the
pores remain open
in the presence of
water.

If the capsules dry,
the pores will close
again, locking in
active ingredient until
the next re-wetting
event, where further
release occurs.

The requirement for alternative solutions
to challenges in crop protection
will increase as regulatory pressure
increases. Eden is confident that it is well
placed in the market to deliver solutions
going forward which are efficacious,
residue exempt and polymer free,
ultimately delivering products which
instil confidence in regulators, growers
and consumers alike.
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IN FOCUS...

DALE DRILLS – VERSATILITY PROVIDES
SUPERB SPRING ESTABLISHMENT
Established in 1999, Dale Drills
have a wealth of experience when
it comes to reduced and No Till
establishment of spring crops.
Directors Tom and James Dale
use their range of drills and low
disturbance cultivators on their
own 3200ac arable enterprise
which incorporates a variety of
different soil types.
Spring drilling brings with it a
number of different challenges, but
Dale Drills believe their machine has
the versatility to offer the solution.

Configure for Covers
Biomass in the form of previous crop
residues and cover crops, offer a wide
range of benefits from acting as a
mulch to increasing the soils organic
matter content. The Dale Drills Eco
range of No Till drills have been
designed to cope with high levels of
residue and is versatile enough to
deal with both brown residues (such
as chopped straw and stubble) and
green residues (such as cover crops).

allowing the tine following to clean
out any hair pinned material left by
the disc and place the seed.

Focus Feeding Where it
The company advocates the use of Counts

tines – the Eco Drills standard setup,
for drilling into brown residues as
the straw will tend to ‘flow’ around
the tines, whilst the tines work in
clean soil under the residue. An
added advantage is that the residue
tends to be ‘combed’ into the areas
between the drilled rows acting as a
mulch against weeds.

When drilling into green covers
size starts to matter. If covers
are under 12” then chances are
the drill will cope in the standard
configuration with 2 tines fitted. If
taller green covers are apparent the
company offers a retrofit Cover Crop
Cutting Disc Kit which bolts on to
each drilling assembly. The disc cuts
a path through the green residue,
DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

Dale Drills have offered drills
capable of placing fertiliser alongside
the seed since its inception. This
technique is particularly effective
with regards to Spring cropping as
the reduced growing season and
typically drier conditions will limit
a spring crops ability to develop a
rooting system capable of exploiting
broadcast nutrient.
The Eco range of drills can be
specified to place fertiliser alongside
seed at 25cm row spacing, and a
recently developed option now
allows customers to specify drills
which can place seed and fertiliser at
12.5cm row spacings.

Match Row Spacing with Crop
Type
The Eco range of drills come with
variable row spacing from 12.5 –
25cm as standard, and 50cm spacing
as an optional extra. This versatility
within the drill allows farmers to
drill different crops at their optimum
spacing maximising yield potential.
For example spring barley can be
sown at 12.5cm row spacing to
ensure maximum coverage and if
lodging occurs avoid excessive head
losses, as can be the case where
wider row spacings are used.
Row spacing should also be
matched to weed pressure. Crops
drilled at narrower row spacings will
be better able to compete against
weeds.

Dale Drilling Depth Accuracy
With the shorter growing season,
spring crops require the best
www.directdriller.co.uk 93

to pull a Dale Eco-Drill. This is
particularly useful in spring as a
comparatively smaller and lighter
tractor can be used to pull a drill
avoiding creating compaction issues.
Alternatively a wider working width
of drill could be used on a typical
drilling tractor reducing the overall
trafficked area, preventing excessive
soil compaction.

get away possible. Dale Drills
independent
drilling
assembly
contour following, offers excellent
depth control across the width of the
drill. Placing every seed at an even
and accurate depth, even on rough
ground, ensures uniform emergence,
improving management of the crop
throughout its growth cycle.

Low Draught, Lightweight
The 12mm wide tungsten tipped
tines used by Dale Drills reduce
the horsepower required to pull the
drills. Typically 25hp/m is sufficient

As all Dale Drills use forward facing
tine openers, they are more efficient
at penetrating the ground than disc
openers and so are typically up to
50% lighter than equivalent disc
drills. This combined with smaller
drilling tractors provide a lightweight
footprint.

Meir SC – Low Disturbance
Soil Conditioner
Dale Drills sister company, Meir
Agriculture, has been established
to provide a range of cultivators
designed to fit within a Conversation
Agriculture system. The Meir Soil
Conditioner (SC) is designed to
effectively relieve compaction down
to approx. 12” without excessive soil

disturbance at the surface.
The Meir SC is now available with
an optional small seed applicator. In
this configuration the Meir can be
used to establish OSR or cover crops.
Initial trials have shown the use of
low disturbance tillage combined
with cover crops has given yield
benefits to following spring crops.

How the Dale delivers in
Spring
• The Dale Drills adjustable row
spacing and cover crop cutting
disc facilitate drilling into all
different covers
• Seed & Fertiliser options at
12.5 or 25cm row spacings
ensure nutrient is accessible to
spring crops
• Adjustable row spacing allows
users to optimise crop yield
and weed suppression
•Accurate seeding depth to
ensure even emergence
• Low
draught,
lightweight
drilling to avoid soil compation.
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FIELD LAB: ORGANIC WHEAT
VARIETIES – PART 1
Authors: Dominic Amos [Researcher] Jerry Alford [Coordinator]
them.
Specifically, the lab will assess various
crop traits of different genotypes
(varieties) to explore and understand
crop performance and agronomic
characteristics for organic farming. The
trial will provide information on crop
performance to help inform farmers’
decisions on varietal selection.

Introduction
The field lab is focussed on investigating
winter wheat variety performance
using a single replicated plot trial on
an organic farm and larger scale strips
in farmers’ fields. The plot trial acts
as a reference for comparison of a
large number of varieties representing
a broad range of genotypes from
conventional and organic breeding
and from modern and heritage lines.
The key point has always been that
varieties used in organic farming
should be tested and evaluated under
organic conditions, providing organic
farmers with relevant performance
data.
The group consists of organic
farmers based in and around the
Cotswolds who are interested in
comparing varieties and assessing their
performance under organic conditions
to help make decisions about onfarm varietal choice. This field lab
started in 2017/18 with a single plot
trial, developing in the second year
(2018/19) to a plot trial and farm
trials, reported here. The field lab will
continue into at third year (2019/20)
with the plot trial and further farm
trials in a more integrated network
as a trial platform for organic variety
testing.

Field lab aims
The aim of this field lab is to investigate
and compare different wheat varieties
and their suitability for organic farming
by providing a platform for organic
farmers to reasonably compare and
evaluate a large number of varieties
grown in an environment relevant to
DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

The lab also aims to contribute to
the initiation of a coordinated variety
testing platform for organic wheat
(with potential extensions to other

species) with testing at both plot scale
and on-farm at field scale.

Background
Despite the increasing concern
about the limited relevance of
recommended lists (RL) originating
from conventionally managed trials,
there is no established central platform
for variety trials under organic
conditions. There is also concern
that organic winter wheat does not
consistently meet quantitative and

Methodology and data collection
Plot trial The following varieties were included in the trial:
No. Variety

Description

1

YQ

ORC Wakelyns Population (composite cross population)

2

Ehogold

Austrian bred organic milling variety

3

Siskin

KWS Nabim group 2, RL

4

Crispin

KWS Nabim group 4 (hard)

5

Montana

KWS German E-quality milling wheat

6

Evolution

Nabim group 4 (hard)

7

Revelation

KWS Nabim group 4 (soft), RL

8

Zyatt

Nabim group 1, RL

9

Skyfall

Nabim group 1, RL

10

Crusoe

Nabim group 1, RL

11

Mortimer

French variety (group 4(hard) equivalent)

12

Extase

Nabim group 2

13

Moschus

Strube German E-quality milling wheat

14

Cougar

RAGT Nabim group 4 (soft)

15 Hallfreda
		

Swedish variety with potential for organic cultivation 		
(Nabim group 4(soft) equivalent). High bunt tolerance.

16

Costello

Senova Nabim group 4 (hard)

17

Edelmann

Austrian bred Organic milling variety

18 Maris Widgeon Older milling variety from 1950’s still in commercial 		
		
production
19 AWC1
		

Mv Fredericia, Hungarian milling variety
(group 1 equivalent)

20
21
22

Experimental lines from Angus Wheat Consultants,
soft milling types considered more suitable for feed with
distilling potential (i.e. group 4 (soft))

AWC2
AWC3
AWC4

RL = present on AHDB Recommended List 2018/19.
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Methodology and data collection

to draw conclusions about varietal
performance in organic systems.

Plot trial The following varieties were included in the trial:

Samplings and assessments
• Pre-trial soil texture, chemical
analysis (N P K Mg pH) and Organic
Matter
A representative soil sample was
collected from the trial area at drilling.

The trial was located at Bradwell Grove farm at 51°46'01.8"N 1°41'32.8"W, in a typical
Cotswolds brash field (shallow chalky stony loam) with pH 8.0, 9.1 ppm available P, 59
ppm available K, 42 ppm available Mg and 8.1% organic matter. The trial was drilled on
the 24th October 2018 at a seed rate of 470 seeds/m².

qualitative expectations. Having been
bred in, and for, conventional high
input farming, non-adapted varieties
are probably one of the main drivers
of organic wheat under-performance
(Murphy et al. 2007). It has also been
demonstrated that breeding programs
focusing on cultivar evaluation in highinput environments do not result in
the selection of cultivars suited to
low-input environments (Loyce et al.
2008).

varietal
information
is
from
conventional trials using full fertiliser
and herbicide inputs with the untreated
fungicide results the only indication
of organic suitability. Organic farmers
need better, more reliable information
on varietal performance under organic
husbandry and therefore need testing
to take place under these conditions
for the information to be of most
relevance.

Plot trials remain the most reliable
and simplest way of comparing a large
number of varieties
in a robust replicated
design.
However,
there
is
also
evidence that under
CONTACT US:
organic
conditions
the
increased
Tel: 01608 664513
environmental
Mobile: 07779149466
variation means that
info@primewest.co.uk
the most relevant
information
on
yield and quality
performance
will
come from field
scale,
commercial
production on farm.
Therefore, the plot
trial must be used
in conjunction with
farm field scale trials
(Kravchencko
et
al. 2016). Testing a
restricted
number
of varieties at a field
scale with a network
of farmers, allowing
for the effects of
farm management,
whilst
maintaining
®
a reference plot
trial is a robust
Agricultural Contractors & No-Tillage Specialists
method from which

The only recent publicly available
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• Crop establishment
–
visual
assessment to detect any differences
in germination and early crop vigour.
A simple visual assessment took
place for each plot to determine
crop establishment and make varietal
comparisons if differences evident.
• Growth
cycle
length
crop
phenological
stage
in
correspondence of stem extension
and late flowering/milk stage
The growth stage of each variety was
assessed using the BBCH scale at two
site visits at stem extension (BBCH
31) and around milk stage (BBC75)
to determine earlier or later varieties.
• Crop canopy height - on a plot basis,
in correspondence of stem extension
and flowering
The canopy height was measured
using a ruler to give a representative
canopy height across the plot.
• Crop and Weed cover – on a
plot basis, at stem extension and
flowering
A simple visual assessment of crop and
weed ground cover % was taken at
these key times.
• Relative Crop Biomass – on a plot
basis, at stem extension.
A simple visual assessment of crop
biomass relative to the highest biomass
variety (Maris Widgeon) set to 100%.
i.e. a variety with half the biomass of
Maris W would score 50%, and variety
with 3/4 the biomass would score
75%.
• Crop Growth Habit – on a plot basis
at stem extension.
A simple 1 to 5 scale from prostrate
to erect to give an idea of crop
morphology and canopy structure at
this timing.
• Disease severity – on a plot basis.
Identification of main foliar diseases
and estimated average percentage
ISSUE 9 | APRIL 2020

best farm practice:

3.3 Data analysis

Figure 1. Typical layouts of variety strips drilled at field scale.

cover of flag leaf and 2nd leaf in
correspondence of BBCH GS 65
A simple percentage leaf area showing
symptoms for the two leaves described
was performed
• Ear density – count of fertile tillers
on two randomly selected quadrats
in each plot
Counts of ears in a 0.25m2 quadrat
to provide an estimate of ear numbers
per meter squared.
• Farmer voting – Farmers vote
on favourite variety according to
observed crop traits in the field.
Farmers voting for favourite varieties
based on observed crop traits,
beneficial for crop production on their
farms. Voting to be held around stem
extension and late flowering.
• Grain yield – plot combine harvest
of each plot at maturity, with grain
weight adjusted at 15% moisture
and converted to t/ha.
Each plot harvested to provide a t/ha
grain yield and a moisture content to
allow standardisation to 15% moisture.
• Grain quality – protein content and
specific weight (hectolitre weight,

HLW), and Hagberg Falling Number
(HFN) measured in a lab by AWC
Ltd.
Samples collected at harvest and
analysed for each variety on a single
bulked sample made up from all three
plots.

3.2 Farm field scale trials
In addition to the plot trials three
farmers selected three varieties (the
farm variety that they commonly grow
and two additional new varieties) to
test at a field scale using commercial
farm equipment. The varieties were
drilled side by side in the same field as
large strips of equal size. These strips
were harvested and combine yield
data provided by the farmers. Grain
samples were sent for quality testing
of protein, HLW and HFN. This testing
provided each farmer with a direct
and reliable comparison of varieties
under their own farm conditions to
compliment and compare with the plot
trial results.
Examples of how the farmers laid
out their variety strips in the field are
illustrated below. The farmers drilled
and harvested the strips and managed
the varieties according to their own

The trial was designed as a randomised
complete block, with 22 “treatments”
and three replicates.. Data was
analysed by a linear model to highlight
effect of variety over any response
variable. Validity of the model was
checked graphically observing the
diagnostic plot of residuals (quantilequantile plot). Pairwise comparisons
between varieties was carried out
through the Tukey’s HSD test. To
visualise relationships between the
tested variables, principal component
analysis (PCA) was run in two steps.
First, an interim PCA was run with
all the variables included, and the

quality of representation (Cos2) of
each variable was checked. Second, a
definitive PCA was run with those
variables with a quality of
representation higher than 0.5. The
package ‘emmeans’ was used to
calculate estimated marginal means.
All analyses were done by R version
3.6.1.
Results to be reported in Issue 10 of
Direct Driller Magazine

WHAT DO YOU READ?

If you are like us, then you don’t know where to start when it comes to other reading apart from farming magazines. However, there
is so much information out there that can help us understand our businesses, farm better and understand the position of nonfarmers. Below is a book you might find interesting, challenge the way you currently think and help you farm better.

The Future We Choose:
Surviving the Climate Crisis
We can survive the climate crisis.
This book shows us how. We have
two choices for our future, which is
still unwritten. It will be shaped by
who we choose to be right now. So,
how can we change the story of the
world?
The Future We Choose is a
passionate call to arms from former

DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

UN Executive Secretary for Climate Change, Christiana
Figueres, and Tom Rivett-Carnac, senior political strategist
for the Paris Agreement. We are still able to stave off the
worst and manage the long-term effects of climate change,
but we have to act now. We know what we need to do,
and we have everything we need to do it.
Practical, optimistic and empowering, The Future We
Choose is a book for every generation, for all of us who
feel powerless in the face of the climate crisis.
This is the final hour: it can be our finest.
But we must act now.
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Perfect weight distribution
Simple & robust

Even coulter pressure
Reliable results

DRILL MANUFACTURERS

IN FOCUS...
Front & rear staggered coulters

No blocking with trash

To find out more contact Ryetec;

Tel; 01944
728186THE
EVERYONE SHOULD
HAVE
Email; info@ryetec.co.uk
www.ryetec.co.uk
OPPORTUNITY TO
DIRECT DRILL

Despite the weather, direct drilled
crops on the whole look well

Certainly next doors conventionally
worked and drilled field (inset) doesn’t
look any different to Ma/Ag direct
drilled the same day with double the
horsepower per metre!!!
We just now need a bit of warmth to
get things moving
In order to widen the appeal of the
Ma/Ag drill and offer a much more price
competitive units for smaller farmers
and contactors wishing to start down
the direct route, we have launched

ready for Spring (when it arrives !!!) a
3 metre mounted version of the Ma/
Ag drill. Utilising the same fully floating
coulter unit with its twin disc design,
including scalloped straight disc and
angled plain disc with a rear rubber
press wheel.

so every angle is covered, although
dust seems a way off at the moment !

If you want to carry tools, fuel or
perhaps some cover crop seed, maybe
you should treat yourselves to a
WorkBox ideal for anyone who needs
to have a workshop in the field?
The lid is waterproof and dust proof

More details on drills or Workboxes
contact Ryetec on 01944 728186
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Direct drilling

Avatar SD & Sprinter
HIGH PERFORMANCE DIRECT DRILLS
Sprinter is the drill you can depend on in all conditions. For use
after the plough, minimum cultivation and direct sowing. 3000 to
8000 litre hopper and Duett coulters to micro-loosen underneath
the seed horizon.
Avatar SD is a high performance direct drill with single disc
coulter for no-till farming. Available in 3m to 12m working widths,
it has a reliable 2-bar design for high harvest residues and single,
double or triple hopper for seed, fertiliser and microgranules.
DIRECT DRILLER MAGAZINE

Visit our website, your local HORSCH
dealer or call 01733 667895.
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